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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
1.1 General Introduction 
In this thesis on One-Boson-Exchange (OBE) models ve study simul-
taneously the nucleon-nucleon (NN) and hyperon-nucleón (YN) interactions 
at low energies (T. . ( 350 MeV). The NN- and YN-channels are intimately 
connected via the SU(3) structure of the strong interactions. As is well 
known the N and Y particles belong to the famous lowest lying baryon 
octet representation of SU(3) (Ge 61»). Physically the NN- and YN systems 
are rather complex due to the fact that the N and Y have spin J = 1/2. 
In order to determine the scattering amplitudes at a fixed energy many 
varied and difficult experiments have to be done. 
The NN systems have been studied very intensively over more than 
four decades and are still an active field of research. In 1953 Bethe 
(Be 53) estimated that at that time more man hours of work in the pe-
riod 1928-1953 had been devoted to the NN problem than to any other 
scientific Question in the history of mankind. The interest in the NN-
interactions is readily explained: it is the basis of all nuclear physics. 
Especially since 1959 many NN scattering experiments have been done (for 
references and review see Mo 72). The data listing of the Livermore 
group (McG 69) contains 631 pp- and U97 np data in the energy range 
20 4 Т 1 а Ъ < 350 MeV. 
In contrast to this, the YN interactions have enjoyed only little 
attention, both experimentally and theoretically. The reason for this 
is that the Y's were discovered much later than the N's and what is more 
serious one does not have Y beams because of the short lifetime (τ~10 sec.) 
1.2 
Even for those Y particles directly produced in a bubble chamber the 
path length is so short that scatterinp is a rare event : about one 
event per 1000 pictures taken, which is as worse as in the neutrino 
experiments. This implies a very low ratio of results over efforts. 
In our analysis we use 35 YN data divided over three channels: Λρ, 
Σ ρ, and Σ p. 
The calculations of YN-scattering done till now (for references see 
Sw 71) all suffer from incompleteness in the sense that they do not 
show any results for NN-scattering with the same model and / or they 
cover such a limited part of the YN-data that fits to these YN-data 
are astonishingly easy to obtain (see Sw 71). Here we describe an 
unified analysis of NN and YN, where we first construct a very good 
NN-model, which we extend to YN using SU(3) symmetry. This way we get 
an YN-model with only a few free parameters (5), such that we can make 
a rather reliable analysis of the YN-scattering data. 
The most succesful theoretical NN-models of the last fifteen years 
are the One-Boson-Exchange models. These models are based on the orig­
inal idea of Yukawa (Yu 35) that the interactions are generated by the 
exchange of heavy quanta (bosons). These exchanges are usually identi­
fied with physical particles, having fixed spin, like π, ρ, ω, ε etc. 
Since the fifties there has been much activity in studying Field Theore­
tical models containing as fundamental fields the nucleón and boson 
(mainly the pion only) fields. These theories, which usually use the 
Bethe Salpeter equation, could not be evaluated satisfactorily up to 
now. The main reason for this is due to the inability of calculating 
the kernel of the Bethe Salpeter equation in more than the lowest order 
in the coupling constants. 
Already from the beginning these Field Theoretical models were crit-
icized especially by Japanese physicists (see Ta 65), because of the 
believe that the N and ir etc. are composite particles instead of ele-
mentary ones. In that case the basic interactions have to be described 
in terms of the constituents of the N, w etc. 
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On the level of these constituents Field Theory methods may have 
sense, but on the level of the physical Ν, π etc. it is questionable. 
With this conception in mind one felt justified in neglecting per­
turbation theory and constructed the first OBE-models (Ho 62, McK 62, 
Li 62, Br 63, Sc 63). 
Meanwhile it was clear that OBE-models (or more generally One 
Particle Exchange models) could not describe the high energy scattering 
phenomena, due to the wrong asymptotic behaviour of these models. Since 
I960 Mandelstam and others suggested to use Regge Pole (Re 59) exchange 
at high emergies. As Regge Poles contain all spins they cannot describe 
a single particle. In 1961 Frautschi and Chew made the conjecture that 
all physical particles occur in families and each family is described 
by a Regge trajectory. Also for the description of the low energy region 
Chew and Jones (Ch 6k) introduced the Regge Poles via the framework of 
the analytic S-matrix approach using the socalled "New Strip Approximation" 
(see Ch 66) , which has been applied in particular to the ττπ - systems 
(see CS 6Θ for discussion and references). 
In this thesis we analyse the OBE-models in the framework of the 
Analytic S-matrix Approach using the "New Strip Approximation". We find 
that OBE-models can be derived and understood in its details in that 
framework. Although we start with the exchange of whole families of 
particles (Regge Poles) it appears that to a good approximation it is 
equivalent to the exchange of an effective particle having the lowest 
physical spin value (J » 0 or I) occurring in the corresponding trajec­
tory (see e.g. Ch 66). In this sense one recovers the OBE-models. 
"Strip Approximation" means that in the Mandelstam plot the Mandelstam 
double spectral functions are unequal to zero in strips adjacent to the 
physical regions. "New" means that the stripe are dominated by "Regge 
Pole functions". 
i.i» 
Here we carry through a detailed analysis of the conaeouences of 
this interpretation of the OBE-models. In order to arrive at the 
OBE-models in a clear and analytic way we have chosen to work with 
the Khuri-Jones (Kh 63, Jo 62) modification of the simple Regge Pole 
terms. This amounts to a definite form of the Regge Pole function at 
low energies. 
Alternatives to the Khuri-Jones form are e.g. the Chew-Jones or the 
Veneziano form. However, these latter forms are impossible or difficult 
to handle analytically. In particularly the partial wave projections 
are not simple. Extension of our approach including also Regge cuts 
goes heyonithe OBE-models and will not be tried here. One of the main 
motives for doing the analysis of chapters IV - VI is to provide a 
theoretical basis for the particular OBE-model (called HCOBE) which is 
the topic of the second part of this thesis. 
In the second part of this thesis we describe a Hard-Core-One-Boson-
Exchange (HCOBE) model and apply it to the NN and YN channels. This HCOBE 
model is an OBE model in configuration space using infinite repulsive 
hard cores in the inner region (r « 0.5 f m ) . The medium and long range 
forces are described by local potentials derived from the exchange of 
nonets of pseudo-scalar-, vector-, and scalar mesons. Included are the 
following five potential forms: central-, spin-spin-, tensor-, spin-
orbit-, and quadratic spin-orbit potentials. With this model we have 
2 performed extensive calculations in making χ -fits to the NN and YN 
data. The main results of these calculations are listed in the next 
section. In these calculations we assume strict SU(3) symmetry for the 
coupling constants. Kinematical symmetry breaking is included by using 
the physical masses for the particles involved (so, for both the exter­
nal and exchange masses). Beyond that we include the Coulomb interaction 
exactly and moreover a Charge Symmetry Breaking potential in the ΛΝ-channels. 
1.5 
1.2 Survey of this thesis and Summary of the Results 
This thesis consists of two main parts. After a review of the 
Ш and Λρ experimental data in chapter II, and of the SU(3) classi­
fication of the NN- and YN-channels, pseudo-scalar-, vector- and 
scalar mesons in chapter III we describe and develop in chapter IV -
VI the theory of the low energy NN- and YN-interactions in the context 
of the Analytic S-matrix Theory usinR the New Strip Approximation. In 
the chapters VII - IX we describe in detail the HCOBE-model and display 
the results for both the NN- and YN- channels. 
Before we summarize our main results we give an outline of chapters 
IV - XI. 
In chapter Г we review the kinematics of spin i - spin I scattering, 
discussing the invariant amplitudes, which are assumed to possess 
Mandelstam analytieity, the helieity amplitudes, which are important 
for the Regge Analysis, and the so-called "non-relativistic" amplitudes. 
These latter amplitudes play an important role in the analysis of the 
low energy scattering. 
In chapter V we analyze in detail the relativistic structure of the 
reaction NY -»• NY for spinless N and Y particles. We discuss the reduc­
tion of the relativistic structure to a non-relativistic form. The 
potential is identified in terms of the double spectral functions. 
Following Charap and Fubini (CF 60) we make it plausible that in the 
case of baryon-baryon (BB) scattering the potential is only weakly de­
pendent of the energy. For each "signatured" amplitude we arrive at an 
integral equation of a Lippmann Schwinger type: M— = V— + V-GM—, where 
G contains only the two-particle unitarity singularities. Furthermore 
we describe the connection between the potentials and the Regge Pole 
functions. Using the Khuri-Jones representation of the Regge Poles we 
derive relations between the OBE coupling constants and form factors and 
the Regge Pole residues, which implies a direct connection between the 
low and high energy models. 
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We also derive new contributions to the Ш and YN forces due to the 
P, f, f' , and Α„ trajectories, following the treatment of the πττ-
systems as done Ъу Chew (Ch 65). 
In chapter VI we extend the results of chapter V to the realistic case 
where N and Y have spin J. Here we review known matters of the Regge 
analysis for completeness. Also a detailed derivation of the potential 
due to the J = 0 exchange component of the Ρ and f trajectory is given. 
Our motivation of describing in full length the analysis of the analytic 
S-matrix theory and the New Strip Approximation in chapters V and VI is 
that to our knowledge such an analysis of the OBE potential models has 
not been carried through yet. 
In chapter VII we describe the HCOBE potential model with which we have 
carried out extensive and very detailed numerical calculations. We derive 
local potentials, and discuss our handling of the short range region 
(ri 0.5 ftn) using hard cores. This HCOBE model is interpreted in the 
context of the theory of the foregoing chapters. 
In chapter VIII we review the multi-channel SchrSdinger theory. 
In chapter IX the data fitting to the NN and YN data is described and 
we give the results for the coupling constants. We discuss these couplings 
and compare them with literature . 
Finally, in chapters X en XI we give the NN and YN phase shifts, cross 
sections etc. We note that in referring to the literature we have not 
tried to be complete or to refer to the earliest references in the first 
place. In general we have referred to those articles which we have used in 
particular in the course of our work. 
We conclude this introduction with a summary of the main results: 
(i) a direct transformation between the helicity and the non-relativistic 
amplitudes is worked out (chapter IV). This enables us to find from any 
given set of helicity amplitudes (as occurs e.g. in the Regge analysis) 
the corresponding non-relativistic amplitudes, without the need to work 
via the the invariant amplitudes. In chapter VII we apply this to the 
derivation of the local potentials. 
1.7 
(ii) explicit relations betveen Regge Pole residues and the OBE -
coupling constants and form factors (chapters V and VI). These re­
lations suggest that the OBE form factors are of an exponential type 
instead of the connnonly used Feyman type. 
(iii) novel contributions to the NN- and YN forces (or more general the 
BB - forces) of a Gaussian type, coming from the J = 0 part of the P, 
f, f', and Ap Regge trajectories. A quantitative estimate of the (P+f)-
central force is made giving V
c
 = 600 MeV in r = 0 (chapters V and VI). 
(iv) a new derivation of the contributions of the unstable mesons ρ and ε 
to the potential (chapter V). Here are used the Khuri-Jones representation 
with real Regge trajectories and crossed channel unitarity via the re­
duced K-matrix formalism. We find e.g. a p-propagator similar to that as 
proposed by Schwinger (Sch 71). 
(v) an excellent fit is produced with the HCOBE model to 1128 pp- and 
np-data having a X /data = 2.22, which is as good as the best phenomenon-
logical potentials (e.g. Reid's potential (Re 68) and the Bressel Kerman 
potential (Br 69). These latter potentials have about 50 phenomenological 
parameters whereas HCOBE contains h phenomenological parameters and 10 
coupling constants, (chapter IX). 
(vi) satisfactory coupling constants, comparison with literature shows no 
anomalous values. 
(vii) an excellent fit to the YN-data using 5 parameters. For 35 data a 
chi-squared χ /data • O.61 is obtained. We find α = 0.1*6 and θ = 8.90°. 
ρ s 
(chapter IX). The small mixing angle θ means that in the HCOBE model the 
e - meson is almost a pure SU(3) singlet. 
(viii) the predicted Λρ and An scattering lengths and effective ranges 
(chapter IX) agree with the analysis of the hypernuclei of Herndon and 
Tang (Ta 69). The effective ranges are close to the values obtained in 
a previous HCOBE model (NRS 72, model B). Recently Gibson and Lehman (GÌ7U) 
using the low energy results of (ІГО572) found that the calculated binding 
energy of the hypertriton .H was В, - 0.28 MeV. 
Ι.θ 
The discrepancy of this value and the latest experimental one, B.(exp)= 
O.I5 MeV, could be removed by taking effective ranges less than one 
standard deviation from the central values in (NRS 72). The charge 
independent scattering lengths satisfy |a | > |a | (chapter XI) showing 
stronger forces in the singlet than in the triplet state, which is com-
patible with the fact that the hypertriton .Η has J = 1/2. 
(ix) The HCOBE model has an almost virtual bound S~p-state procuding in 
the Λρ cross section a large cusp at the I η-threshold. Large scattering 
1 / + 4 
occurs in the P.. ΙΣ Ρ) state where even a resonance could exist around 
ρ
 +
(lab) = U50 MeV/c. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
II.1 Introduction 
In table II.1 we have sunmarized some properties of the lowest 
Ρ + 
lying baryons with spin-parity J * ì . 
Ρ 
η 
Λ 
Γ
+ 
Σ
0 
Г" 
_ο 
=
— 
Ι 
Ì 
Ì 
0 
1 
1 
1 
ι 
J 
h 
ì 
-ì 
0 
1 
0 
-1 
i 
1 
-г 
ï 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
Q 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
-1 
0 
-1 
mass (MeV) 
938.2592 
939-5527 
1115.59 
1189.1»2 
1192.51 
1197.37 
131U.7 
1321.31 
Table II.1 
Ρ + 
Physical properties of the baryons of interest to us, with J = i , 
taken from (PDG 71). Given are the quantum numbers for isospin I 
and I , hypercharge Y, charge Q, and the masses. 
In this thesis two types of baryon-baryon (BB) reactions are 
studied: 
(i) NN -»• NN, and (ii) YN -+ YN, where the nucleón N = ρ or η, and 
the hyperon Y = Λ or Ζ—' . We confine ourselves to low energies, 
such that the kinetic energy of the projective particle in the 
laboratory Τ
η
 . < 350 MeV. 
II.2 
The considered reactions are displayed in table II.2. 
m 
та 
I * 1 
•-І 
- M 
{ζ : s ι • о,,, ρ» - ρ» 
Σ ρ •* Σ ρ 
Λη ' 
Σ
0
η 
Σ"Ρ. 
-•' 
Λη Λρ ' 
Σ
0
η ( I H ) , Σ +η • -»· ' 
Λρ 
Σ
+
η 
.ϊ
0
Ρ 
(Ι) 
(II) 
(IV) 
Table II.2 
Nucleon-nucleon (NN) and Hyperon-nucleon (YN) reactions studied in 
this thesis. 
The NN-channels (I) are elastic below the one pion production 
threshold, T, . = 290 MeV. Resonance production via NN * ΝΔ, where Δ 
lab 3 3 
is the well-known J = -p, I » -^  πΝ-resonance, starts at about 
Т 1 а Ъ « 1»90 MeV. Effects, due to the inelasticity NN -»· ΝΝπ, and the 
closed channel NN -»• ΝΔ, we shall neglect. 
The Σ p-channel (II) is elastic below the threshold of the reaction 
Σ ρ -»• Лріг , which is T. . (Σ ) • 1U7 MeV. The energies where we 
compare the theory with experiment is at Τ. . ( ς ) = 10 MeV, which 
is far below the inelastic threshold. The YN-channels (III) and 
(IV) are coupled channel systems. In the center of mass (CM) frame 
the difference between the ΣΝ and ΛΝ threshold is 70 - 80 MeV. 
A description of the low energy ΣΝ-scattering must include the 
inelastic channel ΣΝ •+ ΛΝ. Also, a treatment of AN-scattering 
around the ΣΝ threshold must include the channel ΛΝ -»• ΣΝ. 
Experimentally, the only known BB-bound state is the deuteron, 
which occurs in the 1 = 0 pn-channel. 
The NN-channels form a closed system under the isospin 
symmetry group SU(2) and in principle they can be studied without 
reference to the YN-channels. 
II.3 
Theoretically the YN-channels are related with the NH-channels 
via the unitary spin symmetry group SU(3). In SU(3) the baryons 
of table II.1 form an octet {8} representation of SU(3). The 
channels I-IV occur in the direct product {8} β {8}. Other 
BB-channels contained in {8} β {8} are =N,YY,Y=, and ==, about 
which almost nothing is known experimentally and therefore we 
shall not study them here. For a discussion of the phenomenological 
consequences of SU(3) we refer to chapter III, where also further 
references are given. 
The baryons have spin J which offers the possibility of a 
verity of BB-interactions. For purpose of a brief review of the 
space-spin properties of the BB-reactions A1 + B. •+ A_ + Ъ-
(see table II.2), let us consider the CM-frame. For each partial 
wave with fixed total angular momentum J there are two classes 
of states, distinguished by their parity Ρ = η(-) with η = ± 1. 
Here, η is the so-called "naturalness". 
In terms of the orbital angular momentum L and the total spin S_ 
the classes are: 
(i) η « + 1 : Ρ = (-)J ; L » J , S » 0 , 1 (2.1a) 
(ii) n = - 1 : Ρ = (-)J+1 ; L = J + 1, S = 1 . (2.lb) 
In the spectroscopic notation the states |LSJ> are denoted by 
2S+1 
Lj. For states with L ж 0,1,2,3 etc. we use the nomenclature 
S,P,D,F etc. For every J j 0 there are four different states 
Jj, J , and (J+1) . The states { J., J.} belong to class (i) 
and the states { (J+l).} to class (ii). Parity conservation 
forbids transitions between (i) and (ii) or equivalently between 
η = + 1 and η • -1. 
J . . 
For η = + 1 and η = - 1 the S -matrix is a 2 χ 2 matrix in S -
and L - space respectively: 
•On „Jn 
T ,
 S00 soi 
SJri(f,i) « ( ] , η - ± 1 . (2.2) 
II.J* 
In (2.2) we have introduced the notation 
S*7? (f,i) = <f;L ,S , | S,J|i;LS> . (2.3) 
For example S ^ f . i ) = <J,o|SJ|j,1> and 5^~{Г,і) = <J-1,1 |SJ|J+1,1>. 
Because of time reversal invariance one can choose the phases of 
J the states such that the S -matrix becomes symmetric 
sj?(f,i) = S^,(i,f) . (2.10 
In the analysis of the elastic channels NN + UN, ΛΝ •*• ΛΝ 
(below the EN-threshold), and Σ ρ-»-Σ ρ, the "nuclear bar" phase-
shifts (St 57) are very useful. One parametrizes the diagonal 
elements by 
_± _+ 
j± _± 2І&
 0 J+ _± 216^ 
S (i,i) = соз2г e and Б.Лі.і) = соз2г e .(2.5) 
j± j± 
The elements S (i,i) and S1f.(i,i) are equal by (2.U) and can 
be expressed in ε - and β - . using the unitarity relation 
T+ τ ^ ' 
S"3 S J = 1 (see (θ.53)). 
In analyzing the coupled channels (III) and (IV) around and above 
the ΣΝ-thresholds the appropriate quantities are the "eigenphase-
shifts" (Bl 52). Due to the symmetry (2.h) and the unitarity one 
can diagonalize the S -matrix both in channel and S— or L— space 
by an orthogonal matrix. The diagonal matrix is described by the 
J 2ΐδ 
eigenphaseshifts via S „ (diagonalized) = e α δ „. For more 
αρ aß 
details about the phaseshifts see section VIII.5. 
After this introduction we review briefly in section II.2 
the experimental data for NN and discuss some of the main 
conclusions which can be drawn from the phenomenological analyses 
made in the past. In section II.3 the ΛΝ-hypernuclei are discussed 
and the results of the ΛΝ-acattering experiments are given. The data 
for the ΣΝ-channels are discussed in (Na 75)· 
II.5 
II.2. Nucleon-Nucleon 
Direct experimental information on NN-scattering dates back 
already to the 1930*8. The simplicity of the data for T, . « 5 MeV 
was explained in the ipl+O's by the effective range theory (La Ц1*, 
Sch U7). The range of the nucleón force R = m » 1.U ftn . From 
the semi-classical relation Jjmax < pR> where ρ is the CM-momentum, 
it follows that for T, , S 5 MeV the NN-scattering occurs pre­
dominantly in the S-waves. The S-wave effective range formula reads 
CQ(n)pcot6 + 2nph(n) = - J + 1 r 0p
2
 - Pr^pU + ... (2.6) 
n, С. and h are defined in section VIII.U. a, г., and Ρ are the 
scattering length, effective range and the shape parameter respect­
ively. 
A special feature of the low energy pn-scattering is the existence 
of the deuteron, which occurs in the 1 = 0 , S - D. wave. Recent 
analyses of the very low energy region made by Sher, Signell and 
Heller (Sh 70) and by Noyes (No 73) include data up to 30 MeV. In 
(Sh 70) also the P-wave effective range parameters are determined. 
3 3 It was found that the P
n
 and Ρ phases may be characterized by 
a scattering length and effective range parameter up to about 30 MeV, 
3 
while the P, effective rarge function shows a large curvature below 
• - 5 3 
10 MeV. This is due to the accidental ρ behaviour of the P„ - one-
pion-exchange phaseshift (OPEC). After subtraction of the OPEC 
Ρ -phaseshift in the effective range formula (see Sh 70), the 
remainder is well described by a straight line below 30 MeV. 
·) 
we use units : h = с = 1, 
II.б 
1
s0(pp) 
1 S 0 ( p n ) 
1 S 0 ( n n ) 
2S}{Vn) 
\Ш 
^ ( P P ) 
\ш 
a( f t i ) 
- 7.823 + 0.010 a ) 
- 23.715 + O.Ol? 
- 16.U + 0.09 
5.U23 ± 0.005 
2.6 + 2.0 
2.θ + 1.3 
- 0.U5 ± 0.28 
r(fm) 
2.791» ± 0.015 a 
2.73 + 0.03 
I.76I + 0.005 
U.3 ± 2.0 
- 9 . 0 + 1.0 
15.0 + 10.0 
Ref. 
No 72 
No 72 
Wi 72 
No 72 
Sh 70 
Sh 70 
Sh 70 
Table II.3 
S- and P-wave Effective Range parameters. 
a) corrected for vacuum polarization. 
In table II.3 ve have put together the results for the low 
energy parameters for both the S- and P-waves. 
The values for the binding energy Eg, the electric quadrupole 
moment Q, and the magnetic moment p D of the deuteron are (Ho 71» 
Re 72, Wi 63) 
E B - 2.22U61+l»+0.0000U6MeV,Q = 0.2875+0.002fta
2
, 
MD = 0.857
1
»1±0.00008μ
Ν
 . (2.7) 
For references about the very low energy work see the review 
of the NN-interactions by Moravcsik (Mo 72), which contains an 
extensive bibliography. 
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Energy 
+ (p.p) 
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X2 
Energy 
v 
(MeV) 
data 
data 
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Sn(PP) 
\ 
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\ 
К 
E
, 
\ 
χ 
К 4 
E
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'', 4 3
»ί 
Í ^
 
< 
ч 
% 
ч 
25 
кЗ 
З 
80.99 
20.2-30 .0 
U9.07il.eo 
иа.боцз.гб 
б.ъг*р. 
-к.10*1 
-5.0І4+0. 
вк.биг. 
-0.23+1. 
-3.21+p. 
31 
52 
15 
71 
lit 
18 
ОЛк+О.ОЗ 
2.1ι5ΐρ.0β 
50 
98 
ЮТ 
179-3 
Ιι7.5-60.0 
5*.66*8.99 
39.1i3±0.1tlt 
10.58+0.66 
-1.Эк+1.71 
-8.39+0.29 
57.11+2.69 
3.53+3.27 
-5.28+1.ВО 
1.67+0.10 
9.36l2.2lt 
5.76+0. Ili 
-1.63+0.19 
-0.02+0.28 
-0.38+0.37 
1.50+0.91« 
0.21+0.15 
95 
102 
59 
іЦг.і 
95-100 
35.1· 8+10.18 
25.53+ 1.09 
10.95+ і.Як 
-10.831 2.88 
-13.681 0.І15 
1ιΙι.9βι З.Ю 
-1.28+ 3.79 
-10.621 І-Зк 
3.71+ 0.21» 
12.321 3.23 
10.08+ О.Зк 
-г.6з+ 0.25 
1.191 О.бі 
-0.911 0.1і9 
3.22+ 1.22 
0.891 0.19 
ікг 
187 
119 
зоз.о 
128-156 
20.lt2lll.12 
16.7010.Sk 
6.2910.к9 
-18.2211.33 
-17.0к!р.1б 
29-3310.93 
к.28+0.96 
-Ік.ккіОЛв 
5.11+0.16 
22.5кі0.79 
13.6810.10 
-2.8610.07 
о.б5+р.гз 
-2.02+0.79 
-2.0510.16 
2.52+0.6к 
к.кк+о.ко 
0.6210.06 
0.9Qip.12 
-0.6810.03 
210 
65 
56 
9к.6 
197-217 
3.091к.9к 
5.к210.53 
-0.86+0.56 
-22.36t2.7k 
-22.22+0.32 
13.8511.50 
6.к71р.70 
-17.9к+1.к9 
7.0510.28 
27.3111.23 
15.67+0.23 
-2.82+0.16 
1.16+0.33 
-к.80+0.86 
-2.58+0.20 
3.6711.01 
6.70+0.36 
1.00+0.10 
2.02+0.19 
-0.991Р.09 
0.2к+р.21 
-1.07+0.18 
0.15+0.13 
ззо 
136 
73 
181.3 
290-350 
(-10.53) 
-10.53+1.33 
-12.k9i1.59 
-26.27+9-к? 
-28.78+1.19 
-11.к5ік.73 
20.93+5.63 
-21.2211.70 
9.26+0.k6 
гз.кк+з.оі 
16.26+0.55 
-2.57+0.kl 
0.к9і0.57 
-6.19+к.17 
-3.5710.57 
2.97+1.2к 
3.9к+1.29 
-6.13+1.90 
1.22+0.23 
11.1к+2.2Э 
2.77ір.23 
-1.11+0.28 
1.12+0.32 
-1.9к+1.51 
-1.8о+р.к6 
0.77+0.15 
Table IIΛ. 
FhaeeehiftB of MAW - X (updated тегаіоп). 
II.β 
At higher energies (Τ, . > 25 MeV) D-, F-, etc., waves come 
lab 
into the picture. Here many varied and difficult experiments are 
required to determine the scattering matrix (see e.g. Sch 61 and 
Mo 63). In the past decade six groups (at Dubna, Harwell, Kyoto, 
Livermore, Michigan and Yale) have made extensive phaseshift 
analyses of the experimental Ш-data. At present this work has 
led to well determined 1 = 1 phases in the energy region up to 
UOO MeV. The 1 = 0 phases are less well determined. We use here 
the results of a slightly updated version of the energy independent 
phaseshift analysis of the Livermore group McG 69), hereafter 
referred to as MAW-X. In fact, the results of MAW-X playakeyrole 
in our analyis. In table II.U we give the MAW-X phases at the 
energies T, . = 25, 50, 95, 1^2, 210 and 330 MeV, representing lab 
II28 data. Besides these phases the Livermore analysis yielded 
error matrices, which contain information about the correlations 
between the phases. These correlations are rather essential in a 
quantitative fit to the data using a theoretical model (Cfr.chapter 
IX). 
An important step towards an understanding of the NN-interactions 
has been the construction of phenomenological potentials. The most 
general phenomenological Щ-potential has the form (Ok 50). 
V = V
c
 + V^.Cß
 + VTS12 + VS0L.S • VQQ12 • Va^Hfljj.p). (2. ) 
Here ν„, V , V , V„0, and V- are the central, spin-spin, tensor, spin-
orbit and quadratic spin-orbit potentials. The matrix elements of the 
operators o..£_ etc. on the LSJ-basis are given in table VIII.1. In 
writing down (2.6) we have neglected the pn-mass-difference. On the 
energy-shell the last terms in (2.8) can be expressed in terms of the 
others. Until now, one has not dealt with the term (σ,·£)(σ
Β
.£), 
including its off-shell behaviour. 
И.9 
In principle, the functions V.(i = C, oetc.) may be functions of 
1
 2 2 the interparticle distance r, ρ , and L . It is hoped that the 
functions V. are essentially functions of г only (i.e. "local") 
for low energies. Theoretically there is some ground for this 
hope (see chapter V). Indeed, local potentials of the form (2.Θ) 
have been rather successful in proceeding quantitative good fits 
to the NW-data. 
Before we review briefly the history of the phenomenological 
potentials, we mention a common property of these potentials: At 
short distances (r ί 0.7 ft») the potentials are strongly repulsive. 
The necessity of such a strong repulsion has been conjectured by 
Jastrow (Ja 51) based on the fact that the δ( S.) becomes negative 
at high energies (T., . > 250 MeV). 
lab 
Next we remark that all potential forms in (2.8) up to V 0 
are necessary. The early attempts to fit the NN-data with "poorer" 
potentials failed. For references and a detailed discussion see 
the excellent article by Reid (Re 6Θ). That the Ш-interaction 
contains a tensor component S.- was proved by the single experimental 
fact that the electric quadrupole moment of the deuteron Q was not 
zero (see 2.7). For this it is necessary that there are S - D. 
transitions (cfr. table VII.1) and equation (Θ.Μ). 
In 1957 Gammel, Christian and Thaler (Ga 57a) tried to fit all the 
available data with a static local potential of the form 
V = V^ir) + V_(r) S 1 2 for each of the four possible combinations 
of the total isospin I and spin S. They failed* Next, Gammel and 
Thaler (Ga 57b) and Signell and Marshak (Si 57) tried potentials 
of the Wigner type: V = V
c
(r) + VT(r) S 1 2 + Vso(r) L . S. The 
addition of the L . S term improved the fit to the data signi­
ficantly. In particular, the pp-phaseshifts "Τ",., Ρ , and Ρ 
improved very much. However, potentials of the Wigner type are 
still not satisfactory. In case of the singlet states ( S « 0): 
S-ρ x L .S^  = 0. It appears to be impossible to fit simultaneously 
1 1 
the S (pp) and D (pp) phases with a single function V
c
(r). 
11.10 
Moreover, in case of the triplet states (S • 1) the most striking 
obstacle for a potential of the Wigner type is the description of 
the L • even states. For example it is not possible to produce a 
3 
satisfactory high energy behaviour of the D - phaseshift. The 
discussion in the early 1960*3 about these problems led to the 
appearance of the two most widely used phenomenological potentials: 
the Hamada Johnston - (HJ) and the Yale - potential (Ha 62, La 62). 
In both of these potentials one has added to the Wigner form a 
quadratic spinorbit potential. In fact, they used a somewhat 
different Q 1 2 operator as we used for table VIII.1, but this is of 
minor importance. Again, for a more detailed discussion about these 
matters we refer to (Re 68). Both the HJ - and Yale potential use 
"hard cores" at short distances. A more recent version of the HJ -
and Yale type is the Reid - potential, where both "hard cores" and 
"soft cores" are used (Re 6Θ). Noyée et. al. (No 67) compared the 
fit of the HJ -, Yale -, and Reid potential to 6hB - pieces of 
2 
pp-data up to 330 MeV and found the χ per data point to be 2.98, 
З.81, and 2.72 respectively. A modification of the HJ - potential 
was introduced by Bressel and Kerman (Br 69), where the "hard cores" 
are replaced by "finite cores".The Bressel-Kerman potential reaches 
2 
a χ per data point of = 2.0 for the same set of 6kB pp-data. 
Theoretically it is expected (Gr 67, BS 67) that f.i. the central 
2 potential function V_ contains a ρ -dependent piece: 
V
c "
V 1 ( r ) + t 2 ( Г ) + V 2 ( r ) í (2·9) 
red red 
where I4red= reduced mass. The V 2 - term in (2.9) comes out the 
projection of the scalar and vector meson exchange on the potential 
forms in (2.8). Here, the spin - J of the nucléons plays a crucial 
role. Because, the kinetic term in the Schrödinger equation contains 
2 
also ρ , one can transform the equation for the wave function u, 
containing V,, of (2.9)» into an ordinary Schrödinger equation for 
1 
the function V(r) defined by u(r) » (I + 2 V2(r) 2 v(r). 
11.11 
Then, the true vave function u(r) will show the typical behaviour 
for a strong repulsion at short distances. Up to now, phenomenological 
. . 2 
potentials containing explicit ρ - dependence in the central part 
comparable with the HJ - ani Yale potentials have not been constructed. 
Although one can show (Ba 62) that a local potential with hard cores 
2 
can be equivalent to a ρ - dependent potential on the energy-shell, 
they are not equivalent off-shell. 
We have discussed in this section only the main features of the 
low energy properties of the NN-systems in order to provide enough 
background for the introduction of the theoretical model that is the 
topic of this thesis. 
II.3. Lambda-Nucleon 
II.ЗА. S-shell Hypernuclei. 
The first knowledge about the ÏN-interaction came from a study 
A 
of the hypernuclei Ζ . There has not been found any TN boundstate 
analogous to the deuteron. The lightest known hypernuclei are 
3 U I» 5 
,H , ,H , .H , and ,H . Here the Λ hyperon is bound to the core 
Л Л д^е Л e
 А
_ 1 
nulceus Ζ in an S-state, and all nucléons of the core Ζ are 
in the S-shell. These S-shell hypernulcei are of particular interest 
to us, because the low energy ΛΝ-scattering occurrs dominatly in 
the S-wave. Experimentally one knows the binding energies B,(.Z ) 
3 1* 4 1 
of the A and the spin of .H and ,H . The latter are: J L H ) « rr 
L Λ Λ Л 2 
(Blo 63) and J(AH ) • 0 (McK 69). In table II.5 we have given the 
experimental values of Β , which are taken from the European 
Л 
K-collaboration (Pn 72). 
k k 
From table II.5 one sees that the mirror hypernuclei ,H and .H 
Л Л e 
have different В, : 
Δ Β
Λ " л
11
«^ " л
НІ4) в ( 0
·
3 5
 -
 0
*
0 5 ) М е
 *
 ( 2
'
9 ) 
11.12 
The sign of ΔΒ. in (2.9) is surprising. With a charge symmetric 
(CS) ΛΝ- interaction. Coulomb effects would make AB.< 0. Several 
estimates of (ΔΒ.) have been made and one gets (HT 67): 
Л С 
(ΔΒ,) = - 0.25 MeV. so, a charge symmetry breaking (CSB) component, 
Л с 
different from the Coulomb interaction, has to account for 
( A B A ) C S B = ΔΒΛ - (ΔΒΛ) = (0.60 + 0.05) MeV . (2.10) 
The explanation of (ΔΒ.)___ is that due to the electromagnetic 
Λ - Σ mixing the couplings Λ->·Λ+π and Λ-*Λ+ρ are non-zero (Da 6k). 
This turns out to be the main contribution to the CSB (Da 61», Do 66) 
and leads to the correct order of magnitude and the correct sign 
for (ΔΒ.) . According to Downs (Do 66) the CSB-potential in S-waves 
л CSB 
is dominantly of the spin-spin type: 
VCSB = - ^ N · ^ w ( r ) - ( 2 · 1 1 ) 
Due to τ, in V,,,,,. the CSB has no effect on B, for »H and „Η , 3 CSB Λ Λ Λ e 
because the core nuclei contain an equal number of protons and 
neutrons. 
The hypernuclei data have been analyzed via the construction 
of simple phenomenological potential models. For references and 
a more detailed discussion see (Sw 71). One takes as potential 
ли
( г )
 *
 v
c
( r ) +
 V r ) ( ^ · % ) ( 2 · 1 2 ) 
and a similar NN-potential. To the CS-potential (2.12) one adds 
a CSB potential of the form (2.11) (HT 67). 
11.13 
A In t h e S-shel l hypernucleus .Z v i t h spin J t h e Л-hyperon sees a 
spin averaged CS - ΛΝ-potential V.ÍDa б5а) 
^А
 =
 С
 +
 ¿Т { J { J + 1 ) - J ( J + 1 ) - ì } ν σ ( 2 · 1 3 ) 
Α-1 — 
where j i s t h e spin of t h e core nucleus Ζ . V. can be expressed 
as a l i n e a r combination of t h e spin s i n g l e t and t r i p l e t CS 
ΛΝ-potentials V and V., vhere V = ν„ - 3V and V. = V„ + V . 
s t s c a t e o 
From t h e experimental fact J ( .H ) = J one deduces V > V , and one 
f inds for V (Da 65a) 
іК
 +
 К > К + К · v¿ve + ¿v t . ( 2 . iu) 
Having determined for two hypernuclei the spin averaged potential 
V, one can find VB and V.. In the earlier calculations V- and V_ 
were used, but at present one prefers V, and V^ (HT 67, Ta 69). This 
because the «He calculation is beset with several difficulties 
(Da 65Ъ, Bo 66). The potentials used in the hypernuclei calculations 
have all simple shapes like Gaussian, exponential, or square well 
with or without a hard core of radius x. These potentials are 
charaterized by three parameters: the hard core x, the maximal depth 
V and the intrinsic range b. The latter is defined as the effective 
range of another potential with the same shape but V choosen such 
that the first boundstate has zero binding energy. 
Herndon and Tang use in their work (HT 67. Ta 69) exponential 
potentials with a hard core: 
V(r) = - V exp[-m(r-x)], r>x and V(r) = » , r<x. (2.15) 
Then, the intrinsic range b is related to χ and m by 
b = 2 χ + 3. Jk/ni. They use the same parameters χ and Ъ (or χ and m) 
for
 г
(т), V (r), and W(r) in the ΛΝ-potential. The NN-potentials 
are similar and fixed by making a fit to the low energy Nlî-data 
(HT 65) (see table II.6). 
II.Il» 
They calculated B(H ) and B(He ) and obtained satisfactory results 
(HT 65). Choosing different ΛΝ-models (Ъу varying the set (x, b)) 
they obtain for each model V
o s
 and V , using as input Вд(дН ) 
and Β
Λ
(
Λ
Ζ ) = вд(д н ) • ^^л'сзв* F i n a l l y t h e y extended their 
models to P-waves by multiplication of the potentials with a 
factor {(1-η) + ηΡ }, where Ρ denotes the space exchange operator 
and η is a parameter. Application of these models to both the 
hypernuclei and low energy ΛΝ-scattering data, resulted in a model, 
called Η in (Та 69) which fitted all the data best. We summarized 
the results of model Η and its parameters (Та 69) in table II.6 
3 h 
and II.7. The input binding energies are Вд(дН ) = 0.12, Вд(
л
Н )=2.02, 
and Вд(
л
Не ) = 2.32 MeV, called set II in (Та 69), which are close 
to the present experimental values of table II.5· From the results 
we notice that the potential H has little spin dependence, which is 
reflected in the values of V , V
o t and a a, a t given in tables II.6 
and II.7. 
The work of Herndon and Tang supports the existence of repulsion at 
short distance in the ΛΝ-channel. Their mdoel A has χ " 0 and gives 
less satisfactory results (HT 67). 
Unfortunately, the phenomenological potential approach to the 
hypernuclei is afflicted with several difficulties and ambiguities: 
(i) the choice of χ and b. They could be different for the spin 
singlet and triplet states. Unfortunately the results are dependent 
on the specific choice made, in particular they depend strongly on 
b (Sw 71). 
(ii) the results of the model H (Ta 69) for.He give significant 
overbinding: Вд(дНе ) = 6.0 MeV (compare with table II.5)· The 
explanation has been sought in (a) b 8 φ b , (b) tensor-suppression 
in nuclei, (c) existence of threebody forces, and (d) isospin 
suppr es β ion( Bo 66 ). 
11.15 
Hypernucleus 
л"
3 
У 
л-
5 
Experiment 
^ events 
201» 
155 
279 
1781» 
В
Л 
0.13+0.05 
2.0lv+0.0U 
2.39+0.03 
3.12+0.02 
Table II.5 
А -
Experimental values of B.(.Z ) taken from the European К-collaboration 
1972 (Pn 72). (Not included is the systematic error 6B. • 0.05+0.02 
in these numbers). 
NN 
YN 
χ » 
χ = 
0.1*5 fin 
0.50 fm 
m
s
 » 2.211 fm"1 
mt = 2.735 fm"
1 
m = 3.728 fin-1 
V = 6llt.0 MeV 
O S 
b
a
 = 2.5 fm 
b. = 2.2 fin 
b = I.95 fm 
V
o t * 5 8 2 · 2 M e V 
V = 277.О7 MeV 
OS 
V
ot = 5 l ' 9 · 2 6 M e V 
η = 0.15 - 0.35 
W = 6.2 MeV 0 
Table II.6 
Parameters of the NN-potentials (HT 65) and the YN-potentiaJ. H, (set II) 
(Ta 69). 
II. 1 б 
NN 
Лр 
Λη 
a
s
( fm) 
- θ . 29 
-1.96 
-2.81 
r
s
(fm) 
2.57 
3.16 
2.76 
a t ( fm) 
5.39 
-1.81» 
-1.65 
r t ( fm) 
^.^k 
3.25 
* 
3.U3 
Table II.7 
Effective range parameters for Лр and Λη taken from (Та 69) 
(potential Η, set II). The NN parameters are taken from (HT 65 ) , 
which NN-model is used in (Ta 69). 
II.3B. Lambda-Nucleon Scattering 
The scarce Лр-scattering data give the cleanest information 
about the ΛΝ-interaction. The best data are in the range k 4 T. . (Λ) 
* li? MeV (or equivalently 120 ¿ ρ (lab) « 330 MeV/c). They were 
obtained from an experiment of stopping К -mesons in the 8l cm Saclay 
hydrogen bubble chamber at CERN. 
The data have been analyzed by the Maryland (Se 68) and the 
Rehovot-Heidelberg (Al 68) groups. Essentially the results are the 
same. They found isotropy of the angular distribution indicating 
S-wave dominacne. As follows from L 4 ν R, the S-wave dominance 
max ^ ' 
over such a large momentum interval means that the interaction range 
В is small ( <1 fm). This is in accordance with the absense of a 
strong one-pion exchange due to isospin restrictions. 
In table II.8 the total cross sections of (Al 68) and (Se 68) 
are listed. 
11.17 
Both groups have analyzed the data with the effective range 
approximation 
β
 ρ + (-1/a
s
+3r
s
p2) p2+(-1/at+JrtP
2) 
At present one is unable to extract the h parameters a , a , r and, 
г , from the low energy Лр-data. 
Even when one imposes definite relations between the a's and 
r's from a potential model, thereby reducing the number of parameters 
to 2, the scattering lengths a and a. can take an very different 
values (Fa 69). Moreover it seems unlikely that even with improved 
statistics a conclusion can be reached. A measurement of the 
depolarization £> = 1 - |S 0 - S ^ 2 / (|so|2 + j s j 2 ) , where SQ and 
S 1 are the S. and S amplitudes, would be very helpful in solving 
the a - a. ambiguity. However, it seems difficult to find a reaction 
that will give strongly polarized A's of low momentum and sufficient 
intensity. For a more detailed account of these questions see (Sw 71)· 
The Berkeley experiment (Ka 71) gives information on p-scattering 
in the momentum interval 300 < p.(lab) ί 1500 MeV/c (or: kO £ Ί^ . 
« 750 MeV). In table II.9 the Λρ - results of the analysis (Ka 71) 
are shown. For p.(lab) 4 800 MeV/c, the angular distributions are 
consistent with isostropy, where as for higher momenta there seems to 
be forward peaking. No significant polarization of the Л-hyperon 
was observed. 
Quite interesting results have been obtained in the study of 
К d -• Λ + ρ + π", where d denotes the deuteron. One can select the 
events such that the reaction is two step process: 
К +d-»-E + N + 1T -»-Λ + ρ + π (2.17) 
11.18 
The Лр-mase plot is strongly peaked a few MeV below the Σ n-
threshold. This has been interpreted as a I «= J, S. virtueJ. 
AH-boundstate (CI 68, CI 69)· It is striking that in the Berkeley-
experiment there is a clustering of events in the same region 
(see table II.9). The existence of this resonance is still in 
doubt (see discussion in (Sw 71))· 
Hehovot - Heidelberg 
Р
л
(1аЪ) O j U p - A p ) ' 
(MeV/c) (mb) 
11*5 ± 25 180 + 22 
185 ± 15 130 + 17 
210 + 10 118 + 16 
230 + 10 101 + 12 
250 + 1 0 83 + 13 
29О +30 57 ± 9 
Maryland 
PA(lab) σ,ρίΛρ -»· Λρ)' 
(mb) 
135 + 15 209 + 58 
I65 +15 177 + 38 
195 + 15 153 + 27 
225 + 15 118 + 18 
255 + 1 5 87 + 13 
300 +30 1*6 + 13 
Table II.8 
Total cross section data from the Rehovot-Heidelberg and Maryland 
group (Al 68, Se 68). 
Croas-section déterminations 
MooentuB Ho.eventB Ho.events Ho.events (
л
 ) 
interval Apeth length Лр + Ар o(Ap •• Ар) Ар * Г0р о(Лр-Ір) Ар * Лря0 σ(ΑΡ * Ар»0) t o* a l 
(MeV/c) (m/lOO MeV/e) (veighted) (вЪ) (weighted) (ab) (weighted) (тЪ) (ab) 
0 - 100 
1 0 0 - 200 
2 0 0 - 300 
3 0 0 - Uoo 
ItOO- 500 
5 0 0 - 600 
6 0 0 - TOO 
TOO- 800 
8 0 0 - 900 
900-1000 
1000-1100 
1100-1200 
1200-1300 
1300-lltOO 
11tOO-1500 
1500-1600 
1600-ITOO 
1TOO-1 00 
1 eoo-1900 
1900-2000 
T o t a l s 
0 
15 
122 
301 
ІІ69 
5J.3 
601» 
625 
5β2 
боз 
532 
I15I» 
иге 
зит 
3 0 1 
251» 
162 
119 
68 
21» 
655"» 
0 
0 
T . 2 
16.3 
9 . 5 
11.2 
2 2 . 9 
15.2 
13.5 
1 2 . 2 
2 1 . 9 
T . I 
т.з 
1 2 . 9 
т. 
т.Τ 
U.I 
U.2 
2.1 
1.1 
18U.U 
0 
0 
2 6 . 0 
2 3 . 9 
e.9 
9-1 
16.T 
10.7 
10.2 
e.9 
18.1 
6 . 9 
T.5 
16.U 
11.и 
13.3 
I L I 
15.5 
13.6 
2 0 . 3 
(1T5 unweighted) 
2 . 0 
9.3 
12.U 
6.0 
U.O 
3 . 0 
3.8 
2 . 0 
1.0 
2.1 
0 
2.0 
1.6 
0 
U9.3 
2 . 6 
T.5 
1 0 . τ 
5 . 0 
3 . 8 
3 . 3 
u.u 
2 . 9 
1.7 
U.I 
U.8 
(U6 unweighted) 
1.0 
2 . 0 
2 . 1 
3 . 2 
2 . 0 
1.2 
1.0 
2.1 
0 
1.0 
15.Τ 
1.6 
3.6 
3 . 0 
5.θ 
5.Τ 
( 1 5 unweighted) 
2U 
9 . 0 
25 
33 
U2 
2U 
28 
3U 
30 
U5 
± 5 
+ 2 
± T 
± 8 
± 9 
± 7 
± 6 
± T 
± 8 
+ 1U 
Table II.9 Cross section tahle fron (Ka TI). 
CHAPTER III 
BABYONS, MESONS, AND SU(3) 
III.1 Baryon-Baryon Channels and SU(3) 
The interest in a simultaneous study of the NN- and YN systems, 
both scattering- and boundstates, is mainly due to the relation 
between these systems via the unitary unimodular group SU(3)· (As 
general references during this schapter we use (Ge 6k), (Sw 63), 
and (Sw 66)). 
During the sixties it became clear that the strongly interacting 
particles can be grouped into families according to the irreducible 
representations of SU(3) (hereafter called irreps). 
The baryons in table 1.1 can be placed into the irreducible 
octet representation of SU(3) (denoted as (θ)). The irrep {8} can 
be described by a 3 x 3 traceless matrix. Using the phase convention 
of (Sw 63) we can write 
В = 
'72z +ЛК 
1
 r° ,. 1 A 
Σ
 + 7 £ Λ 
72 
./f. (3.1) 
Baryon-Ъагуоп scattering and boundstates occur in the direct product 
representation {8}(x){8}. Because of the decomposition 
{ 8 } ® { 8 } = { 2 T } ® { 1 0 } © { 1 0 * } ® { 8 g } ® { 8 а } ф { 1 } , (3.2) 
III.2 
one could also describe the BB-systems in terms of the eigen-
channels characterized by the SU(3) irrep {27), {10}, {10
a
}, 
{9 }, {8 }, and {1}. The subscripts β and a for the irreps {8} 
refer to the symnetry and antisymmetry of the unitary wave 
functions vith respect to the interchange of the baryons. In 
table III.1 we have displayed the SU(3) content of the different 
BB-states. For details see So 61», Iw 6U, Sw 71 . In this work 
we confine ourselves to the channels with hypercharge Y equal 
2 or 1. Experimentally almost nothing is known about the channels 
with Ï - 0. 
Nowadays it is generally accepted that strong interactions are 
approximately invariant under SU(3) transformations of the states. 
For the baryon masses in table 1.1 one sees that SU(3) can only 
be a broken symmetry. The breaking is stronger than the SU(2)-
breaking, as is indicated by the fact that the mass differences 
in SU(3) and triplets are larger than in SU(2) multiplets. (See 
table 1.1 for the mass differences in the baryon octet III.l). 
The SU(2)-breaking is generally ascribed to the electromagnetic 
interactions, while the SU(3) breaking interaction is called the 
"medium strong" interaction and is assumed to be proportional 
to the octet operator M o o n (Ok 62, see also Sw 66). If one neglects 
the mass differences and all symmetry breaking interactions, the 
generalized Pauli-principle is applicable for the {8} (x){8} baryon-
baryon channels. The baryons are fermions and therefore the total 
wave functions are antisymmetric w.r.t. the interchange of the 
baryons. Symmetric unitary spin states appear in the SU(3) irreps 
{27}, {8 }, and {1}. Antisymmetric are the states of the irreps 
{10}, {10 } and {8 }. Accordingly the corresponding spin-space 
wave functions are anti-symmetric and symmetric respectively. 
In exact SU(3) the transition ^ ( N N ) «-»• ^ ( H N ) is forbidden 
because the irreps {27} and {10 } are inequivalent. 
ііі.з 
However, for elastic ΛΝ or EN scattering the transitions 
^ Л У Ш ) +-»• 3P (ΛΝ) and ^.(ΣΝ) ++ 3p (ΣΝ) are allowed because 
the irreps {8 } and {8 } are equivalent. 
Some predictions of exact SU(3) symmetry are 
(i) The deuteron occurs in the S. - D., {10 } state and a 
similar boundstate should occur in the corresponding ΛΝ-state. 
There is some evidence for a resonating S1(Y=1, I=J) state in 
the Лр-channel (CI 69). This could be a remnant of the {10 } 
boundstate, displaced by breaking of SU(3). 
1 3 1 (ii) Equality of the {27} - states S , Ρ, D 2 etc. for NN and 
ΣΝ. Now assume that the strong interaction forces between the 
baryons obey exact SU(3) and that the breaking is only of a 
kinematical nature due to the mass differences among the baryons. 
This would imply the existence of a boundstate in the ΣΝ (1=3/2)-
channel. The almost bound S0(NN)-state leads to a bound Σ~η -
state and perhaps, but due to Coulomb repulsion not neccessarily, 
also to a bound Σ p-state (Sn 58, So 6U). However, experimentally 
it is very unlikely that these bound states exist (Bu 69). 
We close this section by summarizing that SU(3) is broken 
in a twofold way: 
(i) kinematically: the mass differences between the baryons 
(see table I.I) 
(ii) dynamically: the nonexistence of the Σ η-bound states con­
tradicts the hypothesis that the forces between two baryons obey 
exact SU(3)· The origin of this last breaking will be discussed 
further in the next section. 
Tii.u 
Y I channels states SU(3) irreps 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1/2 
3/2 
0 
1 
2 
NN 
ΛΝ, 
ΣΝ 
=N 
ΞΝ, 
=N, 
ЛГ 
=Ν, 
ΖΣ 
ΣΝ 
ΛΛ,ΣΣ 
ΣΣ 
ΛΣ 
3
ν 
V 
%· 
\ · 
'ν 
3
= , · 
\ · 
\ ' 
\ · 
\ · 
V 
'Ρ,.
 3D, ·· 
3
Ρ, \ . .· 
\ , \ . . 
3
Ρ, 4 , .. 
4 . 3 ^ ·· 
ν 4.. 
3
Ρ, V .. 
4 . 3 » > ·· 
4. ν ·· 
3
Ρ, V .. 
3
Ρ, 4 ' -
. {10*} 
. {2?} 
. {10*}, {8
a
} 
. {27} , {8} 
S 
. {10} 
. {27} 
. {8} 
. {27}, ίθ}, {1} 
. {10}, {10 }, {8 } 
a a 
{10}, {10 } 
. {27}, {8} 
. {27} 
Table III.1 
The SU(3) content of the different BB-states. 
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III.2. Mesons and SU(3) 
Ever since the original hypothesis of Yukawa (Yu 35)» the 
basis for any theoretical description of the forces between the 
strongly interacting particles has been the concept of the 
exchange of particles in the crossed channels. This is illustrated 
in fig. III.1, for the hyperon-nucleon system. 
t-channel exchange u-channel exchange 
Fig. III.1 
Dynamical models based on one particle exchange are usually 
called One-Boson-Exchange (OBE)-Models. In chapters V - VII we 
will develop an OBE-model based on the exchange of Regge Poles. 
In the latter framework the usual OBE-models can be derived and 
understood (See chapter V). 
III.6 
For the incorporation of SU(3) in the description of the 
BB-forces we discuss the SU(3) classification of the strongly-
interacting mesons (often called bosons). 
In this work we restrict ourselves to mesons with mass £ 1 GeV/c . 
We consider 
(i) nonet of pseudoscalar mesons 
(ii) nonet of vector mesons 
(iii) nonet of scalar mesons. 
A nonet consists of an SU(3) octet {8} and an SU(3) singlet {1}. 
Properties of the mesons (i) - (iii) are summarized (below) in table III.2. 
p 
Pseudo-scalar J = 0 
I Y SU(3) Mass 
π 1 0 ' 
К i +1 
n 8
a )
 0 0 
x °
a )
 0 0 
138.OUI d ) 
{8} 1*95.8 
51*8.8 Ъ ) 
{1} 957.5 Ъ ) 
Vector J1* = Г 
I Y SU(3) Mass 
ρ 1 0' 
К* ì ±1 
Ф 8
а )
 о 0. 
ω,
 β )
 0 0 
765.0 с ) 
{8} 892.6 
1019.5 Ъ ) 
{1} 783.9 Ъ ) 
Scalar .Г = 
I Y SU(3) 
6 1 0 ' 
i±1 
С* * oJ 
(8) 
ε 0
 a )
 0 0 (О 
+ 0 
Mass 
962.0 
1000.0 
997.0 Ъ ) 
760.0 b' c ) 
Table III.2 
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Table III.2. Meson properties. The masses are given in units 
MeV/c2. 
a) The subscript о denotes "bare particles" 
b) Given are the masses of the corresponding physical particles. 
c) The widths of the ρ and ε are Γ = 125, Γ
ε
 = 6U0 MeV/c2. 
d) The quoted тг-тавз is an average mass, which is used in the 
calculations. 
Similarly to the baryon octet, the meson nonets can be represented 
by 3x3 matrices (Sw 66): 
/ О η 
π" 
\ - K " 
/ p 0
 +
 Φ
° + 
P 
\ -**-
//2 Я 
(Г 
\ -K' 
X 
о 
/ 3 
ω 
о 
ε 
О 
o 
π 
" / 2 
o 
Ρ 
" /5 
о 
6 
" / 2 
+ 
π 
· * · 
- Î C 0 
+ 
Ρ 
φ 
•i-
-іГ
0 
s* 
-о 
- к 
X o 
•J 
ω 
О 
/3 
ε 
О 
- к
+
 \ 
- к
0 
-Дп Λ 
3 о / J / 
- к *
+
 \ 
- к *
0 
-'î».^/ 
"
к +
 \ 
О 
- 1С 
3 о / τ / 
(3.3а) 
(з.зъ) 
(3.3с) 
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The pseudoscalar and vector meson nonets can very well be 
described vithin the framework of a broken SU(3) symmetry, 
using a symmetry breaking which transforms like an octet 
operator under SU(3) transformations. 
The scalar nonet however is still in a bad shape experimentally, 
and so it is hard to see whether the scalare in table III.2 
form an SU(3) nonet indeed. It is our purpose to investigate 
the SU(3) proporties of the scalar mesons by putting them 
tentatively into a nonet and to analyze the consequences for 
BB-scattering. 
If exact SU(3)-symmetry was realized in nature all 
particles within an SU(3)-irrep would have the same mass, 
as one can see easily from the Lagrangian of the free 
particles. Table III.2 shows clearly that exact SU(3) is 
violated. 
We neglect the mass differences within an isospin multiplet 
and work with the assumption of Okubo (Ok 62) that one has for 
the mass operator 
M - All + M Í ° Í , (3.1*) 
000 000 
where M- ' is invariant under SU(3) transformations and 
/Q\ ooo 
M000 'tran8*'orms like an octet operator. Using first order 
perturbation and making the "ansatz" that for bosons it is 
the M -operator which satisfies (3.1») one finds the Gell-
Mann-Okubo mass formula (Ge 6U) 
m2 » m 2 + m 2 {1(1+1) - ¿ Y2} (3.5) 
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Next we discuss more closely the nonets (i) - (iii) 
1) Pseudoscalar nonet. 
Taking the physical particles of the pseudo-scalar octet (ιτ,η,Κ) 
equation (3»5) is satisfied within 6.7 % (Sw 66). The relation 
(3.5) can be made exact by assuming that the physical η is a 
superposition of a bare π 1 having the SU(3) quantum numbers of 
о . / \ 
the octet and a bare X being an SU(3) singlet: 
|χ > = cos θ |Χ0> + sin θ Ι η > 
ρ' Ό 
|η> « - sin θ |Χ°> + cos θ | т^ 5 
(3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
The rotation matrix 
Η(β
ρ
) = 
cos θ sin θ 
Ρ Ρ 
-sin θ cos θ 
Ρ Ρ ' 
can be used to diagonalize the mass matrix: 
M = R(ep) м о R~
1(ep) (3.7) 
where 
/• V о \ Xo
η / 
M = 
о 
6m 
ν
0 0 
Sm 
V o 
Χ η 
Ο Ο 
(3.Θ) 
one finds 
2 ж 2 2 _,_ 2 
m + m
 ш
 m + m 
X o "o X o η 
(З. а) 
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im2 = [(m2 - m 2 ) (m2 - m2)] (3.8b) 
ν
0
 ν
0
 1« η
Λ
 η 
Χ Π Χ ο ο 
ο ο ο 
tan 2Θ - 26 m 2 / (m2 - m 2 ) . (З- с) 
р
 X0n Х° По 
о о о 
Taking the physical X and η masses from table III.2 and 
calculating m from the Gell-Mann-Okubo formula (3·5) one 
"o 
gets 
θ = - 10.1»° (3.9) 
Ρ 
Although there are indications that β could be much larger 
(Θ = 38°, Od TU) we keep (3.9) in this work. 
2) Vector-nonet. 
In table III.2 the vector nonet contains the unphysical bare 
particles ω and φ . The CMO-relation (3.5) predicts the 1 = 0 
number of the octet at 
m
n * 4 т 2 ж - Τ ι? = O· 0 6 1* (GeV/c 2) 2 0 3
 к
* 3 ρ 
Neither the ω nor the φ meson satisfies this relation within 
20 %. So, (3.5) is badly satisfied for vector mesons. 
One has solved this problem by assuming that the physical 
ω and φ mesons are superpositions of the bare ω and Φ 
|ω> « cos б
у
|ш
о
> + sin уІФо* (3.10а) 
|ф> - - sin б
у
|ш0> + cos ву|фо> (3.10b) 
m . ti 
Using the physical
 ω
 and φ masses from table III.2 and calculating 
the octet mass m from the GMO-formula (3.5) one gets 
35° S θ
ν
 4 1*0° (3.11) 
2 
The p-meson is rather broad (Γ ^125 MeV/c ) which makes the 
Ρ 
precise p-mass to be used a problem, which in turn influences 
the value of the mixing angle θ . 
In the quark-model (see Ко 69 for a review and references) one 
describes the mesonic states in terms of the hypothetical quarks 
as quark-antiquark (qq) bound states. In this quarkmodel the pseudo-
scalar-, vector-,and scalar mesons are quark-antiquark boundstates 
in the S
n
, S-, and P- configuration respectively. The unitary 
wave functions for the 1 = 0 mesons are 
(i) singlet {1} : - ^ [ [ p ^ + |nñ> + |λλ>] (3.12a) 
(ii) octet {8} : -^-[ІР^ + |nñ> - 2|λλ>] . (3.12b) 
Similarly the baryons can be represented as |qqq> boundstates. In 
this simple scheme the nucléons contain no strange quarks λ. 
From (3.12) it follows that in case 
сов в
у
 » Jj , or θ
ν
 » 35.2° (3.13) 
the physical ^>state would decouple completely from the nucléons. 
The mixing of (З.ІЗ)із called: ideal mixing, and is compatible 
with (3·11). Also, the vanishing of the ΝΝψ couplings is consistent 
with the absense of a backward peak in the process Κ ρ •+ Λφ. 
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Tliroughout this work we use (3·13) i.e. the ideal mixing 
angle. The φ-couplings are not put to zero, as suggested by the 
quark model, but are searched in fitting NM- and YN-data (cfr. 
chapter IX). It turns out the actual Φ-couplings are small 
indeed (cfr. chapter X). 
3) Scalar nonet. 
An important aspect of this work is the unvestigation of a 
tentative scalar nonet. 
Whereas the pseudoscalar and vector nonets are well established, 
the scalar nonet is still a rather speculative one. The scalar 
nonet candidates are listed in table III.2. The fi-meson has been 
seen in a missing mass experiment (Ki 65) and has a well defined 
mass. The ε and S mesons are fairly well established, although 
the mass and width of the ε are still rather uncertain. The mass 
о 
of the ic meson is very uncertain (Fi 72). We have taken m =1.0 GeV/c , 
к 
which is in accordance with the GMO-relation (3.5) (we used the mass 
* . . * 
of the δ and physical S . The latter is correct since the ε-S -
mixing is rather small (NRS T3b). 
For a long time a fictitious scalar meson σ has played an 
important role in the description of the low energy NN-data using 
OBE-models. (For reviews see Og 67, Mo 72). The central NN-force 
from the σ-тевоп is opposite to that of the ω-meson, while the 
ω- and o-spin-orbit potentials reinforce each other. In particular, 
a satisfactory P-wave splitting can be achieved due to these 
properties of the ω and σ. 
A defect of these OBE-models was that they required a narrow 
σ-meson with m я hOO MeV. No such particle has been found. Also in 
irN-backward scattering a scalar object was found to be useful in 
explaining the data (see e.g. En 70). 
i n . 13 
In the NN-work, frequently, the σ-meson was considered as a 
substitute for the uncorrelated two - pion exchange mainly. 
Although during the last twenty years, a considerable amount 
of work done and many theoretical papers appeared (for 
references see (Mo 72)), the role of uncorrelated multipion 
exchange in the NN-interaction is still not cleared up. 
Or the other hand, it is found experimentally that there occurs 
a strong Trir-interaction in the I = 0, J = 0 irir-channels (for a 
review see (Pe 71 ) ). The I = 0, J = 0 ігтг-phaseshift is large and 
positive in the region 700 ί М(іпг) < 1200 MeV. 
The pole parameters of the ε and S we used one taken from 
the energy dependent phaseshift analysis of the irir-amplitudes 
in the region 550 < M(irir) < 1200 MeV from reactions π p*ir it Δ 
and π ρ -» Κ Κ~Δ at 7·1 GeV Ъу Protopopescu et. al. (Pr 73). 
Here the coupled ππ- and KK-channels are analyzed. They find the 
* 
e- and S poles at 
e-pole : Ε(ε) = (660 + 100) - i(320 + 70) (З.іЬа) 
S*-pole : E(S*) = (996 + 6) - i(27 + 8) (З.іЬъ) 
Taking the central values of (3·ΐΌ leads to the masses and widths 
given in table III.2. From table III.2 we see that the ε-pole 
in (3.ll*a) corresponds to a very broad ε-meson, Γ = 61*0 MeV/c. 
Now including this ε-meson in the OBE-models for NN and taking 
into account its large width, the fictitious о-левоп can be 
explained (Br 72). 
Both ε and S have 1 = 0 . The SU(3) properties of the ε and 
S are not settled yet. 
I I I . I l * 
In order to invest igate the SU(3)-character of the e and S 
* . 
we write the pysical ε and S in terms of the bare ones 
|E> = cos θ Ι ε > + sin θ Is > 1
 s o s o 
|S*>= - s in θ 8 | ε ο > + c o s e s | s * > 
(3.15a) 
(3.15h) 
where the ε and S are the SU(3) singlet and octet states 
о о 
respectively and θ is the mixing angle. From the fact that 
Γ
ε-»·ΠΓ "
 2Г8*-мг* ^ P D G T 1 ^  w e i n f e r t h e i t t h e ε i s dominantly an 
SU(3) singlet and the S dominantly octet. This can be seen 
from the following argument. 
Within the framework of the quark model the decays ε •* 2π and 
S •* 2it are due to the nonstrange quarks ρ and η only. From the 
factors y- and ·ττ in the unitary spin wave functions (3.12) 
for the singlet and octet states respectively, it follows that 
Γ = 2Γ _ which is the same as for the physical ε and S . 
о S -»-ιπτ 
0
 2 2 
Eliminating m and m. from the G-M-O-formula (3.5) we get 
p o o 
^ - 3- + »J . 
о 
Introducing again the mass matrices 
h- л I 
. м„ 
•!./ 5m 
e
s* 
О О 
6m 
ε S* 
о о 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
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ve find using (З.16) together with the inverse of (3·15) and 
the property Tr(M) = Tr(Mo) the relation 
m^ » J (іЛш 2.) sin2
 а
 + J m 2^ + j- m 2 . (3.1 ) 
S S 
Anticipating our results (see chapter V and NHS 73b) we know 
that θ » 10 . This means that m is determined Ъу the narrow 
6 and S and there is almost no uncertainty introduced Ъу the 
broad ε. 
2 
In the calculation we have used m = 1.0 GeV/c given in table 
III.2, which is about the maximum value that can be obtained 
from (З.16), i.e. θ » 0, using the m, and m ^ of table III.2. 
s S 
Actually the results are very insensitive to the precise value 
of л^ (HBS ТЗЪ). 
The coupling of the nonets, reviewed in this section, with 
the baryons is given in section VII.5» using SU(3)-symmetry. 
CHAPTER IV 
KINEMATICS AND AMPLITUDES 
IV. 1 Kinematics 
We consider the general case of Ъагуоп-Ъагуоп scattering 
A1 + B 1 A 2 - B 2 (U.I) 
For the NN-systems A. and B. denote nucléons and for the YN-systems 
A. and B. denote nucléons and hyperons. The particles A. and B. 
have momenta p. and p!, helicities λ. and λ!, and masses M. and 
*ι *ι ι ι' ι 
M!. (See fig. IV.l). Our metric is such that p. • - M. etc. 
• t ' 
мм 
J о 
Ρ2λ2Μ2 В, 
РЛЛ 
Р 2 ^ 2 М 2 
Fig. Г .І Kinematics 
Because of four-momentum conservation the four-vectors p. and p! 
satisfy 
pi + p ; • p 2 - p¿ (U.2) 
IV.2 
and therefore there are 3 linearly independent four-vectors. 
We choose 
Ρ • i ^ + P g ) , к = l(p;*p¿). Q = Pg-P, = v\-v'2 · (»».3) 
The Mandelstam variables are defined as 
s - - ( Ρ , + Ρ ; ) 2 , t = - ( p
r
p 2 ) 2 , U = - (p'-Pg)2 (h.h) 
which satisfy the constraint 
s + t + u=M^ + ^ + M > 2 + M ^ 2 E E . (k.5) 
Due to crossing and analyticity in s, t, and u, the following 
reactions are intimately connected 
A, + B1 - A 2 + B 2 (I) (U.6a) 
A1 + Ag •* B1 + Bg (II) (U.6b) 
A1 * ^ 2 * B2 + 1^ ( I I I ) * (k.6c) 
Here A. and B. denote the antiparticles of A. and В.. The invariants 
1 1 r 1 1 
fs, \ft, and Vii are the total energies for the reactions I , I I , and 
III respectively, in their CM-systems. We shall occassionally refer 
to I , I I , and III as the s-, t- , and u-channel. 
In terms of the invariants s and t the CM-variables for channel 
I are 
1 1 
p - g j ; Μ Μ , + Μ ; ) 2 ] [ S - ^ - M ; ) 2 ] 2 (ь.та) 
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ρ' = ¿ ^ [8-(M2+M¿)2J [s-(M2-M¿)2]5 (U.Tb) 
Zs
 Ξ COS
 % = 2 ^ [t-Mf-M2+2>/(p2+M2)(p'2+M2)] (U.B) 
where ρ and ρ' are the CM-momenta of the initial and final state 
and the scattering angle is denoted Ъу θ . 
Furtheron in chapters V and VI where ve derive a dynamical 
model for the s-channel reactions, we neglect the massdifferencee 
among the nucléons and among the hyperons. Effects due to mass-
differences, e.g. pn and ΣΛ massdifferences, will be included 
ultimately to some extend. (See chapter VIII). Hence we use 
M = M, = M 2 and M' = М| = M¿ (í*.9) 
and i t follows t h a t ρ = ρ ' and s = [/ρ +M2 + /ρ •Ж'2] , 
t = - 2р 2 (1 - z
s
) , and u = - 2p (1 + z g ) . 
TV.2 Felativistic Amplitudes 
The S-matrix for the baryon-baryon reaction I in {h.6) can be 
wirtten as 
<f|s|i> = <f|i > - (Sit)1*! eNp^-pg-p^) . <fHi> (U.10) 
where |i> and |f> denote the initial and final state, a n d á i s the 
transition matrix. We normalize the one-particle states such that 
<Р
г
.»2|р1Х1> - ( 2 W ) J 2 E ( E 1 ) èHsQ-щ) <5λ λ (U.11) 
IV. ι» 
/~2 <Γ 
where £(£. ) • »£. + M . With this normalization, the unpolarized 
differential cross section in the CM-aystem is given Ъу 
Uny ^  ρ h L ' βπ/β ' 
where ί stands for a summation over the spins of the initial and 
final state particles. The matrix-element <f|-rf|i> can be written 
as 
<fk|i > * «A <E2.X2)uB ( Ε ^ λ 2 ) Μ UA (^1' Х1 ) иВ ^ ^ V ' ( І 4- 1 3 ) 
Here u. (¿.»λ.) stands for the positive energy Dirac spinor for 
particle A. etc. 
Hie transition amplitude M is a 16 χ 16 matrix in spinor 
2 2 
space. When the external particles are on the mass-shell (p."-M.), 
Lorentz invariance together with parity conservation implies that 
there are in general 8 independent amplitudes (Ke 68, Sw Ti). 
In case of elastic scattering like e.g. ΛΝ -*· W or ΣΝ -»· ΣΝ, 
time reversal invariance reduces this number to 6. For the 
"super-elastic" case NN •* NN, one has in addition total spin 
conservation due to charge indepence and the Pauli-principle, which 
reduces the number of independent amplitudes to 5· In case of 
strict SU(3) for ΛΝ -»• ΛΝ there are still 6 amplitudes due to the 
occurrence of the irreps {8 }and {8 } (see table III.l). In general 
one expects for the "quasi-elastic" case ЛЦ-»- ΣΝ 8 independent 
amplitudes. However in this work, ve consider only models based 
on potentials for which one can show by inspection, that as a 
consequence of (U.9) there are contributions to 6 independent 
amplitudes only. Below, we comment further on this point. 
Hence we decompose M in equation (It. 12) into 6 linearly 
independent spinor covariants. 
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This can be done in such a way that the coefficients of these 
covariante are scalar functions of s, t, and u, having analyticity 
properties in s, t, and u, à la Mandelstam (Sc 6Θ, Ke 68). Due 
to the approximation (k.9) "anomalous" thresholds do not appear. 
This decomposition is not unique and we will consider two such 
decompositions. 
The first one is suitable· for a treatment of t-channel poles 
and is chosen as follows 
6 
<г\ле\і> = [ <f|o i | i> . Mi(s,t,u) 
i»1 
6 
• i, [V/VV ri "A/VVI · 
with 0. * Г. ® Γ', where 
0, • 1 ® 1 0 2 = γ 5 ® γ5 
°3
 ж
 Υμ ® У % - γ 5 γ μ ® γ 5 γ
μ 
0 5 " Ϊ %
ν
® σ 1 1 ν 0 6 = І{ГК ® 1 - 1 ® γ μ Ρ μ } (1».15) 
Similarly, the second decomposition i s chosen to be su i table for 
a treatment of u-channel poles and i s 
6 
<f |y | i> = I < f | 0 i | i > M.(s,t,u) 
i»1 
6 _ 
I e 1 2 ι 2 1 
. M ^ s . t . u ) (U.16) 
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with 0· = Г. ® Г!, vhere Г. and Г! can Ъе obtained from (1*.15) 
Ъу the replacements К •* К E ä(£^  + p2) and Ρ + Ρ = j(p·, + рД)· 
The connection between the scalar functions M and M is obtained 
via a Fierz-transformation (Ke 68, Li 72) 
<0> = Гг -ι <0> and <0> = Гг -ι <0> (U.IT) 
where we have written <0.> and<0.> as columns. Consequently the 
connection between M. and M. is 
ι ι 
M = Γ Λ Ί M and У » Гг? η M (U.lô) 
[utj [tuj 
where the superscript Τ means transposition. The СГОБЗІПК matrices 
have the property that Гг ΙΓΓ ι = 1 (Ke 68). An explicit 
evaluation of Γr tand Гг .η can be found in (Ke 66). [tu] [ut J 
In the general case, there are 8 independent amplitudes. One can 
complete the set of (U.I?) by choosing (Ke 68, Sw 71) 
07 = i { Y5 Yu K U ® Y5 * γ5 ® Ύ5 Ύυ ρ μ } 
08 = ^ЗУУ ® Y5 - Y5 ® fjV^ * ( 1 * · 1 9 ) 
Consider now, as an example vector exchange in the t-channel (e.g. 
ω,ρ). In the general mass case we find contributions to M.. , 
Mg and Ml, where the corresponding spinor covariant for Mi is 
0¿ = ΐ{γ Kv ® 1 + 1 ® γ Ρμ} . (i*.20) 
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Using the equivalence theorem (Ke 68, Sc 68, Ca 69) 
Ì (м, + м2 + м; + M¿) o¿ = 
Р.К 01 + I (M^MgHM'+Mp 02 - -ц- (M^MgCM'-M^) о3 
- f \ - Р.« о5 • I (M1+M2-M;-M¿) об 
+ J (M1-M2+M;-M¿) О 7 + j- (-М^+М'-М^) о8 (1*.21) 
ve see by the condition (Ь.9) that we find no contribution to M_ 
and Ми in this case, because the coefficients of 0- and 0g in (k.2J\) 
vanish. The vector exchange in the u-channel can be found from the 
t-channel exchange by the replacements К •* К = î(p' • ρ«) and gives 
therefore contributions to M.,... Mg and Mi. This leads via (U.21) 
to M_ and ÏL which are proportional to (M' - M) / (M' + M) . It ap-
pears that when (1*.9) holds (M_ » Mg) and (M_. , Mg) transform among 
each other (see Ke 68) and so M» and M-. lead to MT and Mfl. 
These observations need not be true in general. If one encounters 
spinor covariante like e.g. (u. γ u. ) . (u_ σ μ ν Ρ u_ ) or 
- „ 2 1 ^2 V Λ 
(u, σ,
ι%ι К u. ) . (u_ γ u^ ) one can see from spinor identities 
Α- μν Α. α. a. 
(see Ke 68) that even with the condition (U.p) there remain contri­
butions to M_ and Mg without a depression factor (M* - M) / (M1 + M). 
In the following we treat only the amplitudes M., M^. Ultimately 
the contributions of M_ and Mg to the "non-relativistic" potential 
forms Pj (i = 1,...6) (for definition see section IV. 1») will be in­
cluded in chapter VII. 
Finally we note that in view of the spinor combination occuring in 
(U.lU) and (U.16), the projection of t- and u-channel poles on re­
spectively Mj and Mj is very simple. The t- and u-channel amplitudes, 
of course, can also be expressed in terms of M. or M.. 
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IV.3 s-channel Helicity Amplitudes 
Using the helicity basis of (JW 59) we make the partial 
wave expansion of the matrix elements <f|.#|i> in the s-channel 
CM-frame i.e. 
El " -£,' - E . Eg = " P2 Ξ £' {k-22) 
and |£| = І^ ' J as given Ъу (Ц.7) and (1».9). We have 
<r\At\i> = <f^£, ,\2Х'2\М\ІІ2.,\^\> 
J τ* 
~ 8V/S У (2J+1) <f;X Α'|ϊΓ|ϊ;λΛ\> Τ? (φ,θ,-φ) (1*.23) j.j ¿ ¿ 1 1 λ,μ 
ο 
Ζ 
iL 
Ρ' 
CM-coordinate system 
Fig. IV.2 
У 
where the angles θ and φ are defined as the polar angles of the 
vector E' in a right-handed coordinate system with £ pointing 
in the positive z-direction (see fig. IV.2). 
The factor θπ/s has been extracted for convenience of the 
unitarity relation only. 
* i 
IV.9 
For a definition of D (φ,θ,-φ) see (Ro 57). λ,g and J are 
о 
defined as 
λ = λ
ι
 .λ-, μ « λ 2 _λ·, J o = m a x (|λ|,|μ|). (k.2h) 
In section IV.2 we discussed the number of independent amplitudes 
for Ъагуоп-Ъагуоп scattering.Counting of the number of independent 
amplitudes can be done most easily on the helicity-basis (JW 59> 
GGMW 60, Sw 71). In (U.23) \. • ± i, λ'. = + J(i=1,2) and so there 
are 2 = 16 helicity amplitudes. Because all baryons have the 
same intrinsic parity, parity conservation implies (JW 59) 
<f;*2*¿|ri,(i)|i;*1x;> = <f;-^->¿|MJ(s)|i;-Xi-Xi'> . (l,.25) 
Time reversal invariance gives (JW 59) 
<f;A2X¿|MJ(e)|i;>1X;> = <i;X1X'|MJ(s)|f;X2X¿> . (Ь.2б) 
Equation С».25) gives a reduction from 16 to θ independent helicity 
amplitudes. For elastic processes, like e.g. ΛΝ -»· ΛΝ, ΣΝ -*• ΣΝ, 
there remain only 6 independent amplitudes due to ft.26). 
Using the positive energy helicity solution of the Dirac equation 
(see below), one can express the helicity amplitudes (U.23) in 
terms of the scalar functions M. of section IV.2, As far as the 
dynamics is concerned, we work in the approximation (h.9) and 
moreover we consider only theories having M_ • MQ = 0 (see section 
rV.2).Then one can show that there remain only 6 independent 
amplitudes, also in the "quasi-elastic" cases, like ΛΝ -*• ΣΝ. 
For the "super-elastic" NN-channel there is moreover conservation 
of total spin, leading to (GGMW 6θ) 
<X2X¿|MJ(S) |X1X;> - íX'XglM^sí^x^ (і+.гт) 
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and there remain only 5 independent amplitudes for each 
channel 1 = 0 and I = 1 separately. 
The set of 6 independent s-channel helicity amplitudes 
φ.,....,ф^- we will use is 
«Ί = «++;++ -2 - "++;-_ = M. 
ФЗ -
 M
+
-:
+
- *U - "--:-• 
Ф5 • М
+ +
;
+
. Фб
 = М
+ +
; -
+ 
In (U.28) we introduced the notation 
(U.28) 
Μ
λ λ ' · λ λ '
 Ξ
 * 22'11 V2W*1
A ÎS (U.29) 
suppressing the variables s, t, and u and the labels i and f. 
In the general case this set (14.28) can be completed by taking 
e.g. Φπ M and Φ 8 M We shall always have 
and r8 
The relation between the scalar functions M.(s,t,u) of 
(U.lU) and the helicity amplitudes (U.28) can be derived in a 
straight-forward manner, using an explicit representation for 
the spinors occurring in (li.ll*). Our convention for the Dirac 
equation and the Y-matrices are summarized in table IV.1. 
In accordance with the normalization (I4.II) we introduce the 
positive energy helicity spinors in the s-channel OT-frame 
using the Pauli-Dirac representation (see table IV.l) for 
particles A 
UA(E,X ) 
/STK ξ
λ
 (ρ) 
^Е^М" 2λξ
λ
 (5) 
(і».зо) 
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with ρ = £/І£І and the helicity Pauli-spinors ΖΛν) a:re given 
by 
Ç+j(p) = cos Ι θ χ + + sin - e 1* χ_ (í».31a) 
(lt.31b) 
ξ Л р ) = - sin a θ e-1'' χ + cos - χ 
— g + с. — 
In (l».3l) б and φ are the angles of ρ and χ satisfy 
σ χ
+
 * + χ
+
. In fact, Ç+(p) = Η(φ,θ,-φ) χ + in accordance with 
the conventions of (JW 59)· 
Following (JW 59) we define the helicity spinors for the"second" 
particles В as 
Ugi-E.X) 
/E'+M' ξ . (ρ) 
/E'-M' 2λξ_
λ
(ρ) 
(1».32) 
The matrix elements of the spinor covariants (1».15) are 
evaluated via the formulae 
u A (E'.Xg) Г u A (Ε,λ,) = 
£ (ρ·) [(E+M) Γ - 1»λ λ (Ε-M) Γ 
12 
+ 2λ1 V(E+M)(E-M) Г Ъ а - 2λ 2 /(Ε+Μ)(Ε-Μ)Γβΐ]ξλ (ρ) (J».33) 
ξ^, (ρ') [(Ε'+Μ·) Γ ^ - Ι»λ·λ£ (E'-M'jr^ 
+ Σλ^/ίΕ'+Μ'ίίΕ'-Μ')^ - 2X¿/(E,+M,)<E,-M,)r¿b]c_;i,(p).(1·. 
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In (Ь.ЗЗ) and С+.зи) we used the representation for Г (and Г'): 
/ 
Г • 
Г Г 
ЪЪ Ъз 
зЪ ss 
Ρ = (P
x
.Py.Pz»E) 
μν 
2 ν „2 
Ρ = Ρ ,, = - Μ 
\ -1 
Dirac equation : (ΐγ.ρ + M) u(p) = 0 
{
vV = 2 euv 
Y
u
 - У ( P - I . U ) 
Ύ 5 = Y 1V3 Y U 
Pauli-Dirac representation: 
γ.ρ = γ.ρ - γ
ο Ρ ο 
ο 
Υ =• 1Y U 
ο
 =
 — — (ν V — Υ Υ ) μν 2 Μ ν Γν'μ 
Υ
« . -
'1 0> 
<0 -1, 
0 -ϊσ' 
<ια 0 
0 -1 
V-1 0' 
Table IV.1. 
Conventions metric, Dirac equation, and γ-matrices. 
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In table IV.2 we have worked out the relevant spinor matrix 
elements for our 6 helicity amplitudes (U.28). Using the 
representations of the γ-matrices of table IV.1 in the spinor 
covariante ('t. 15) together with (1*.3T), (b.38), and the results 
of tahles IV.2, one obtains after straight-forward but tedious 
algebra the coefficients Α.. in the relations 
ф
і
 = Aij Mj ( i' j = 1····' 6 ) ( U- 35) 
The coefficients A.· are given in table IV.3. 
<\2λ^\^:> 
•ι
 = 
*2 * 
φ 3 " 
•fc • 
Φ5 -
φ 6 = 
<++Uif|++> 
<**№— > 
<+-kl+-> 
<+-UI-+> 
<++μτ|+-> 
<++|дг|-+> 
Ί 
(Ρ' 
2 
cos 
s in 
COS 
s in 
COB 
sin 
•i 
I 
Ì 
i 
1 
ì 
ì 
λ
ι 
θ 
θ 
θ 
θ 
θ 
θ 
( ρ ) 
"
λ 2 
COS 
- s in 
COS 
s in 
- s in 
COS 
).£ 
i 
ì 
1 
2 
i 
ì 
ì 
t 
-λ 
θ 
θ 
θ 
θ 
θ 
θ 
( ρ ) product 
c o s
2
 i 
• 2 ι 
- s in г 
2 ι 
cos i 
sin i 
θ 
θ 
θ 
θ 
- s in i θ cos i 
sin ì 5 cos i 
Table IV.2a. 
Angle dependence of the spinor factors evaluated for Φ = 0. 
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•ι 
φ
2 
ф
з 
4 
ψ
5 
•6 
+ 
2 
sin 
cos 
sin 
COS 
sin 
COS 
ti') L· ζχ (i) 
^ 1 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
->• θ 
V i s i n 2 
+ . θ 
e
x -
1 C 0 S
 Ι 
-»• . . θ 
V 1 8 1 n 2 
+ . θ 
E
x-
1 C O S
 2 
-»· ^ . . θ 
ε
χ +
ι 8ιη 2 
-• θ 
ε -icos — 
χ 2 
ε +COS 
У 
V s i n 
Усов 
V s i n 
ε +COS 
íy-sin 
θ •* 
2Cz 
θ •* 
— ε 
2 ζ 
θ -
2Cz 
θ + 
2 ε ζ 
θ •* 
2 ε ζ 
θ -»· 
?ez 
"λ2 
-sin 
cos 
sin 
COS 
COS 
-sin 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
θ 
2 
°в *-λ;
(£> 
+ . . θ 
e
x
+ l s l n
 2 
e
x
+ 1 C 0 8
 2 
+ . . θ 
e
x
+ l s i n
 ? 
->• . θ 
ε
χ -
1 0 0 8
 2 
+ . θ 
e
x
+ l c O S
 2 
* . . θ 
ε +isin — 
χ 2 
e
y-cos 
e -sin 
У 
ε +COS 
У 
Ey-Sin 
Ey-Sin 
ty-cos 
θ •* 
Ί
ε
ζ 
θ * 
ïïez 
θ ->• 
iEz 
θ + 
2 e z 
θ + 
2 ε ζ 
θ -»· 
¥ εζ 
Table IV.2Ъ 
Angle dependence of spinor factors evaluated at Φ = 0. ε , ε , 
-* χ У 
and e are unit vectors in the x, y, and ζ direction respectively. 
Next ve consider the partial wave amplitudes«^ λ ' |м |λ λ '>, 
occurring in (k.23) in more detail. Choosing the azimuthal angle 
Φ • 0 we can write the partial wave expansion [k.23) in terms of 
the function df, (Θ) (Ro 57, JW 59) 
φ, = βπ/ϊ I (2J+1) if (s) d ^ (θ) 
1
 J = 0 ++,++ οο 
•- = бтг/; I (2J+1) М^. (s) d ^ (θ) 
2
 J = 0 + + , - oo 
Φ, - 8w/i I {2J+1) Mf (s) d' (Θ) 
3
 j=i * - · • - ι η 
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φ, = 8π»ς I (2J+1) < . . (β) ^..(θ) 
4
 J = 1 +-,-1- -li 
Φ 5 = θπ»ς Ι (2J+1) !<J+.+_ (s) (^0(θ) 
J = 1 
Φ 6 - 8 π ^ Ι (2J+1) Μ^+._+ (s) d^0(e) (U.36) 
J = 1 
where we used the relations (Ro 57) 
ϋ^(φ,θ,-φ) =
 β
ΐ ( λ
-
μ ) φ
^ μ ( θ ) (fc.37) 
dJA(e) « ά^λ_μ(θ) = (-)
λ
-
μ
<ίμλ(θ) (1*.З а) 
Another useful relation is 
4 μ ( θ ) = (-)
J+XdJ_
u
(w-e) . (U.38b) 
The orthogonality relations read (Ro 57) 
Ϊ 4 μ ( β ) < ( β ) віп й = і § т т í j j , (U.39a) 
о 
^ J (2J+I)df (9)d^ (θ») » «(сов -соз ' ) (и.39Ъ) 
¿ γ Ар Ар 
£ >С< ) = · < b -39eî 
Note that for NN (^27) and (1*.3б) make Ф^ = Ф_. In this case our 
set φ ....φ-coincides with the set piven Ъу (GGMW 60). 
•ι 
% 
ф
з 
\ 
s 
φ6 
Μ1 
ItMM'x2 
- UEE'y2 
UHM'χ2 
ItEE'y2 
- І4МЕ'зсу 
UlM'xy 
M
2 
0 
- "»ρ
2
,
2 
0 
- UpV 
0 
0 
м
з 
U p 2 ( l + y 2 ) 
• U E E ' X 2 
- U MM"/2 
U p 2 ( l + x 2 ) 
+ UEE'x2 
UMM'y2 
- UEM'xy 
UME'xy 
MU 
kEE'Cl+y2) 
• * P 2 x 2 
- ItMMMUx2) 
- 1» ( E E ' + p 2 ) * 2 
- ItMM'y2 
UEM'xy 
-UME'xy 
M5 
- иммЧі+у2) 
UÍEE^p2) 
. ( 1 + x 2 ) 
UMM'x2 
Μ Ε Ε · - Ρ
2 )
Χ
2 
- UME'xy 
UEM'xy 
Mé 
- θ(ΕΕ'+ρ 2 ) .ΔΜ.χ 2 
- l e t E ^ ' - E ' ^ J y 2 
- eCEE'+p 2 ) .^^ 2 
- l e t E ^ ' - E ^ M j y 2 
- l 6 [ - ( E E ' + p 2 ) E ' 
•EMM-Jxy 
- 1б[-(ЕЕ , +р 2 )Е* 
•EMM'lxy 
Table IV.3 
Relation between the helicity amplitudee ф- (і=1,...б) and the ecalar functions M.(s,t,u) (i«1,...6) 
of (І4.ІІ4). Here χ ш сов /2 and y « sin в/г. 
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The d. (θ) occurring in (^.Зб) can be expressed in terms 
of the Legendre functions and their derivatives (Ro 57) 
d' («) - PT(z) (It.bOa) 
oo J 
d
n
( z )
 " 7{кГ) (1+z)l>j<z) + (z-l)Pj'(z)] [U.kOb) 
α
- η
( ζ ) ^ Τ 7 ϊ Τ Τ ( 1 - ζ ) [ ^ ( ^ + («+I)P¿,<«>] («..кос) 
d ^ ( z ) " - - ^
 f /С?Р'(ж) (U.UOd) 
'0 /J(J+I) J 
with ζ χ cos θ. 
The helicity amplitudes (U.28) do not represent transitions 
between states of definite parity and total spin; we shall now 
introduce amplitudes that do represent such transitions. The 
two-particle helicity states with definite total angular momemtum 
J and z-component M, we write as φ^λ-,λ'). The states with J, 
M, L and S quantum numbers we denote by ф
м
 (L,S). L, S, and J 
are introduced in chapter II. We have the expansion (JW 59) 
„LSJ . i î S ,J 
•І(Ь.8> - /(2L+,)/(2J+l) I C - Cx »J J ^ ( λ ι.χ. 
А л A « ' I 
) (i*.i*i) 
L S J 
where λ • λ, - λ! and С
 w
 are ordinary SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan 
ι ι т.ШрМ 
coefficients. This gives for the singlet states 
•¡(J,o) - ^  {•¡(+.+) - *ί<-·-» i·»·1»2») 
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and for the triplet state with L = J 
•¡CD --feuÎC-î -#-.•» (k.k2b) 
The coupled triplet states •«(J i. 1»l) are linear combinations 
of the parity eigenstates Xw(k)i 
£<1) - - - } г Ч < * . + > ••;;<-.->> 
*
2 ) я
 72<* +.-) + * - ' + ) > 
(í».U3a) 
(1».1*ЗЪ) 
We vrite 
к=1 
(l».Ult) 
for L « J + 1 and к = 1,2. Then 
X 1,J-1 X 1 , J + l \ 
\ X 2,J-1 X2,J+1 
•2J+1 
Ia 
\ /J+1 
- /j+1 ' 
^ , 
(»»Л5) 
Denoting the parity Ρ of the states Ъу Ρ = τι(-) , we have 
η • + 1 for states with J = L and η = - 1 for states with 
J « L + 1. Because of parity conservation transitions between 
states with different η are forbidden and our set of 6 amplitudes 
(I*.28) decouples into two sets of 3 parity conserving amplitudes. 
The parity conserving helicity amplitudes f , 0(f,i) with n = + 1 
between the initial state * M(J,S) and the final state ((•(IMS') 
IV.19 
f
J+
 = J -fi1 , 'j * V 
00 ++;++ ++;— J J 
«Îî - <-;+. - "ί-;-*· ' 3jj - Ч · ^ 
The parity conserving amplitudes f.^.if.i) with
 л
 = _ ι, 
J J 
between the initial state XM(k) and the final state xM(k') 
hoth with L • J + 1 are 
In (I+.I46) and (1*.1*7) we have written down the general case 
with θ helicity amplitudes. In our case we have φ,- » φ_ and 
*6 = Фд which means 
From (U.U3) , (1*.1*5) and (1».1»T) it follows that the partial 
wave amplitudes fL,T(f,i) with η = - 1 for transitions from 
the initial state φί(ΐ.,1) to the final state ф„(Ь,,і) are 
M M 
given by 
f j7 L (f , i) . [ х*, к 1 <7 к х к > ь <Μ9> 
к,к' 
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^ L j + i = ( i W ( J + 1 ) f n + Jf22 - ^ 3 ^ ( < ¡ « í ; ) ) 
^ІиГ-І * ( i W , / J T I ^ ( f 2 ' 2 < ) - ( J + 1 ) f 2 ? < > 
Because of (U.U8) f j ; , ^ , - fJ: i > J + r (U.51) 
Finally ve note that the partial vave amplitudes are 
convenient in particular because the unitarity condition 
S S • 1 takes a very simple form. Unitarity together with 
time reversal (h.26) gives 
Im<f;X2X¿|M,I(s)|i;A1x;> - - J <í^gX¿|lír(e)|e;XcA¿>· 
C
'V¿ 
. Pc<c;XcX¿|MJ(s)|ijX1x;> (U.52) 
vhere Σ denotes the sum over the open channels с vhich eure 
coupled to the initial ar 
threshold for channel с). 
nd final one (s>,s , vhere s is the 
с с 
IV.21 
This gives for the partial wave amplitudes 
Im fJ? (f . i ) « - l f¡V „ (f,c) pp Λ (c,i) (1..53) 
σ σ и σ ο c o o 
с,о 
τ * 
f η i(c,f). The labels σ in С».53) can be made uniform for 
о о 
η « • 1 and η » - 1 by defining 
σ - Ιλ,-λ'Ι , σ' - |X2-X¿| . (»».51») 
IV.1» Non-Relativistic Amplitudes 
The expansion of the CM-amplitudes in Pauli-spinor space 
in terms of linearly independent functions, invariant under 
rotations and parity transformations, has been used extensively 
both in the theoretical and phenomenological vork. Especially 
this is the case in the field of the low energy BB-interactions. 
We write 
<f|s|i> - <f|i> - 2Tii(Ef-Ei). 
•
χ
Ι 2
ί ι , 2 , 4 2
(
- ; , ' « ί 1
ί
" ι
) χ
ί 1
(
- ί
ϊ (U
-
55) 
where m. and m! (i«1,2) are the spin components along the 
z-axis (see fig. IV.2) of the corresponding particles. 
Although ('t.59) looks nonrelativietically, it is in principle 
equivalent to (U.10). 
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This, because it is clear from (l».lU) that any relativistic 
amplitude can Ъе cast into the form (U.55) in the CM-frame 
using a Pauli-Dirac representation for the Dirac spinors 
in i1*.!1*) analogous to (Ь.ЗО). 
Using rotational invariance and parity conservation 
one can shov (Ok 58« Sw 71) that F in C*.??) can be expanded 
in 6 linear independent amplitudes 
6 
<f|F|i> - Σ [xî ^ oht (ш^Р.Х. (ш )X (m!)] Р.(р2,р'2,£.£') 
i=1 А2 2 ¿ 1 А1 ' и1 ' 1 
{h.56) 
Our choice for P. will be 
P1 • 1 P2 = V^B 
P 5
 я
 (VuKVn) p6 " 1 ^ " - в ^ - · ( U - 5 T ) 
In (1».5б) and (I1.57) 2 and £* are the CM-momenta (U.T) and 
5.-2' - £ » n ^ E X E ' · Ct-SS) 
The notation is analogous to that of (U.lU) and (b.15)· For 
example | (д.
А
 + Og) . η = |· (¿д.п® lg + Ід® д.
в
-п). 
Again, in the general case there are 8 independent spinor 
invariants. In addition to (U.JT) we could choose (Sw 71) 
Ργ - (%·£)(%£) + (£
Α
·ΐ)(σ
Β
·Ρ) 
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P8 = (SfZXSb-a) - (sA-aî^B-P) (i*.59) 
The forms Ρ- and Pn lead to non - local potentials 
here Ρ = Ηί+ΐ' )· 
?_
which we neglect henceforth. The transitions corresponding 
to P 1, P p, Ρ, , Ρ , and Pg are called, respectively, central- , 
spin-spin-, spin-orbit, quadratic-spin-orbit-, and anti­
symmetric spin-orbit terms. P_ contains the tensor term Ρ "Ρ,-τ-Ρρ. 
Р^ corresponds to triplet-singlet transitions and is absent in 
"super-elastic" - scattering. The matrix elements of P. on the 
LSJ-basis will be given in chapter VIII. The connection between 
the spinor-covariants 0....0Q defined in (1».15) and (U.21) and 
Ρ ...Pa defined in (U.57) and (1».59) can be obtained in a 
straight-forward manner using the Dirac spinors 
u(p) 
Τΐ+ΐ? 
(E+M) χ 
£.£ 
In this reduction of 0. to P. the spinor-invariant 
P; 
( VP)(£ B.P) (U.60) 
occurs in a natural way. The latter plays an important role in 
models which include momentum dependence in the potential (BS 67, 
see also Sw 71)· The helicity amplitudes of section IV.3 can be 
expressed in terms of F. using helicity spinors in (h.56). 
Following (JW 59) the two-particle helieity spinor for particles 
A and B. is given by 
Ψρ(λ,λι) ÇX(P) . CA,(-5> (k.61) 
IV. 2k 
where 
ξ
λ
(ρ) =•= Χ
λ
 (U.62a) 
ι ., -inj 
and ς
λ
,(-ρ) - (-)*" e У ξ
λ
,(ρ) " ξ_
λ
ι(ρ) » Χ_
λ
 ι (1*.62Ъ) 
where ρ = (0,0,1). The helicity spinors for Ар and В ? can Ъе 
found by a rotation 
ψ
β ι
(λ,λ·) » Η ψ
β
(λ ,λ') 
Ρ 9,β,-Φ ρ 
= ^
λ
(Φ,θ,-φ)ζ μ(ρ)] Γϋμ._λ.(Φ.Θ,-Φ)ζμ,(ρ)] (»».63) 
with (Ro 57) 
(cos J o - sin ì 0 e" \ 
sin І е ф cos J θ / . (1».бІ») 
We remark that the definitions (U.30) - (lt.32) are consistent 
with (It.ól) - (U.6U). For convenience, we write the expansion 
(U.56) as 
F - P, + ^ . C g F 2 + (α
Α
.ξ)(α
Β
.5) F 3 
+ І (Од+Ов)·" F
u
 + (^ .SJÍOg.S) F5 + i (Од-ОрЬЙГ^и.бЗ) 
artiere q = c¡./|.2.| , η = η / | η | . The re la t ion between F. and F. i s 
obvious after comparing (U.56) and (U.65). 
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Taking φ = 0 we have 
i • 2psin - (cos ^, 0, -sin | ) , η • ρ (Ο,βίηθ,Ο) . (k.66) 
Kow, using (k.66), (U.65), (U.6I), (h.6k) and the spinor matrix 
elements given in table IV.2 one can express the helicity 
amplitudes φ· in terms of F.' in a straightforward manner. Writing 
the φ· and P. as columns ve find Yi 1 
φ. - В. . F. (U.6Ta) 
where the coefficients В.. are 
ij 
x¿ -O+y ) 0 
-y 2 (1+x2) 1 
χ χ 0 
2
 2 
y y 1 
- xy - xy 0 
xy xy 0 
B. . -
ij 
xy 
xy 
xy 
it 2 2ч í(x -У ) 
1/ 2 2« 
¿(x -У ) 
- У 
- У o 
- x" 0 
-xy 1 
xy 1 (Ь.бтъ) 
The inverse relation reads 
F. - (В ) φ 
ij J (U.68a) 
with 
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(в"1) 
ij 
J χ 2 
- xy 
3 χ 2 
о 
ìy2 
ху 
Jx ¿ 
- i 
- xy 
i χ2 - d - J x 2 ) 
ly' 
0 
i 
xy 
i x 2 
0 
- xy 
0 
0 
- ( x 2 - y 2 ) 
- xy 
0 
xy 
0 
0 
( x 2 - y 2 ) 
xy 
0 (и.бвь) 
fí 
In (^.67) and (1*.68) we introduced χ = eos —, у = sin — . 
The relation (lt.68) vhich provides a direct relation between 
the helicity amplitudes and the nonrelativistic amplitudes 
is quite useful. Later in this work (cfr. chapter V and VI) 
we consider Kegge Poles. Then one gets helicity amplitudes, 
and from (I*.68) the F. in a simple way. 
Finally we want to stress that the expansions described in 
IV.2, IV.3» and IV.h can Ъе made for any operator, when it 
satisfies the same restrictions as the scattering amplitude. 
The potential function we will use lateron, indeed satisfy all 
these restrictions, except unitarity. Therefore all results of 
this chapter apply ipso facto to this potential. 
CHAPTER V 
THE BB-POTENTIAL AND THE ANALYTIC S-MATRIX THEORY 
V.I Introduction 
In the fifties, many attempts vere made to provide a theory for 
nucleon-nucleon interactions based on the first terms in a perturbation 
expansion for interactions of the type »£, = giiry-iH or £• ' = β'φγ Э^ φ. 
Gradually it became clear that these theories could not cope with the 
NN-data. For a review we refer to the article by Phillips (Ph 59)· New 
impulses came from the discovery of the vector mesons (ρ,ω,φ,Κ ) which 
led in the sixties to the development of the One-Boson-ExchanRe models 
(OBE). For a review and reference we refer to the article by Moravcsik 
(Mo 72). The OBE-models have been very succesful in describing the BB-
data (e.g. Br 72, Er 71, NFS 72), but the theoretical foundation is 
still rather obscure. We mention the multi-meson exchange problem. 
In all work we referred to above, the role of the inelasticities 
occurring at high energies in the description of the low energy pheno­
mena has not been examined. Only sometimes effects due to the lowest in­
elastic channels Ν + Ν-*Ν + Ν + π, N + N-*N + Δ(1236) have been included 
(see Mo 72). 
In this charter we present an analysis of the OBE-model comprising 
the inelasticities at high energies in the s, t, and u-channel. In order 
to make clear how this can be done we turn briefly to the development of 
the theory of strong interactions, emerging from a combined study of Non-
Relativistic Potential Scattering and Quantum Field Theory, during the 
sixties. 
V.2 
A study of Quantum Field Theory led Mandelstam to conjecture 
his famous double dispersion relations (Ma 58, Ma 59). This 
representation has been shown to be valid in nonrelativistic 
potential scattering for a class of potentials, including a 
superposition of Yukava's (BI 60). In the meantime Regge (Re 59) 
shoved ineromorphy in the angular momemtum plane for the same 
class of potentials and found that the high momentum transfer behaviour 
vas controlled by moving poles in the angular momentum plane. These 
are the famous Regge-Poles. He also shoved that the corresponding 
pole trajectories contained the boundstate and resonances. For an 
account of Regge Poles in potential scattering see (De б5> Ne 6k). 
In 1961 Mandelstam, Chew and Frautschi (Ch 61) made the conjecture 
that all hadrons are on Regge-trajectories, vhich opened up the 
possibility to understand the high energy behaviour for moderate 
momentum transfers in terms of the crossed channel Regge Poles. 
Since then, an avalanche of papers has appeared and a huge amount 
of work has been done concerned with applications of the Regge 
analysis at high energies. But also at lov energies, the vork of 
Chev and collaborators has emphasized the role of the J-plane 
singularities in potentials (i.e. Regge Poles and possibly Regge 
cuts). For a reviev and discussion on Regge Poles in strong inter­
actions ve refer to the book by Collins and Squires (CS 68), vhich 
ve vili quote frequently in this chapter. 
The vork of Chev and collaborators vas done in the framevork 
of the socalled "Nev Strip Approximation" and applied to the irir-
bootstrap problem. In this chapter ve follow the ideas of the 
latter vork closely in the derivation of an OBE-model for BB-
scattering at lov energies. In section V.2 ve show that the 
relativistic structure of the amplitudes can be reduced in a 
plausible vay such that one can use the Lippnan-Schvinger or 
equivalently the Schrodinger equation for the Baryon-Baryon problem 
(CF 60). 
.з 
In section V.3 ve analyze the potential exclusively in terms of 
Regge Poles. In section V.l* we discuss the derivation of OBE-
models from the results in section V.3 and point out the possible 
importance of new terms, in particular the possible role of the 
Pomeranchuk singularity. 
V.2. The Potential for Spinless Particles 
For an exposition of the application of the Regge-Pole analysis 
in the potential approach to low energy BB-scattering, we consider 
the YN - channels for spinless and neutral hyperons and nucléons. 
In accordance with IV.1 we have 
N + Y + N + Y (I) (5.1a) 
H + Ñ - Ϋ + Y (II) (5.1b) 
N + Ϋ + N + 7 (III) . (5.1c) 
In the following we will refer to I, II, and III as to the s-, 
t- and u-channel respectively. 
Instead of 6 independent scalar functions, we have here only 
one single function M(s,t,u), describing simultaneously the 
channels I, II, and III. We assume that M(s,t,u) is polynomially 
bounded in s,t, and u,and satisfies a Mandelstam representation 
(Ma 58) of the form 
Md.t.u) = ƒ ƒ — (s'-s)(f-t) + J * Γ (s'-s)(u'-u) 
8
o
t
o *
 B
o
u
o * 
V.U 
+ J J
 2 t'-t u'-u { 5 · 2 > 
t u я 
о о 
2 2 
where s = (M + M' ) , t = k m^, u = (m^ + тЛу ). Notice that 
ve ignore anomalous thresholds (Ka 5θ). 
In fig. V.I the Mandelstam plot is drawn, where the boundaries of 
the double spectral-functions are indicated. 
Comparing with (k.5) we have 
s + t + u = Г , Γ = 2(M2 + M' 2) . (5.3) 
In (5·2) we have ignored subtractions and also the pole terms. 
According to our assumption, mentioned in V.1, all bosons are 
on Regge - trajectories. Then, subtractions and poles are in 
principle determined by the double spectral functions Ρ . etc. 
st 
Taking the pion pole as an example, this pole contributes only 
to the J = 0 t-channel partial wave M T „(t) and can be determined 
through analytic continuation in the t-channel J-plane of M T(t) 
from the region J > N. Due to the polynomial boundedness of 
M(s,t,u) one can choose N such that Mj(t) is independent of the 
subtractions and poles (cfr. CS 68). 
The absorptive parts in the s-, t-, and u-channel are 
л f
 + Ï 7 dt· ! s t i l ^ l + 7 du· p Su ( s 'u >
 ъ
 , < . . 
о
 u
o 
D t(e,t)-/ ^ I ¡ — + J — u^(s-rHt ' *>*«,
 ( 5 Л Ъ ) 
s 
о 
V.5 
SfSinel 
N+Y-*N*Y: 
S=0 
'N+N^Y+Y 
Ж »m. st pW, 
Ν Ν-
•Y Y-
Fig. V.la Mandelstam plot 
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The "generalized" direct potential Vd(s,t) and the "generalized" 
exchange potential V (s,u) for channel I are defined by 
о о 
where 
•d(e,t) - Dt(e,t) - ƒ ^ -
 ВЪ
В
, _
 s
 - (5.6а) 
8 
О 
т
 : d i^ ^ Í - · . » ) fs.u) - D (e,u) - ƒ -§-
eVB.u, - U uv e,u ; - J ι , _ .
 ( 6 ъ ) 
в 
о 
In equations (5.6) ve have introduced the elastic part of ρ ., 
v.r.t. the s-channel according to the splitting 
Pst » Pif * № (5.7) 
and similarly for ρι . The s-channel inelastic contributions ture 
( \ su a) 
αεηοτ,εα oy ρ . . 
The definition of the energy dependent potentials in (5-5) and (5·6) 
is standard in the analytic S-matrix approach to the strong inter­
actions (see e.g. Ch 61, Fr 63)· The subtraction of the elastic 
contribution in (5*6) is easily understood. Because, given V, and 
(e) (e) V one can calculate ρ . and ρ by imposing elastic unitarity 
in the s-channel. Elastic unitarity can be achieved by several 
methods. 
. 
We mention the N/D-method of Chew and Mandelstam (Ch 60) and the 
use of integral equations like the Bethe and Salpeter - (BS 51)ι 
Blankenbecler and Sugar - (BI 66), and the Lippmann-Schvinger 
equation (LS 50). In the latter cases one needs a generalization of M(s,t,u) 
off-mass-shell and / or off-energy-shell. We work with the Schrödinger 
equation, which is equivalent to the Lippmann - Schwinger equation; 
and we will make plausible in this section that the Schrödinger 
equation can be used for a description of baryon-baryon scattering 
at low energies. Essentially, our discussion will follow the 
arguments given in the work of Charap and Fubini (CF 60), but 
written in a more modem language. It is well known (Bl 60, GW 61», 
Lo 63 ) that the structure of an amplitude obtained from the solution 
of the Schrödinger equation with a potential V(s,t), which has only 
t-eingularities, will be of the form 
• d..4t. -kti^') (5-8) f(s,t)=V(s,t)
 + / ƒ S ^ - (^ B ) ( t,. t ) 
о о 
2 
where в = ρ . For the differential cross section we have 
1 2 » |f(s,t)| and we can choose the relation 
M(s,t) » - 8π/£ f(s,t) (5.9) 
where we used the notation M(s,t,u) = M(s,t), suppressing the 
variable u, which follows from the constraint (5.3). 
From (5.8) we note that f(s,t) has only right-hand singularities 
in the complex z
s
-plane (z 3 = cos θ 5 ) , but M(s,t) has both right-
and left-hand singularities (cfr. e.g. (5.2)). In order to make contact 
with the Schrödinger formalism, we introduce amplitudes with definite 
signature, which are "one-sided" in ζ and satisfy the elastic unitarity 
relation. 
V.9 
As a preliminary step we define right - and "left"-hand amplitudes 
by rewriting 
M(s,t) * MR(B,t) + ^(s.t) (5-10) 
where 
Л 7 dz' . D t ( B ' t , ) 
л
· · " · . ( . . ) * - ^ ^ ί 5 · , " ) 
s о 
^(s.t) - ƒ â£_ " (5.11Ъ) 
Zg(s,ï-Uo-g) » г -zs(s,t) 
with t' » tis.z'). 
Then amplitudes with definite signature are defined as 
M^s.t) = MR[s,t(s,z
s
)] ± M^s.tis.-x^] · (5.12) 
The original amplitude M(s,t) сап Ъе written as 
M(s,t) » i[M+(B,zB)+M
+(s,-z
s
)]+i[M"(s,zB)-M"(s,-zs)]. (5.13) 
The partial wave expansions read 
M(s,t) « 8ir/¡ У (2J+1) MT(s) P T (z D ) (5.Uta) 
J=0 J J в 
M^ís.t) * Bu/в l (2J+1) Mj(s) Ρ (ζ ) ( 5 - 1 ^ ) 
and 
Mjís) » ξ* Mj(s) + Çj Mj(s) (5 .15) 
V.10 
where the signature factors ξ— are 
«J 
€j= Id I*'™) (5.16) 
such that MjCs) is given by Mj(s) for J • even and Ъу мЛв) for 
J • odd. 
The elastic unitarity relation is 
Im M(e,t) - — E r — ƒ di! Mis.t') M*(s,t") ,s>s
n
 (5.17) 
which holds also for M—(s,t) separately. The unitarity relations 
for MT(s) and Nf^ is) are similar to those given in (U.52) for the 
helicity amplitudes. 
After some manipulations one finds from (5·Ό. (5.10) and (5· 12) 
M^s.t) - ƒƒ dsidt" [ ' s t ^ ' ^ s u ^ " ) ] 2 (e'-eJtf-t) 
where t" + u" + s » Σ and s' + u1 + t = Σ. 
Using the equations (5·5) - (5·Τ) one can rewrite (5·1θ) as 
Mt(
s
,t) - v^(3,t) + ƒƒ âiat' (^(t'-t! (5.19) 
with Ρ ^ β , ΐ ) = P^ía.t) ± P^tB.t) (5.20) 
V.11 
and V-(s,t) = JJ ^ (8'-s)(t
,,
-t) 
+
 rr «-du· Ки<*"' ц ,^г« ( ц ,'*">1 
+ J J
 ^2 (u,-u")(t"-t) 
=
 Vd(B,t) + Ve(8,t) . (5.21) 
From (5.21) it is clear that V—(e.t) can Ъе written as 
, I&s.t') 
V±(s,t)./^- - ^ — (5.22) 
In the elastic s-channel region, unitarity imposes the following 
relation on Ρ Г (Ma 5θ, Ma 59, see aleo CS 68) 
st 
'«ь··*-fraisi"' ¿bW.¿> (5-гэ) 
here s = s + ie and 
D^(s,t ) ж D t ( s , t ) + D u ( s , t ) (5.2U) 
Kit. t^tg.s) - [t^t^+tl-ZU^+ttg+t^g) - — ^ J . (5.25) 
Ρ 
From ( 5 - 6 ) , (5-21) and (5-22) we note 
i f r s . t ) . ƒ ¿ u l P ^ V . t l + p f r g . t ) .
 (5.2 6) 
\ 
V.12 
Given D^(s,t), the equations (5·23) and (5·26) form a closed 
system, which can be solved for Ρ —(s,t) by interaction (Ma 58, 
Ma 59). 
Next» we discuss the reduction of the relativistic structure 
of M-(s,t) as expressed by the equations (5·2ΐ) - (5·26) to the 
nonrelativistic structure of f(s,t) as shown in equation (5.8). 
Moreover we want an energy independent potential, e.g. V(t) • 
- V(s = B
o
,t). 
In the first term of (5·2ΐ) we make a low energy approximation by 
expanding (s'-s)" in a series around s = Σ = s and keeping only 
the first term. Note that the integrand is regular at this point, 
(a) (a) because ρ . + ρ • 0 for s < s-, where s« is the first inelastic 
Su SU ι ' 
threshold (see fig. V.l). The region where this low energy 
approximation is valid is given by 
Τ s - Σ s - Σ _ lab ,- , ,_ __. 
τ^ϊ
(
τ^ϊ ^- "
 1 ( 5
·
2 Τ ) 
1 π 
(a) (a) Effectively this region may be larger when ρ + ρ becomes 
sizeable only for values of s quite above s.. 
The integrand of the second term in (5*21) contains the denominator 
u» _ u" = u' + t" + (s-r) (5.28) 
and again we make the same low energy approximation as for the 
first term in (5-21), now by expanding (u'-u")- around s=E=s . 
Due to (u'-u")" , the second term in (5·21) has a left hand cut 
in the complex s-plane with a branchpoint at ST = Σ - (и,+ ")
т
і · 
So, the validity of our approximation will depend crucially on 
(u'+t") . . In tracing (u'+t") . we note that the spectral 
m m
β
 'mm 
function p. consists of two parts 
Ptu(x,y) - p ^ U . y )
 +
 p ^ U . y ) (5.29) 
V.13 
where Р^  (x,y) gets only contributions from processes with 
intermediate states in the u-channel containing at least a 
(2) . BB-pair and similarly for ρ with respect to the t-channel. 
Therefore 
P ^ U . y ) * 0 χ > W;, y ί- (M+M·)2 (5.30a) 
P ^ U . y ) *• 0 x > ^ М2, y > (^+п^)2 . (5.30Ъ) 
Using (5·29) and (5·30) we can write 
Ptutf ' .u') I P ^ C u ' . t " ) = ^ - ( t- .u ' ) ± P Í 2 ) ± (u',t")(5.31) 
with 
P ^ f . u · ) = P ^ ^ f ' . u ' ) i p j ^ t u ' . t " ) (5.32a) 
p[2)-(u· ,t") - pj^iu'.t") • P ^ t f . u · ) . (5.32b) 
From (5.28) and (5·30) - (5·32) we deduce that always 
u' - u" > 1» M2 + Um2 , s - Σ > 0 (5-33) 
IT 
which means that with respect to our zero-order approximation 
the first correction term in the integrand of the second term 
in (5.21) is of the order 
_ s, - Σ_ m 
s - Σ 1 Σ π , ,,_ _, « 
ίΤΤ^* (u'+t») . • Ϊ Γ ^ 1 · ^-^ 
min 
(2)+ 
The contribution of ρ — is strongly suppressed, because both 
uWiliM 2 + Um2 and t"-t S UM2 for U O as one sees from (5.30b) 
and (5.32b). 
V.lU 
It corresponds to a potential with a very short range, which we 
neglect henceforth. 
The result of these approximations is that Ifc7(8,t) •* іЫз ,t) 
with 
, [pi
+
a)(S',t)±PyB',t)] - pí^t.u·) ds' L at '° ^' - "su4" ""•' , л "tu 
^(s
o
,t) = ƒ -f f ^ — j
 T j (u,+t) 
B1 (M+M') 
(5.35) 
It is well-known(Bl 6o, Lo 63 ) that for equal masses (MsM1, so 
2 2 2 
a'-s » ^(p1 -p ) and ds' " 1» dp' ) the equations (5.19), (5.22) -
(5.26), and (5.З5) can be approximated by an integral eauation of 
the Lippmann-SchwinRer type in the s-channel region (Lo 63, BBS 66) 
d 3 P 
ІАЕР.Е,.) - V^E-.p.) + ƒ Sr · 
^ ^
1 r 1
 (2π):Ι 1*/^ + M' 
• V^if.în) 1 1 M^în.Ei) (5.36) 
li - un •'• ic 
where for convenience of the next discussion we have changed the 
notation : £ + щ^, £* •• £f, and V-(£f» ¿¿) • V-[so,(£f - ^ ) J , 
t - - (£f -Si)2· 
For the unequal mass case Μ Φ M' we will use the generalization of 
/2 2 (5.36) by making the replacement : 1* /ρ + M ^ 
2 {»4^ + M2 + v4f + M'2} in (5.З6). Introducing the "non-relativietic" 
^+ ^ . 
IT— - amplitudes by 
where the reduced mass m
r
 . =
 M-t-M, and we have generalized (5·9) off-
energy-shell through the definition 
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W(£) « J-£ + M
2
 + »42 + Μ'2 , (5.38) 
one finds that the ¿Γ - satisfy the ordinary Lippmann-Schvinger 
equation (see e.g.Bro 69) 
<i3p 
ρ—. 
•
 г Г ± (%'2п ) 2 ? У±(Дп'Рі) ( 5 · 3 9 ) 
E i - V i 
where the potent ia l reads 
Чъс^ ' иш^ЛЦ^Мр.) · ^fifBi) · <5.«Л) 
In deriving ( 5·35) ve have chosen the reference point s , but 
we may equally well define similarly a potential for every в 
in the low energy region. We will not use such an energy dependent 
potential but only its local part, which we extract in the following 
way (see also Ho 60, Pa 70). In terms of the CM-variables (see 
chapter IV) we define 
a. " £' - £ » I - *(£' + £) (5.Ui) 
and consider the potential is— as a function of ¿ and P. Then the 
local potential is defined by 
гг-ііослі) m ν- (ρ • o, a2) (s.te) 
.іб 
Having reviewed in this section the connection between the 
relativistic amplitude and the potential approach, we will discuss 
the dynamical questions in detail for the case of spinless external 
particles in the next section, where we will derive a model for the 
potentials V and V . Although nothing can be really said about the 
approximations discussed in this section, until concrete calculations 
have been done, it is nevertheless clear that the potential-approach 
makes sense for an approximate calculation of the low energy baryon-
baryon amplitudes. 
V.3 The OBE-Potential and Regge Poles 
We start with the assumption, that for a description of the low 
energy scattering in the e-channel, it will be sufficient to take 
account of the double spectral functions, appearing in (5·35)» only 
in those regions where they are dominated by Regge-Poles. Or, to 
phrase it differently, we consider only that part of the potentials 
that is generated in (5·35) by the spectral functions in those 
regions of s, t, and u where they are dominated by Regge-Poles. This 
is the so-called New Strip Approximation, proposed by Chew and Jones 
(Ch 6U , Ch 66). 
Let us consider ρ . in more detail. "Experimentally" the strip 
approximation should be quite reasonable in the region s ^ s R and 
t £ t_, by referring to the success of the Regge-Pole model in descri­
bing the reaction l(5.a) for s > Sp and not to a large |t|.tn plays a 
similar role in the reaction Ιΐ(5·1)· See fig. V.I where the bound­
aries of the spectral functions and s«, t R and u^ are drawn. The 
obvious defect of this strip approximation is the neglect of the 
"inner region" i.e. s > s-, t > t_, which is fortunately far from the 
region of our interest for both s and t. Therefore one does not expect 
that this region will influence the structure of the amplitude at low 
energies. More seriously could be the neglect of the "corners" i.e. 
s1 < s < Sp, t < tp. Here one expects contributions from the unitarity 
or Landau - Cutkosky diagrams of e.g. fig. V.2. 
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Fig. V.2 
Similar considerations apply to ρ and p. . In the su-corner 
J
 su tu 
there are contributions from diagrams in fig. V.2. with N and Y 
interchanged in the final sta 
grams like those of fig. V.3. 
interchanged in the final state. In the p. -corner one has dia-
N N N N N 
Y Y Y Y Y 
Fig. V.3 
In order to obtain the Regge-Pole contributions to the potentials 
Vd(s,t) and V (s,t), appearing e.g. in (5·2ΐ) we turn over attention 
to the crossed reactions II and III (see 5*1)· From the discussion 
in section V.2 and the strip approximation, introduced above, we have 
„ ( *\ ( ( ds'dt' pBt (B '* ' . t t du'dt' ptu кг , u ' 
Vd(s,tJ - J J (s'-sXf-t)
 +
 I { 2 (u'-uXf-t) 
SR to π UR to * 
(5.i»3) 
..... Pi,2)(t',u') ,.,... РІ^Св-.и') 
v
 , ν _ f f ds'du' ""su '" '" ' . f f du'dt' tu 
V s , u ) - JJ 2 (e'-B)(u'-u) { ] 2 (t'-t)(u'-u) · 
s R u o 1T VR о 
(5.W·) 
We note from (З-^З) that Vd(s,t) contains the double spectral functions 
that dominate the high s and high u scattering at moderate |t|, and 
hence contains the t-channel (II) Regge-Poles. 
V.l8 
Similarly V (s,u) contains the u-channel (ill) Regge-Poles. 
In the folioving ve consider in detail, in this section, 
Vd(s,t) only. Apart from complications due to the mass difference 
M - M' (ve mention the appearance of the Freedman-Wang daughter-
poles (Fr 67)), the results for V (s,u) can be inferred almost 
immediately from those for V.(s,t). 
For the analysis of V.ís.t) ve go to the t-channel (5>Tb) and 
perform the Regge-analysis (Re 59> CS 68) in the t-channel complex 
J-plane for t * t . In terms of the t-channel CM-varіаЪІеа, the 
momenta of the NN-and YY-state p. and p' and the scattering angle 
given hy z t
 ж
 cos θ , the invariants s, t, and u, read 
t - k(vl + M 2) » l*(p¿2 + M'2) (5-U5a) 
s • M2 + M'2 - г ^ + М 2 /р^+М2 - 2p t p^z t (5Л5Ъ) 
и - M2 + M'2 - г/р^+М2 / p , 2 + M l 2 + 2p t p^z t (5.1»5с) 
From (5·1»?) ve see 
(5.W) 
' t up tp; 
We introduce the intermediate function V(t,z.) defined as 
w t Ì f"f du '« ' ^ ' ' " ' ^ , f r d,'dt' "rt**'·'*'» 
* " ¿ t π2 (u'-uJtf-t) * > [
 π
2 (s'-s)(t'-t) 
0 0 0 0 
(5.И) 
(a) 
and r e c a l l from sect ion V.2 that p . f s ' . t ' ) • 0 for s < s ' < s , 
m
 s
 2 0 
and p^ ( t ' . u · ) - 0 for u $ u' « (M+M' ) . 
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Following the standard procedure (see V.2) we first derive from 
(5.1*7) the signatured functions V—(ΐ,ζ.), with respect to the t-
channel ( in contrast to the s-channel signatured amplitudes used 
in section V.2), 
dt'dz" [pi1ì)(t,.u">±pit)(t,'u")] 
V±(t,zt) = ƒ ƒ — ^ a.^ ) ( KH. K ) 8t (5.W) t
 t г (t) π 2 l t t M z t zt ; 
о о 
where «J =
 4(t,u ) « - j ^ r -
and z
o
(t) = zt(t,Uo) , with Uo = min [uo, sj . (5.k9) 
Next we make the Froissart-Gribov partial wave projection of (З.Ьв) 
( see CS 68) and find 
VJ ( t ) = h К *Ч Δζ [ ±( ^)] «·*) (5.50) 
z0(t) 
where the discontinuity Δ is given by 
AZt[v±(t,zt)] - ƒ Ä - t U (t,.t) (5.51) 
and 
^ ' - Ï ^ V T Z ρσ ( ζ , ) · <5.52) 
The formula (5.52) is valid for integer J only (see Bl). 
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The normalization of V-r(t) in (5·50) is the same as for Mj(s) (5.1Ό. 
except for a factor 8τ/Γ. The latter factor would be inconvenient 
here, because it introduces artificially an squareroot branchpoint 
in Vj(t). 
By the assumption stated in V.2, for large z. there exists an N(t) 
such that 
V±(t,zt) < zN(t) ) {zj + „ (553) 
and so V—(t) equals the physical V— for J >• N(t) in the presence of j j 
subtraction and pole terms in the representation (S-^fl). The function 
QT(z) is analytic in the complex J-plane, having only poles at 
negative integer J(see [ві, 3.3(3)J). So, Vj(t) is analytic for 
J > H(t) and we can define Vj in the whole J-plane through analytic 
continuation of (5·50) to the left of Re J » H(t). We assume, as 
stated already in section V.2, that in this way Vj(t) is determined 
completely also for J < N(t). Asymptotically Qj(z) behaves like 
[ві, 3.9 (1)] 
г)
~ ^ f e-(j+i)Ç(z), J * - (5.5«») 
with ξ(ζ) • ln[z • /z^l] (5-55) 
and therefore it is possible to perform the Sommerfeld-Watson 
transformation. 
Neglecting possible cuts and assuming that there are no fixed-poles 
(i.e. independent of t) in the J-plane, we arrive at the Regge-
representation (see CS 6Θ) 
V±(t,zt) » I (2J+1) V^t.J) Pjiz ) 
J=0 
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к J. (wiîVWïasjS-dj 
-г-і" 
Ρ (-г.) 
+ t 
The second term in (5-56) contains all poles in Re J > - J, vhich 
are characterized by the trajectory functions »jit) and the 
corresponding residues ß-r(t). 
As has been argued in the beginning of this section the pole terms 
in (5·56) can be identified with the Regge-Poles of the complete 
t-channel amplitudes, called T—(s,t,u) (cfr. chapter VI), and thus 
one finds a close connection between the high energy scattering 
amplitudes in the s-channel and the s-channel low energy potential. 
For large zt, the asymptotic behaviour of Ρ (-zt) is (see CS 68) 
The second term in (5·56) contains the t-channel poles, which occur 
at t values for which o(t) • integer. The first term in (5.56) is 
usually called "the background integral". 
Although the Sommerfeld-Watson tremsformation is a powerful 
device in extracting the leading terms at large |z. |, the separation 
into Regge-Poles and a background integral in (5-56) is very 
awkward from the analytic point of view. Each term separately has 
nasty analyticity properties (see CS 68) and there should occur 
intricate cancellations between them in view of the nice properties 
of V-(.t,zt) (cfr. 5.hB)). 
In order to employ (5·56) also at low energies and to make contact 
with the OBE-potential model we apply the method invented by Khuri 
and Jones (Kh 63, Jo 62) to (5.56). 
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Following Khuri (ЮібЗ) we substitute the representation 
• (j+i)x . 
_ , , sinirJ 1 t e smhx dx
 l c ca\ 
^ - > - 2 ^ 7 (2ÎîoL(cœhx.2)3/2 ( 5 · 5 6 ) 
valid for - 1 < Re J < 0, in (5.56) and find 
V±<t,zt) - k ƒ B(»,t)Binhxd, 
г
 -- (cosh X-z t)
3 / 2 
- , Σ (2ai(t)+l)ßi(t)
 а
^
а
. ( 1 ) (5-59) 
nea.>-í ι 
with 
B(x,t) '-¿l' Γ dJe(j+î)x vi(t,J). (5.60) 
.J-i» 
From (5.50) and (5.51») one can deduce 
vi(t, J)<^e- ( J +î ) Ç( zo) . J . . (5.61) 
and we can close the integration contour in (5*60) with a large 
semicircle to the right for χ < ξ(ζ ) giving 
(a.(t)+J)x 
B(x,t) » - I e^t) e , x<Ç(zo) . (5-62) 
i 
(Rea^-i) 
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Substitution of (5·62) in (5.59) leads t o 
m 
„+/. \ 1 f B(x.t)sinhxcLx г _ ,. _
 ч 
V - ( t , z t ) - 7 5 ƒ - ^ 3 7 2 + I R ^ t . z ; α . , ζ ο ) 
ζ (ζ„ ) (coshx-z.) 1 
* (Ρβο.>-ί) 
(5.63) 
where R i ( t , z t ; a i , z o ) « 
P
a
 ( - i t ) i ( z o ) (o.+J)x 
1 .i, (coshx-z.) 
for Hea.>-j. How we go one step further and postulate that the 
bound (5.61) vili hold in the left half of the J-plane as well. 
Originally this bound has been proposed by Khuri (кьбЗ) for the 
complete t-channel amplitude. This has been critized in the lit­
erature, based on an analysis of a nonrelativistic potential model 
for the t-channel amplitude. (See e.g. Abbe and Sristava (Ab б?)) 
Using (5.61) in the left-half of the J-plane we can close the 
integral in (5·6θ) to the left for χ > ξ(ζ ) giving 
(a.(t)+J)x 
B(x,t) - + I B^t) e *• , χ>ξ(ζ
ο
) (5-65) 
ι 
(Rea.<-J) 
1 
i.e. a sum over the Regge Poles in the left half J-plane, where 
again we neglect cuts. Substituting (5.65) in (5.63) results in the 
representation 
V-(t,zt) - I R.U.z^.z^ 
all poles 
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where R.(t,z ;α. ,ζ ) is given Ъу (5·61») for Re α·>-ί and Ъу 
. («¿(ΐ)+ΐ)χ 
Ç(z ) (coshx-zt) 
for Re о. < - J. Actually (5.6U) and (5·66) are both defined for 
-1 <Re o. < 0 and can be shown to the identical in that interval 
ι 
(Kh63). Thus, R.(t,z. ;o. ,z (t)) is an analytic function of a.(t) 
and defined for all a.(t). From (5.6U) ans (5.66) we see that each 
R. (ΐ,ζ.^. ,z (t)) has the same branchpoint at z.=z (t) as V—(t ,z. )(cfr. 
(З-^в)). Comparing (5ЛЗ) and (J·'*?) we see that the signatured 
functions V— (t,z. ) satisfy the representation (S·1^) with the 
replacement ζ (t) -»• Zp(t), where 
zR(t) = z t(t,U H), with U R - minfup.Sj,] , (5.6?) 
which amounts to a removal of the cut in z. for ζ (t)<z.<ζ0(ΐ). 
t о t π 
This can be accomplished very simple for each R. (t.z+ia,· ,zAt)) 
X X л. О 
separately in ( 
we get finally 
separately in (5·61*) and (5·66) by the replacement ξ(ζ„)-»·ξ(ζ_). So 
о и 
v|(t,zt) «= I Ri(t,zt;ai,zK(t)) . (5.6Θ) 
all poles 
Equations (5·68) is the main formula of this section and forms the 
basis for the derivation of our OBE-potential model. 
Before doing this we note, that for Re β <- J we have from 
(5-66) 
-ç(z ) 
R(t,ztio -I.Zpit)) S e R(t,zt;a,zR(t)) . (5-69) 
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Furtheron we estimate that in the s-channel physical region, where 
we will use (5·6Θ) ultimately, exp. (-ξ(ζρ)) = 1/Θ, which means 
that the very low lying trajectories are suppressed, unless they 
posses a large residue B(t). 
The Khuri-Jones representations (5*61«) and (5-66) have the nice 
property that the partial wave projection can be carried out analy­
tically by using the inverse relation to (5·58) 
•
 u
 . -i+i- -(J+i)x 
and the projection formula [ві, 3.12 (7)] 
i +¡ Pj-zJPjízJdz - i
 ( t t ^ J + l ) J integer α anything 
"
1
 (5.71) 
in (5·6Η) and (5·66) one finds in both cases for the partial waves 
for all o. 
-[j-a^tJJcUp) 
RJ(t,ai,zR(t)) = -g i(t)
 e
 [ α . ( ί Μ ΐ . (5.72) 
№iting the partial wave expansion for the direct potential of (5.68) 
CD 
vj(t,zt) - I (2J+1) vJ(t,J) Pjfz ) (5.73) 
from (5.72) and (5-66) it follows 
-[j-aiCt^CÍZp) 
Vjtt.j) » - I B.U) e
 f < 0 ^ - (5.7U) 
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The trajectory functions a(t) and 6(t) are analytic in the cut ί­
ο 
plane with a branchpoint at t « km . The residue B(t) has moreove 
TT 
branchpoints at p. • 0 and p' = 0 with the behaviour 
a(t) _ 
B(t)-lir=7j B(t) (5.75) 
ч
 1 1 ' 
at these thresholds. We have scaled the reduced residue ß(t) in 
(5*75) at t B t such that ß(t) has the same dimension as B(t), in-
dependent of t. From (5.75). (5.55) and (S·^) one sees that near 
the points pt • 0 and p' • 0 each terms in ( S ^ O has the correct 
threshold behaviour for the t-channel partial waves, therefore 
v|(t,J)~ (vtV^)J near p t - 0 and p¿ « 0 . (5-76) 
By a careful analysis of C(zR) and the bound (B1, 3.9) 
iPjiz)! < -TJ ехр{|іішІ.Ке + ReJ.Ime|} . f(z) 
for 0 < Ree < π » ReJ -»· •» . (5·77) 
one can show that the series (5.73) can be continued term by term 
from the t-channel region to the s-channel region for β < s-. 
A disadvantage of the Khuri-Jones representation of V-T(t,J) 
in (5.71») is the occurrence of unpleasant singularities in 4-j{t,z^) 
when one takes only a few terms in the series (5*73) as we will do. 
The singularities are due to ξ(ζο) and they occur at large momentum 
transfers: - « < t < - e R + liIT (equal masses M - M', e R • θ - Ю М ) 
a region which has to be dealt with anyhow phenomenologically using 
form factors. So, unlike in the ππ-case , this shortcoming of the 
Khuri-Jones representation is no obstacle for low energy HH and NY 
calculations. 
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V.l* The OBE-Potential 
In table V.l are listed the nonstrange Hegge-trajectoriee 
and called after the lowest physical particle lying on the tra­
jectories. Moreover, in the first column we have indicated the 
lowest J-states to which these physical particles (on the mass 
shell i.e. t = т_) can coyple in the t-channel. Similarly in the 
u-channel we will consider the strange mesons К, К and ic (see 
chapter III). Meson masses, which have not been specified in 
chapter III are given in table V.l, within parenthesis. In fig. 
V.l* we have drawn the trajectory functions a(t) for most of the 
nonstrange trajectories of table V.l. The famous Pomeranchuk tra­
jectory P, (called "Pomeron") is included in both table V.l and 
fig. V.l*. It is unlikely that there will correspond any physical 
particle with the Pomeron, but the Ρ is necessary for a Regge-fit at 
high energies (see e.g. (Ba 69)). Its role at lower energies has 
been emphasized by Chew (Ch 65) and the Pomeron is now a common in­
gredient in the iru-bootstrap calculations {see(CS 68) for refer­
ences and discussion). Furtheron we will see that the contribution 
of the Pomeron is of opposite sign as the e contribution, which 
follows from (5·ΤΜ» a.nd therefore repulsive. Until now, the role 
of the Pomeron has not been considered in the low energy nucleon-
nucleon work, but we think that it gives an important component of 
the nuclear force. 
Let us now consider in more detail the contribution of one 
single trajectory to V—(s,t) in (5·7Ό in the s-channel physical 
region i.e. s > (M+M 1) 2, t < 0. All trajectories are taken to be 
linear in t for - 1 < t (GeV) < 3, as seems to be the case (Ba 69) 
a(t) = J + α·(ΐ) (t-m|) (5-78) 
—2 2 
where a'U) = 1 (GeV/c) and clearly о(т
ч
) • J. 
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•f 
I 
0 
0 
0 
σ 
+ 
+ 
-
-
+ 
+ 
— 
+ 
+ 
Regge T r a j e c t o r i e s 
Л, Xo 
π 
φ, ω 
Ρ 
Β(1235) 
3*,ε , (Ρ) 
ί 
D(1285), Ε( 11*22) 
Α,ΟΟΤΟ) 
f(l260), f O s i O 
Α2(1300) 
Table V.I 
Properties of the nonstrange boson trajectories. P, C, I and 
σ denote respectively the parity, charge conjugation quantum 
number, isospin and the signature. The trajectories are called 
after the lowest physical states lying on the trajectories. 
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F i g . Л Chew-Frautschi p l o t 
.зо 
vjít.j) ß(t) 
a'(t)(t-m|)Ç(2R) 
(5.79) 
The trajectories have definite signature and contribute either to 
V,(s,t) or vT(s,t), and hence by (5·15) and (5·16) they contribute 
α α 
to the potential V (e,t) either for J = even or J = odd. Comparing 
the contributions of a single trajectory at t = 0 to Vj and V J + we 
find the ratio 
V-(0,J+2) 
VJ(O,J) 
-J(J) 
m|(J+2) 
-a,(0)[4(j+2)-m|(J)]ç(zR(0)) 
2Ç(zR(0)) 
(5.80) 
where we used a'it) • 1 in (5·7θ). At low energies |t|<< s H and 
tizj^t)) » ln|2zR| (see 5-67) and (5.55))· When t - 0, ptP¿ = -MM' 
and 2^(0) » - ( 
гмм' 
1). So, ξ(ζ
Η
(0)) · In |- щ г + 2|. If we 
choose s R = 10 M , which is about the experimental value of s where 
Regge behaviour starts to dominate the s-channel scattering (see e.g. 
(Ba 69)) we find exp (-2Ç(zR(0)) · (1/8)2. 
Therefore we conclude that in case the trajectory contains a physical 
particle with spin 0 or 1, the exchange of the full trajectory is, 
within good approximation, equivalent to the exchange of that particle. 
So, for w, ρ, ω, ε etc. the Regge-Pole-model reduces at low energies 
to the traditional OBE-model. 
However, beyond the traditional OBE-model we get extra contributions 
to Vjit) from the P-, f-, f-, and A« trajectories, especially for 
J = 0. In view of (5.Θ0) these J = 0 components will dominate their 
J • 2 components. Especially, for the Pomeron, the J = 0 component 
has been discussed by Chew (Ch 65) in an anlysis of the ^Tr-system. 
In the baryon-baryon channels, apart from the central repulsion we 
also get a spin-orbit and ouadratic-spin-orbit potential. 
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Both have opposite sign as the corresponding e-potentials. We 
postpone the calculation of these new potentials until the next 
chapter, where we include spin. 
For the trajectories with positive signature ( σ >» +1) and 
positive intercept («(0) > 0) we introduce the usual "ghostkilling" 
factor in the residue B(t): 
B(t) - - a(t)Y(t) * ) (5.81) 
in order to avoid unphsycial poles in V-T(t,J) at J • 0 for t < 0 
(see (5.7l»))**) 
Anticipating the discussion of the next chapter, where the Ρ and P1 
trajectories are considered in detail, we use (5·8ΐ) in the rest 
of this section. 
Going back to (5.ТІ0, using (5.81), (5-75), (5-55) and ξίζ^ΐ)) 
» InlSZrJt)! » In — - τ (t small), with s
n
 = s0-2p_p¿, the con-
^
 ptpt
 +
 R R
 t t 
tribution of a single trajectory to V-r(t,J), henceforth denoted by 
V—(t) in this section, is 
^> • M Ш) CS-)' ( Т^ —Г- • (5-82) 
J α (t) ^р^у V
 V^xJ t_ m2 ( j ) 
*) . . . . 
Notice that our M-amplitudes etc. differ a minus sign with those 
of (CS 66) and (MS 70). Therefore e.g. the residue of the P-tra-
jectory is negative as follows from the optical theorem at high 
energies. 
Equation (5.81) corresponds to the Choosing-Nonsense (or Gell-
Mann-), the Chew-, or eventually the No-Compensating- mechanism 
(see e.g. Co 71). It is interesting to note that (5·8ΐ) cannot 
occur for the ir-trajectory, because this would lead to a Gaussian 
ΟΡΕ-potential, instead of the celebrated Yukawian potential. 
V.32 
Describing V—(t) of (5·82) by an effective Ъозоп X with spin 
J and mass m (J) see fig. V.5, one has 
X.J.m(J) 
FIR. v.5 
V^tt) = (p.p? ) J g _ (J) g _ (J).F _ (t,J). 1 F _ (t,J) .(5.83¡ 
4*4 
Ш Х YYX NNX t-m (J) YYX 
If we choose the normalization F _ (0,J) = 1 (Β = N,Y) we find from 
(5.82) and (5.83) B B X 
«M. 
Г \o(0)-J 
g _ (J) g _ (J) - Y(o)^7
n l . , 
NNX ΥΎΧ α ( 0 ) \?fTJ 
(PJi)^ 
t t 
(5.8U) 
=
 F F = lili aiti / J R . 
-
 F F
 Y(O) · a(0) · lpj· 
YY;NN NNX YYX 
τ ΐ 
(5.85) 
Here the linearity ofa(t) (5·7θ) is used. From (5.8IO and the 
factorization property of the Regge residues 
γ(ΐ) = γ _ _ " ' Ύ _ Υ _ 
YY;NN YY NN 
we get 
.зз 
s _ (J) - (Р_РІ) ^ у Í г-гг J 
HNX t t l U ; \ Р Г г / 
- va(0)-J _ 
,
 SR \ . Y ¿ (5. 6) 
2 
and a similar expression for g _ (J). The choice (5·86) has been 
YYX 
made in order that the coupling constants g _ and the factorized 
BBX 
residues Y _ can оЪеу the same symmetry e.g. SU(3) symmetry. 
BB 
In Regge Pole fits to the high energy data one usually para-
·) 
metnzes the residues γ by 
Y(t) = Y 0 exp(at), t « 0 . (5.87) 
We find for small t from (5.85) and (5-87) 
F _ _ (t) = exp[(a'a~1(0) + а + o'ln —^- ) t] . (5.88) 
YY;HN Yt 
In OBE-models one often employs formfactors of the Feynman type 
(Ke 68) 
η U? 
F _ (t) = Π - τ 1 (5.89) 
BBX i*1 UT - t 
1 
where В » (Ν,Y) and in general different U- for the NU- and YY-
vertex. 
As a matter of fact, from analyticity requirements at high s 
the residue yit) contains a factor 1/Γ(ο + 3/2), which produces 
3 5 
zero's in a(t) at the points t- < 0 with a(t.) = - — , - £ , ... . 
Here we leave out this factor, but it can be included easily when 
necessary. 
V.3U 
2 For an estimation of U let us consider the case Ш -*· NN with 
η = 2 and U· = U. Making (5·Θ8) and (5·89) equivalent for small 
t one obtains 
s_ -1 
U 2 = bO'oT^O) + a + о'in —^r ] . (5-90) 
t t 
From the literature we take p j ' = M (Fa 68, see also chapter VIII 
-pt Τ 
of CS 68) and a » 1* (GeV/c) (Ra 68) and so for o(0) = J (e.g.P.tu) 
ο ρ 2 2 
with β- • 10 M we get u = 0.70(GeV/c ) resembling closely the 
electromagnetic form factor of the nucleón. 
The signature even trajectories with positive intercept 
(P, f, f', and A_) give for J = 0 Gaussian potentials instead of 
the usual Yukawa ones. In this case the denominator in (5·ΤΌ 
cancels against the ghost-killing factor in (5·8ΐ). For a single 
trajectory, say P, one finds for J » 0: 
Vp(t) - g _ g _ F _ _(t) (5-91) 
Ш Р YYP ΝΝ;ΥΥ 
where 
r
(P) p L \ 
_ v
o ) 
β - β - = Υπ ІГТт] (5.92) 
ΝΝΡ YYP 
F (t) - «φ[(βρ + α 1 1 η — ( τ ) t] · (5.93) 
NN;YY "Ρ P p_p_ 
In deriving (5·93) we used the parametrization (5.87). Analogous 
formulae hold for the f, f', and A- J = 0 potentials. 
V.35 
Until so far, we have not discussed the implications of t-
channel unitarity for V— (t,z t). Therefore, let us consider the 
coupling between the BB •* BB and the ππ -»· ππ channels using the 
K-matrix formalism 
К К 
im •+ πιτ — 
K - ( B B - w n
 ) ^ { 5 9 U ) 
^
Kirn •+ BB K ö - „„ 
B B •• BB 
The reduced K-matrix for BB -*• BB is (Da 60) 
i p ^K _ К 
- „ ^ ΒΒ -^ππ πτΓ-«-ΒΒ 
— —
= κ
— — "i '• i? 
BB •* BB BB •* BB ~ ΐ ρ 'ητ πιτ+πτι 
(5.95) 
;/ГЛ7. where ρ _ = -τ »t - Inn.
Working in channels with definite angular momentum J we apply the 
K-matrix unitarization method to (5·7Μ i-e. 
К _ _ .- - Ι б
1 ! ' _ ( t ) S - (5.9ба) 
BB*BB i ВВ;ВВ i 
К _ « - Σ В
( І )
 - ( t ) е
 α
, . J (5.9бЬ) 
BB*ifw i ігтг;ВВ i 
Κ ^
π π
 • - l B<; „ ( t ) е
 α -
 . , . (5.96с) 
ι ι 
In (5.9б) different ξ(ζ_) appear due to possibly different 
kinematics for BB •+ BB, BB •*• ππ, and -.π -»• ππ. 
.зб 
In making the "ansatz" (5·96) ve have applied the analysis of this 
chapter to each K-matrix element in (5.91*)· Then, for each K-matrix 
element we find a series (5·7Ό· This way we pick up the contribu­
tions from those spectral regions which are dominated Ъу Regge Poles 
for each of the reactions BB ·* BB, BB -»• ия, and ππ •* πιτ. 
From (5·95) and (5·96) we derive neglecting effects from BB -
intermediate states i.e. V-r(t) = К _ _, the modified representation 
BB + BB 
Í4' Jt,J) e" J"aí ' ì(i) t . τ> ' l iJ BB 
V±(t)--I BB-BB „.., . ^ ^ (5-97) 
J J 
here ¿ and ¿ extend over all trajectories which contribute to the 
particular BB - channel under consideration and 
W - (t.J) - 8<І> (t) ( 1 - ip„?Bii j„ e
 a
J
 ?/" 
BB;BB BB;BB J ' j 
^í »"U -L'-^B. - ^ Í K V - S B ) 
Γ ΒΒ;πΐΓ ττπιΒΒ e 
+ 1PW„ ¿ г П ^ - · -μππ 4 (i) ' a. - J 
J Ρ _ _ J 
BB;BB (5.98) 
After crossing to the s-channel physical region of BB -»• BB and using 
ζ(ζ. ) = In etc. we derive for the contribution of a single tra-
Pt Pt 
jectory to V— (t) a formula similar to (5·82): 
и 
.. J , — «o(t)-J 
V.37 
(5.99a) 
t - m2(J) + tyt) (hml - t) J + 2 
here Y(t,J) is defined Ъу B(t,J) = - a(t)r(t,J) and 
o._J 
where Ϋ = 1 (t - im2) and В ( а ) -[§=•] В ^ 5 ^ . 
\Ρππ/ 
For the I • 1 BB-channel we find, assuming a single P-trajectory 
and using β = - βγ , 
Ajít) - 4(ΐ)βχρ{[α
ππ
 + ct'lní r|) ] t } (5.100) 
giving, apart from the exponent in λτ(^)> a P-propagator as proposed 
by Schwinger (Sch 71)· 
In the case of the 1 = 0 channel λ (t) for the ε-meson contains terms 
due to P, f, and f'. Obviously, similar considerations apply to the 
P, f, and f' trajectories. 
In the foregoing we have discussed in detail the 2ir-channels 
only, but it is clear that the S^-channels etc. can be dealt with 
similarly. 
In this chapter we have considered only that part of the potential 
v
J('
t
>
z4.) which is generated by the spectral functions in the regions, d t 
where s > Sp and u >s R (see (5.U3)). Here s R is such that for s » s R 
etc. one may expect that the spectral functions are saturated by the 
Regge Poles. 
.з 
One cannot expect that the Regge Poles can describe ρ and ρ 
for s < β* and u < vu in detail. However, it may be that on the 
average the Regge Poles aleo describe these regions (duality), which 
would justify a rather low s_ - value. Then, the price we have to 
pay is a slower convergence of the series (5·73) necessitating the 
inclusion of the J » 2, ... terms. 
The analysis in this chapter has been in detail for the t-channel 
only. A similar analysis can be carried out for the u-channel, apart 
from kinematical complications due to К # M'. Here one has to include 
the daughter trajectories, but in principle everything remains the 
same be it a good deal more complicated. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE DIRECT POTENTIAL AND T-CHAOTTEL REOGE POLES 
VI.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we apply the results of chapter V to the real­
istic case 
NN •* YY (6.1) 
i.e. the t-chaimel process, but this time taking into account the 
full complexity due to the spin of the baryons. The kinematics is 
shown in figure VI.1. 
' • ^ - Ρ , Λ Μ 
> -vi à i I 
-ρλ',Μ 
Ν 
pt λ, M РіХгМ 
Fig. І.1 Kinematics t-channel 
We recall the CM-Mass variables (see (5·1*?) - (З-^б)) 
t = U(pJ + M 2) - U(p¿2 + M'2) 
*t = C 0 8 êt «.PtPi 
(6.2a) 
(6.2b) 
VI.2 
In the following, we often omit the subscript t, whenever there 
will be no danger of confusion with the corresponding s-channel 
CM-variables. We carry out the J-plane Regge analysis for the full 
t-channel helicity amplitudes, keeping in mind the connection be­
tween the t-channel Regge Poles and the s-channel direct - potential 
(cfr.chapter V). In section VI.2 we define the standard set of in­
dependent t-channel helicity amplitudes and their relation with the 
s-channel helicity amplitudes, defined in IV.3, is given via the 
crossing - relations. Furtheron we review the well known facts a-
bout the partial wave analysis, the generalized Froissart-Gribov 
projection , the signatured - parity-conserving-helicity amplitudes, 
together with the kinematical singularities. In section VI.3 we give 
the results of the Regge analysis and work out the Khuri-Jones modi­
fication in detail for the case with spin (see cfr.chapter V). As 
throughout in this work. Regge cuts are not considered. Furthermore 
we indentify the potential matrix elements with these Khuri-Jones 
modified Regge Poles, by closing the background integral in the 
complex J-plane both to the right and to the left (cfr. chapter V). 
In section VI.k the contributions of t-channel poles with fixed but 
arbitrary spin J are worked out for all possible combinations of Ρ 
and С Here, we also consider the Van-Hove-Durand-model for a Regge 
Pole. This determines our choice for the fullfilment of the kine­
matical constraints at t = 0 for the helicity amplitudes. In fact, 
we find the "evasive" solution. In section VI.5 we establish the con­
nection between the Regge Poles in the Khuri-Jones representation and 
the OBE-potentials. This leads to a connection between the Regge-resi-
dues and the coupling constants and fonnfactors of the low energy OBE-
potentials. We work out the formulae at t = 0. In section VI.6 we der­
ive the nuclear force due to the J. = 0 contributions from the Pomeron 
chuk (P) - and P'i = f) - Regge trajectory and estimate the strength 
of this force. The result is a rather strong repulsive Gaussian 
potential for all BB-channels. 
і.з 
VI.2 t-Channel Helicity Amplitudes 
For purpose of Feggeization of the t-channel amplitudes we 
introduce the t-channel helicity amplitudes. As stated in section 
IV.2 also the t-channel can be described in terms of 6 independent 
scalar function M.(s,t,u) (cfr. IV.2). Again, this implies that 
also in the t-channel there .are only 6 independent helicity-arapli-
tudes needed. But in order to be prepared to deal with the general 
case we work in this chapter with 8 helicity amplitudes. We choose 
the set 
Φ • Τ ΦΓ = Τ 
Ф
г
 = τ Ф^ = τ 
Ф = τ ΦΪ = τ . (6.3) 
The t-channel CM-coordinate system is taken similarly to that 
defined in fig. IV.2 for the s-channel. All results of section IV.3 
can be taken over for the t-channel, except for amendments due to 
the opposite intrinsic parities of the baryon and anti-baryon. 
Using crossing symmetry one can connect the t-channel helicity 
amplitudes (6.3) with the s-channel helicity amplitudes (It.20). This 
connection can be studied explicitly,e.g. by relating both the s-
channel and t-channel helicity amplitudes to the scalar functions 
M.is.t.u) of (l*.lU) using the helicity spinors (U.SO), (1».32) and 
(6·53), (6.51*)· Then, analytic continuation of the helicity spinors 
along the st-crossiig path (TW 61*, Sv 66) leads to the st-crossing 
relations (TW 6U, see also MS 70). 
VIΛ 
VJ..,- ! ( s.· •. •0 | \l. 'vlv· 
λ
ο
λ
Α 
2 2 
Τ
λ λ
, . 1 ! , (IT - θ + , φ+ > 0 ) . (6.1*) 
2 2 
s x ^ ; (1Τ - et· \ ' 0 )· 
Note our ordering of the particles in the t-channel in (6.1). This 
particular ordering is the cause for the argument π - θ appearing 
in Τ, χ, % ,, in (6Λ). Completing the s-channel set (U.28) with 
Α2 λ2 ί λ1 λ1 
• 7 » M
+
_ .
+ +
 and Φ ^ Μ _
+
.
+ +
 , (6.5) 
the crossing relation (6.1») for the 8 s- and t- channel helieity 
s t 
amplitudes {Φ.} and {φ.} reads 
Φ? (Θ . Φ - 0) = Χ., φί (ir - β φ « 0) (6.6) 
I S S IJ J t t 
and the coefficients X.. are given in table VI.1, 
The crossing angles X and x' are given by 
(s * M 2 - M'2)t , (s - M 2 -t- M'2)t ,¿ _ χ 
сое χ = •*—ς = *- , cos χ' =
 J
— τ •*• (6.7a) 
SAB 1ΑΑ SAB ΤΒΒ 
sinx=fí^- . .i-x'-fîV- íe-Tb) 
ÖAB AA 0AB BB 
І } 
Здв « [s-(M+M· J2] [s-ÍM-M')2] (6.7c) 
VI.5 
Тдд - /t(t-l4M2) , Т
в в
 « /t(t-liM·2) (6.7d) 
[φ] = Kibble's function = stu - t(M2 - M ' 2 ) 2 . (6.7e) 
In terms of the s- and t-channel CM-vsriables (6.7a) - (6.7b) be­
come 
Ε θ Ε θ 
cos χ « - Ύ—Γ sin γ- , cos χ' = - T-fr sin γ-
Μ
 θ8 . , Μ' θ8 
sin χ = |_ ι cos -τ- , sin χ' • ι , ι COS а
Щ
 с о в 2 " ' β ι η χ =Τ^Γ 2 
For the specific models we consider, one can describe the t-channel 
exchanges by a Feynman diagram and therefore it is not necessary to 
use the general crossing matrix X.. in (6.6). But in case of the 
ι J 
extension of the present work using a more general and complete model 
(e.g. full Regge Poles) the crossing (6.6) has to be used. 
The partial wave expansions of the helicity amplitudes read 
(JW 59) 
V^v; (t-zt) • J (2J+1) <2^\м t№ (6·8) 
max 
where λ = λ, - \\ , μ = >2 - X¿, and λ,^ = max (|λ|,|ΐί|). (6.9) 
Expansion (6.9) is similar to the expansion (Ί.36), except that we have 
omitted in (6.9) a factor іг/t. Here, such a factor would introduce an 
unwanted artificial squareroot singularity. The properties of the func­
tions ά^ (ζ) have been spelled out in (1».37) - (U.ltO). 
Analogous to (k.k6) we introduce the standard parity-conserving-helicity 
amplitudes (GLMZ 61», MS 70) for the BB-channels. 
ΒΪηχβΐηχ' einxsinx' -(1+cosXcoeX') -(l-coeXcosX') -віпХсовХ' einXcosx' coexeinx' -coexeinx' 
(1-COeXCOBX') 
βίηχβΐηχ' 
(1+совХсоаХ') 
βίηχοοβχ' 
-cosxsinx' 
-βίηχοοβχ' 
ΟΟΒχΒΪηχ' 
-d+coexcosx') 
Βΐηχβίηχ' 
- ( I - C O S X C O B X ' ) 
sinxcosx' 
-coexeinx' 
-sinxcosx' 
ΟΟβχΒΪηχ' 
sinxsinx' 
(1-cosxcosx1) 
-Βίηχβΐηχ' 
coexeinx' 
-sinxcosx' 
-cosxsinx' 
sinxcosx' 
-βίηχβΐηχ' 
(1+COBXCOflx') 
βΐηχβίηχ' 
-cosxsinx' 
sinxcosx' 
coexeinx' 
-βίηχοοβχ' 
-coexeinx' 
-sinxcosx' 
cosxsinx' 
βίηχβΐηχ' 
d+COSXCOBX') 
-βΐηχβίηχ' 
d-coexcOBx' ) 
coexeinx' 
βίηχοοβχ' 
-οοβχβίηχ' 
-einxsinx' 
(I-COSXCOBX') 
βΐηχβίηχ' 
d+COSXCOBX') 
βίηχοοβχ' 
coexeinx' 
-einxcosx' 
-d-eoaxcosx' 
sinXBÍnX' 
-(1+совхсовх' 
-βίηχβίηχ' 
-sinxcobx' 
-cosxsinx' 
βίηχοοβχ' 
-d+coexcosx') 
-sinXeinX' 
-d-coexcoex') 
einxeinx' 
ТаЪІе VI.1 
The s t - c r o s s i n g nuitrix X o f eq. ( 6 . 6 ) . 
VI .7 
The t-channel two-particle helicity states with definite total 
angular momentum J and z-component M are written as (JM;XX')· Two 
particle states with definite parity and angular momentum are 
(JW 59) 
I I ^ U M ^ X ' ) - 7- {ψ(.ΙΜ;λ λ') ± (-)Jt(JM;-X -λ') (б. 10) 
with the property 
Рф(ЛМ;ХХ,)
+
 = ± ψ(^;λλ ,)
 + 
(6.11) 
under the parity transformation P. It is common to denote the parity 
eigenvalue Ρ as 
Ρ = n(-r (6.12) 
with η = ¿ 1 and η is called the "naturalness". 
The matrix elements of the transition operator for the states (6.10) 
are denoted byg^ (t), where we label these parity-converving-ampli­
tudes similar to {k.5k). We have 
Αμ A-AiA-A.j 2 P'~ 1 "" 1 (6.13a) 
Written out more explicitly (6.13a) is 
J+ g0-(t) = T" + T. 
Φ*) T J + T J 
K J ±(t) - T J + T J 
g l T(t) T
J
 + T J 
(б.ІЗЪ) 
VI.θ 
Note the difference in sign betveen (6.13) and (h.h6) - (b.ltT), which 
is due to the fact that the intrinsic parity of the BB-state is - 1, 
instead of + 1 as for the BB-state. 
Jn, The unitarity relation for g l u(t) reads 
+
 P, 
(6.lUa) 
c.o 
where σ,σ',σ" are 0 or 1. Compare (6.11*) for notation with (U.53) and 
(k.^k). Written out in matrix form we find 
Im 
4ц0(гл) g^tf.i) 
4>^ 
eí;<f.c> 
Jn ? ( г ' с М 
e,ï(f.e) 
с 
8n/t 
Jn, . . 
B 0 0 ( c , i ) _
J T 1 / · \ g 0 1 ( c , i ) 
g 1 0 ( c , i ) g 1 1 ( c , i ) 
(б.Иъ) 
In (6.I l») 
о /? stands for a J? x I» vhere I is a unit matrix. 
Similar to what we have done in section V.3 for V—it.z), we want 
to replace the series (6.8) by a contour integral in the complex J-
plane in section VI.3. In this section we go into more detail in dis­
cussing the Reggeization procedure than we did in chapter V. The 
reason is that this procedure is much more complicated apd going along 
we have to introduce several different amplitudes. For more details we 
refer to the textbooks (CS 68) and (MS 70). We look for the continuation 
of ^ 
the genen 
case with spin 
Τ»
 λ
ι » >ι(t ) into the complex J-plane 
2 2' 1 1 
ι generalization of the Froissart-Gribo' 
For that purposes we employ 
v projection (see V.3) for the 
VI.9 
In section V.3 we used a fixed-t dispersion relation. From (6.8) 
one sees that the only s and u singularities can come from the 
divergence of (6. ) and from the functions d^  (t). The latter are 
called kinematical, because for the spinless case they are absent. 
From the general formula (CS 68) 
. υ-λ . (j+λ )!(j-X )· * 
.J / ν ,<. min г max max ι 
dAu ( z ) " (- ) L (J+λ . )l(j.\ . )1 J x
 min min' 
• ( ¥ ) ! I M (¥)"*""' ^- l· 1"· 1 <«.ι« 
where λ . = min (|λ|,|μ|) (6.1б) 
min 
and РІ . is a Jacobi-polynomial, ve note the branchpoints 
max 
at ζ • + 1, giving the kinematical singularities. The Jacobi-
polynomials are regular in z. (Check with the explicit expression 
for d, (z) in (1».1*9)). Defining the half-angle factors 
ve see that the amplitudes 
Vi;M; ( t , z ) = ;І*,»І n^z) < 6· 1 θ ) 
2 2* 1 1 2 2 11 
are free from kinematical singularities in s and u. For the ampli­
tudes (6.18) ve can write fixed-t dispersion relations vhich read 
(ignoring subtractions) 
« . , D (s'.t) « . , 5 (u'.t) 
Ζ ι \ r d s s r du u / - , 
V^Vî ( 'z) = Í " ^ ^ ^ ' i —т -^пгт · «-^ 
о о 
VI. 10 
Again, as in chapter V we suppose that the subtractions in (6.19) can 
be fixed by analytic continuation in J. The integrals in (6.I9) can be 
written in terms of the variables ζ and z' using the relation s' - s ж 
-
 2PtPt (z'-z) and u'-u = 2ptp¿ (z'-z). 
Inverting the partial wave series (6.Θ) using the orthogonality proper­
ties ('»•ЬЗ) for d (z) and the substitution of (6.19) for T. , . ., 
we find 
<2^λιΑ;^//*<Λ4/ζ)· 
Í . ƒ 
dz' 8'' ) .
 f a,· ^ - . t ) 
z(t,s ) IT z ' - z 
. e αζ· u , 
z(t,ríu-t) * Ъ ^ ' 
min 
+
 (.jJ^-hig (t,-«)ef (ζ)ς. (ζ)} (6.20) 
U A ) — \1 A j—U 
where z . * min [z(t,s_), z(t-,r-u -t)1. In (6.20) we have introduced 
min , - o о -' 
j , . 
β
λ
 (ζ), which 
λμ 
with (5.52)) 
e ), is defined by a generalized Neumann-formula (compared 
<-> x ^ z >% ( z ) = Γ} &<(*'> v z , ) · ( 6 ·2 ΐ ) 
In deriving (6.20) we used the relation 
e? (_z) = (_)J+*+2u-H J
 ( t ) . ( 6. 2 2 ) 
λ,-μ λμ 
In table VI.2 we have collected the relevant ξ (ζ), d. (ζ), and 
τ λμ λμ 
e, (ζ) functions. 
λμ 
V I . 11 
€00(z) = ι e11(z) = J (i+z) 
ζ 1 0 ( ζ ) - ^ / Γ 7 ς ^ ^ ζ ) = l ( i - z ) 
d 0 0 ( o ' 2 ) - P a ( z ) 
d 1 1 ( a > z ) = M a + D j ^ d + z J t P ^ z ) -(1-2)P;(z)] 
d_ 1 1 (a,z) = M a + D j - V l - z j f p ^ z ) + ( H - z ^ U ) ] 
d 1 0 ( a > z ) = - [a(a+1)]- J / Γ ? ρ ; ( ζ ) 
е 0 0 ( в ' г ) - Q a ( z ) 
e^a.z) = [aia+Dj-^l+zJtQ^z) - (l-z)Q^(z)] 
e ^ i a . z ) = [a(a+l)]"1(l-z)[Q¿(z) + (1+z)Q^z)] 
e 1 0(a ,z) = [ а ( а + 1 ) ] ^ / Ï ^ Q ^ z } 
Table VI.2 
ξ
λ
 , ά.
χ
 , and β
λ
 are defined in (6.17), (6.15), and (6.21). 
Ρ·(ζ) 5 f- Ρ (ζ) etc. 
α αζ α 
In this table the functioned, and e. are given for complex J = o. 
The equation (6.20) is not yet suitable for a definition T. . , . . (t) 
V2 ;Vl 
for complex J, because the factor (-) in the second term of (6.20) 
will spoil uniqueness, as follows from Carlsons theorem (CS 6Θ, MS 70). 
This same reason made it necessary to introduce the amplitudes with 
definite signature in section V.3 for the spinless case. In order to 
circumvent this difficulty one introduces the amplitudes with definite 
signature. 
VI.12 
Analogous to (5·13) we write 
Τ
λ λ'-λ i'lt,z) •= ^  {Τ* , . ., + Τ" , ,} (t,z) . (6.23) 
2 2' 1 1 2 2' 1 1 2 2' 1 1 
(We note that the definition (6.23) ie not exactly similar to (5.13))· 
How, the partial waves with definite signature can be constructed 
from (6.20) by 
¿ ¿ 1 1 ζ · 
min 
+ σ(-) 2 λ + ν5 (-z,t)ej («Jç (ζ)} (6.21*) 
for σ я * 1. Ther partial wave expansion of the signatured ampli­
tudes defined (6.23) are 
A2 A2' 1 1 J-λ 2 2' 1 1 U 
max 
with 
d^J.z) - d ^ d ) + σ(-)^_ μ(-ζ) . (6.26) 
From the definition (6.26) and the orthogonality relation (І4.1»3а) it 
follows 
•1 I 
ƒ d^U.z) d^(J',z) dz 
ifri-6JJ' δσσ' i ' e - ( - ) J 
- 0 if σ - - (-) 
which implies that we can write the partial waves as 
(6.27) 
J 
vi.13 
TxCx<.* \<^ = ÏÏ ƒ d z τλ λ··λ і'( »2) <i?„(J.z) dz · (6-28) 
A2 2* 1 1 -1 2λ2·λ1λ1 λ ρ 
From (6.15) we note that d. (z) and d. (-z), and hence also d. (J,z) 
Α μ A
 t"-U л\і 
contain the same half angle factor ζ. (z). So ve remove this factor from 
the signatured amplitudes (6.25) leading to 
^ v i ^ ^ W v ; ^ 2 5 ( 6 · 2 9 ) 
which are signatured amplitudes free from kinematical singularities 
in s and u. The nommiqueness problem has been solved by the intro­
duction of partial wave helicity amplitudes with definite signature 
(6.2k). However, from the physical point of view, the amplitudes 
defined in (6.24) are still not yet satisfactory for a continuation 
into the complex J-plane. Amplitudes with definite signature do not 
describe scattering between states of definite parity, except for 
the spinless case (cfr. (6.18) and (5·13) - (5.16)). In view of the 
association between Regge trajectories and physical particles (see 
chapter V ) , a Regge trajectory should have a definite intrinsic 
parity. Therefore one introduces the socalled signatured parity 
concerning helicity amplitudes (Ge 6h), which tire linear combinations 
of the amplitudes (6.29) 
U+λ 
ΪΓλ'-λ X- ( t' z ) Ξ *Х λ··λ λ' + ^'Э " ^ ί χ λ ' - χ
 λ
.·(6.30) λ2 2' 1 1 2 2' 1 1 λ2λ2,-λ1,-λ1 
Partial wave helicity amplitudes with both definite parity and sig­
nature can be obtained from (6.13), by applying the described con­
struction of signatured amplitudes (see 6.2l|) to both partial waves 
occurring in (6.13). We find 
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In terms of the amplitudes (6.31) we can write 
Τ °
η
λ
, ,
 x
,(t,z) = I (2J+1) . 
A2 2' 1 1 J=X 
max 
t'ir™ s D J ' z ) + «ί;σ,"η<*) d S j ' z ) > ( 6 · 3 2 ) 
with 
. d° (J,z) y+λ d° (J,z) 
^ση-.. > 1 , Xu . / » max -Xu
 ч
 /^  -,-,\ 
d
x u
( J
'
z ) =
 2 { ς,μ(ζ)
 +
 "Μ ξ_"(ζ) } ' ( 6' 3 3 ) 
In (6.32) the superscript -η means - or + according as η = + or -. 
The functions d ^ J . z ) of (6.33) are given explicitly in table VI.3 
for general complex J = a. It is possible to invert (6.32) directly 
(GLMZ 61» ). Ultimately we have to work back to the amplitudes (6.3). 
For that purpose we first invert (6.30) 
*? x'-x x - ^ ' 2 ) = І { ί Γ λ · · χ і-( ' г ) + *Гх'-х »•(*.«)» Λ 2 Α 2 ' Α 1 λ 1 ¿ λ ?Α 2,Α 1Α 1 λ 2 λ 2 , λ 1 λ 1 (б.Зча) 
and 
μ+λ 
max 
A / \ шал д A 
(6.3ltb) 
ApApj—Α.»—Α. ¿ λρλ—»A.A. Λρλρ»λ-λ-
Then the amplitudes (6.3) can be recovered via (6.29) and (6.23). 
In the next section we will consider especially the amplitudes 
Ti \ · 1 1 «' because they are the appropriated amplitudes for Regge-
2 2' 1 1 
ization both from the mathematical and physical viewpoint. We will 
use a set of 6 amplitudes (6.30) similar to (6.3), which are exhi­
bited in table VI.k. 
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d00(a>z) = 
d°!(a,z) = 
d^/a,«) 
d»;(...) = 
^ ö (a'z) 
d^(a,z) = 
d^/a.z) 
;«-(. . .> = 
ΓΡ
α
(ζ) + aP
a
(. 
2[a(a+l)]"1 . 
= d^(a,z) 
- 2[а(с.+ 1)]~* 
= 0 
- 2[a(a+l)J-1 
= - d^U.z) 
0 
-z)j 
Í[P¿(*)-
• К^ 
• К^ 
aP;(-z)] * 
-сР^-
+ σΡ" 
а 
- > ] 
-ζ)] 
*Κ( ΐ)+σΡ"(-
α 
-ζ)]} 
Table VI.3 
The functions 3?η(α,ζ) defined in (6.33)· P'tz) = 7- Ρ (ζ). Ay a dz a 
San 
++ 
£ση 
mon 
++ 
++«* 
•J* 
+
-( 
-ί*· 
ζ ) 
ζ ) 
ζ ) 
ζ ) 
= 
s 
-
s 
Τ
0 
++;+•» 
2 tir" 1+г 
2 
/і-.й 
2 
/,..й 
+ Л 
• < -
^ 
íC 
+ 
;+-
ί+- " 
+ 
;++ 
— 
n 
n 
n 
1 
1-z 
С 
^ 
<-;-*> 
-
+
} 
+ +
> 
Table VI.lt 
θ independent parity conserving helicity amplitudes from eq. (6.30). 
Note that η • + 1. 
І.іб 
According to (6.32) the parity conserving amplitudes T, ,|., ,i 
A2 2' 1 1 
have contributions from partial waves of both parities. However, 
when we perform the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation of (6.32) 
(see VI.3) and consider large z, the asymptotic behaviour of Τ 
is determined by g . , because d. always dominates over d. for 
JJ A A \i Λ \X 
large ζ (see also VI.5). 
We conclude this section by discussing the analytic properties 
with respect to t for the parity conserving amplitudes (6.30). 
The amplitudes (6.30) are the appropriate linear combinations of 
helicity amplitudes from which the kinematical singularities in t 
can be factorized out (JH 68). The kinematic singularities and kine­
matic constraints have been discussed extensively in the literature. 
For a discussion and references we refer to (MS 70). 
In what follows, we will need the kinematic behaviour of the residues 
β, of the poles of g.' (t) in the complex J-plane. Below, we give 
the results about factorization (see CS 68) and kinematical factors 
in the residues 6, from the nice paper by Arbab and Jackson (Ar 68). 
—ότι . 
The reduced residue B. is defined through 
C ( t ) Ξ Kl{t) Ο · ( 6 · 3 5 ) 
The kinematic factor K. (t) will be specified below. In (6.35) we have 
suppressed the labels i and f for the initial and final state. 
The general factorization relation reads (Ar 68) 
С с - с с «•*> 
where the labels a, b, c, and d, denote the different two particle 
channels and their helicities e.g. a stands for example for (ΝΝ,λ.λ'). 
Taking, as a specialization, in (6.36) a = с and b = d we obtain the 
familiar relation between the residues of the poles for the processes 
a-»- a, b-»-b, and a •+ b. 
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<<*> ВДъ - «ì^ Bu)aa К*™ В^ЬЪ · ( 6 · 3 7 ) 
Specializing further to our reaction (6.1), then both incoming and 
both outgoing particles have the same mass (M and M' respectively). 
n
 ( For this situation the kinematic factors Kj t) are given by 
κ
η 
* > > = * > > =7Τ=4*;>α~*(ΐ+η) · (6·38> 
From (6.37) and (6.38) one finds for the reduced residues in case of 
(6.1) 
(βΛ>- _- ( B 0 0 ) - - ^ o o * - -
 ( 6
-
3 9 a ) 
0 0
 Ш+YY U U N№+M υ υ YY+YY 
(B,2,) = (0ц) (?-.) (6.39b) 
1 1
 NN->-YY NN+NH YY-^YY 
Ш^)_ .-(в,,). _(ß 0 0)_ _ · (6.39c) 
IU
 NN+YY MN-+NN υ YY+YY 
In (6.38) ve have taken the pole in the complex J-plane at J = aft), 
\rtiere α is the Regge trajectory. 
VI.3 t-Channel Regge-Khuri Analysis 
The signatured partial wave amplitudes T. . , . .,(t) of (6.21*) 
A2 2 ; 1 1 
are suited for an analytic continuation into the complex J-plane. 
Because of the relations (6.29) and (6.31) the same holds for the 
parity conserving partial wave amplitudes g ,' (t). 
νι.ιθ 
Proceeding in analogy with section V.3» where we discussed the Regge 
analysis for V—(t,z), we replace the partial wave series (6.32) by 
an integral over the contour С as shown in fig. VI.2. From (6.32) we 
obtain 
¡jon i* \ 1 f j τ (2J+1 ) 
Τ, , ι·., , t(t,z) = - -ττ I dJ -4 τ±—r 
2 2 1 1 С sinnlJ-u) 
In the transition from (6.32) to (6.1t0) the factor (-) appearing 
in the residue of sinit(j+p) is absorbed via the relations 
d^J.z) = (-^-^^(J.-z) 
Now, again, as in V.3, we deform the contour С in (6.1*0) to the contour 
C' (see fig. VI.2) and ignoring the contribution from the large semi 
circle in C' we find 
A
 р
л
 О * 1 1 
-h- / d J -^і К . {BV^UM 0 * (j,-z)+gJ!a'-"(t)îa: ( J , - Í )} 
2l
 н
-ті ι 6ΐηπ(α-μ) "μλ -λμ ' ^μλ -λμ ' 
π(2α. +1) 
π(2α. +1) σ,+η . σ,±η 
- У —
1
— ι — e » i Μάα'-^
α
. ,-ζ) 
J σ,ΐπ μλ,ι -λμ ι 
βιηιτία. -μ) 
¡λ . -1 λ -1 
m m max 
ϊ • Ι 
J=0 J=X . 
min 
(2J
+
l){g^ a T 1(t)d 0* (j.-zj+g^'-^tjd 0- (J,-z)} μΑ -λμ ил -χμ 
(6.ui) 
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Now we discuss ЪгіеГІу the three terms appearing on the right hand 
side of (6.1»1 ). 
The first term is the so-called background integral and the second 
one contains all Regge Poles enclosed by the contour C'. Note that 
again, as in V.3., we have not considered contributions from cuts in 
the J-plane in writing down (6.1*1 ). 
The last term in (6.1*1) did not appear in (5·56)ι because there always 
λ = 0 . This term is a summation over unphysical J values which do 
max 
not occur in (6.32), it is divided into a sense-nonsense and a nonsense-
nonsense sum (see also Fig. 6.1) (see CS 68, MS 70). Near a sense-non­
sense value J 
df (z) ~ (J - J)1 ζ 0 (б.1*2а) 
and near a nonsense-nonsense value J_ 
VI. 20 
_ J 
й\ Ы ~ (J - J 0) ζ
 0
 . (бЛЗЬ) 
We suppose (see section VI.lt) g^J Ift) finite for 0 < J < λ^^ - 1 
Hence, the last term in (6.1»1) vanishes indentically. 
Classifying the Regge trajectories e.(t) according to the natural­
ness n(= + 1), we find from the definition (6.12) and table V.I the 
assignment 
(i) η = + 1: vector - (ρ,φ,ω), scalar (δ,S ,ε), tensor - (f,f',Ag) 
trajectories and the Pomeron (Ρ). 
(ϋ)η = - 1: pseudoscalar - (πηΧ ), and axial vector - (B,A,D,E) tra­
jectories. 
The contributions from a trajectory with η « + 1 to the signatured 
amplitudes T. .,.. ,ι (6.18) are tabulated in table (VI.5). 
^o ο* ι τ 
Regge - Pole with η = + 1 
'σ
 и
 _ jLÍa+ii
 ß
0 +( t) je* (
α z
) 
++;++ simra P00 v ; 00 v * ' 
ΐσ „ _!LÍa±ii
 β
σ+ ( . -σ+ , , 1
++;-+ είηπο "ΐΟ1*' αΐ0 1 σ' Ζί 
^-;++ • -ЙЙ
1
 Ο*) 5Γο (-.-> 
Table VI.5 
Regge-Pole, with η = +1, contribution to the signature amplitudes 
free from kinematical singularities in s and u (see eq. 6.18). 
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They are calculated by taking the Regge-Pole term in (6.1*1) and the 
relation {6.3k) together with the tables {VI.3) and (VLU). Similarly 
the contributions from a trajectory with η = - 1 are given in table 
(VI.6). 
Regge - Pole with η = - 1. 
Τ = - —ì " • Β ( t ) d ( a . - ζ ) 
++;++ sinwo 'OCT ' 00 v ' ' 
5
:-;-+ - - й й
1
 - n ( t ) { ^ + -ι? с-) 
Î:+;+. = - ЙЙ 1 B-(t) ς ; с..., 
++;-+ εΐηπο P 1 0 V t ; 10 l ' Ζ ; 
Table VI.6 
Regge-Pole, with η = - 1, contribution to the signatured amplitudes 
free from kinematical singularities in s and u (see eq. 6.18). 
Using tables (VI.5) and (VL6) together with (6.I8) and (6.28) a 
Regge-Pole contributes to the partial waves the terms 
[ T
v^v; ( t ) ]R.P.= i s i g n ^ ( T l ) ^ Ot)nx^^ ^'^ 
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where sign, (η) denotes the signs in front of the corresponding 
helicity amplitudes in the tables, and 
The functions d (α,-ζ) can Ъе read from the tables (VI.5) and (VI.6) 
We have 
d
o o =
 d
o o ·
 d
± i i =
 d i i ± d i i ' d i o = d i o {6-k5) 
Performing the angular integral Ω* (J,o) ve find 
Ay 
fioo(J,a) = 2 C ° ^ ( ] I ^ ^ T } (6.I16.Î 
«^(J.a) = 2 ζ° [j(J+l)a(a+l)J~1 
• {- / '
 т ч
,' ' , .( + (terms regular in o)} 
π (a-J)(a+J+l) 
(6.1»6b) 
n_11(J,o) = n^ÍJ.a) (6.1»6c) 
n10(J,o) = 2 ζ° [J(J+l)a(a+l)]"3 
π
 {
- (
e
-J)(
e
*J+l) } ( 6- U 6 d ) 
where 
ξ" ші (i
+ C J e-
i 1 T j) . (5.16) 
In the following , when we are dealing with the Khuri-Jones modifica­
tion, the terms regular in α appearing in (6.1*бЪ) do not contribute. 
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Until so far we have Ъееп considering the complete t-channel 
amplitudes. However we are primarily interested in the analogons of 
the potential function V,(t,z) of section V.3, in the realistic case 
with spin. All relations written down in this chapter for the t-channel 
amplitudes can be taken over literal for the matrix elements of the 
σ direct potential, again denoted by V, ,, , .,,except for the umtarity 
! •· te il ι 2 W l 
relation (6.In). 
In section V.3 arguments are given for the identification of the Regge 
Poles of the complete amplitudes and the potential functions, and this 
will be employed again in this chapter. 
Now we proceed to carry out the analysis of section V.3» but this time 
including spin. Also here the Khuri method will be assumed to be appli­
cable. The main assumption is that part of the background integral can 
be closed to the left in the complex J-plane. Writing (6.1(1) for 
^λ λ· ;λ х;(*»
8
>
 w e h a v e 
2 2' 1 1 
VX λ·;λ А'( ' г) = 
2 2' 1 1 
1
 Г " (2J+1) r..J.gn,. ito*,. \_1,,J
c
'>-
ri/4.\jc- /τ η 
neJ=-5 
Γ
π ( 2 α
ί '
ί η + 1 )
 S a'±r,(t) r.'f (α"'1", - ζ) (6.1,7) 
if . / σ,+η
 λ
 ι , 
ι ειηπ(α. '— -μ) μλ 
The questions of bounds like (5-51*) and (5.6l) will not be reviewed 
here, but we refer to the literature (Ca 63, Dr 70). Again in (6.1*7) 
cuts are not considered. Performing steps analogous to those described 
in V.3 between the equations (5·58) - (5.6Θ) we arrive at the represen­
tation 
νΤλ,.χ \ЛЬ,г) = l Г 7 1
 ((t,z;a ζ ) (6ΛΒ) 
2 2' 1 1 i A2 2' 1 1 
VI. 21» 
with 
fiV¿;»1S(t,"íei,lB> = k ^ ^ ^ ί )е " " + Xr"(x'z)dx 
Z R
 (6.U9a) 
for ^^^(t) < - J and 
R
°2 A¿ i X1 XÍ ( t' Z ;a'ZR) " 
ζ ( ζ
Ρ
)
 « +n 
^ ' ( t ) l la l l i- rxf (α?^ .-., + ^  ƒ e<° - •»^¡(«..idx 
βΐηπ(α ' μ) -» J 
(6.U9b) 
for a(t) > - ?· The functions r, (x,z) can be obtained from table VI.3 
Ay 
by the replacements 
Pn(z) - — (coshx + z ) " 3 / 2 (6.50) 
α
 d z n 
and multiplying the result by sinhx. For example 
r°*(x,z) = [(coshx-z)" 3 / 2 + a(coshx+z)~ 3 / 2]sinhx . (6.51) 
etc. 
As can be checked easily, comparing (6.1*9) - (6.50) with (5»6U) and 
(5-66), we have removed the unwanted singularities from the potential 
λ ι ι . 1 χι* 
2 2' 1 1 
As a last point of this section we carry out the partial wave projection 
using the representation (5·7θ) in (6.U9). In (5-70) there occurs Ρ.(-ζ) 
and through the functions г. (6.51) in the case with spin they enter in 
AU 
the combinations given in table VI.3. Interchanging the order of integratie 
we perform the angular integrals using the results (6.1»6). Closing the 
contour to the right in the J-plane (coming from the representation (5-70)) 
we pick up the residues of the poles of n(J,a) and find the results of 
table VI.7 and VI.8. Here we have given the contribution of a single term 
out of (6.1*8). 
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Regge - Pole with Π » + 1. 
[j-a(t)]ç(zB) 
U\ . - E° fla*(t) S—m—^— 
++J4 
vi:;++(t) -  ç CM ^y^j 
-[j-a(t)]ç(zR) 
%-;+-<*> " - ÇJ β(
α
+ΐ) ei1 l t' o(t)-J 
r
 -tj-«(t)]i(zB) 
Jo . . σ /J(J+1) σ+. . e ^_ 
V
++j+- ( t ) " ^J^oio+iriO 1*' o(t) - J 
-[j-a(t)]ç(zB) 
VJa (t) • - £°/^J*1>8l'*(t) — 
V+-;++ U ) ^j'ota+lj'Ol1*' o(t) - J 
ví:...(t)- V^;++(t) ; v£;_+(t) - V^;+_(t) 
ví:..+(t) - - v£;+_(t) , V^.^Ct) - - v£;++(t) 
ТаЪІе VI.7 
Regge - Pole, with η * +1, contribution to the signatured ampli­
tudes free from kinematical singularities in s and u (see eq. 
6.18). 
Regge - Pole with η » - 1. 
- [ j - o ( t ) ] t ( z H ) 
vi: ! + +(t) - - ^ ßo0-(t) ^-T-J— 
- [ j -ot t j j t tz j , ) 
+ . ;+ - 1 1 ) ^J
 0(o+l) $ 1 1 l t ' o ( t ) - J 
- t j -» ( t ) ] c (z R ) 
yJ» ( t í . ,σ /J(J+1) я°-,,л e 
V j + J t ' • « j ' a f o + l ) " i o 1 * ' o(t ) - J 
-[ j -o( t ) ] t (Z R ) 
ν + - ; + +
( ΐ )
 " - «j / ^ 7 T ) e o i ( t ) o( t ) - J 
<--<*> • - ^ . - ( t ) i vf...+(t) - - vf_;+_(t) 
^ ; . + ( t ) - vf+ ; +.(t) ; vf+;++(t) - v£ ; + + (t ) 
Table VI.8 
Regge - Pole, with n » -1, contribution to the signatured ampli­
tudes free from kinematical singularities in s and u (see eq. 
(6.18). 
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VI.U Соп гіЪиІіопз t-channel Poles vith spin J 
In this section we calculate the contributions from t-channel 
poles with fixed spin J to the t-channel helicity amplitudes. The 
results of this section will be used in the next section in estab­
lishing the relation between the coupling constants for an OBE-poten-
tial-model and the Regge parameters. Also, we discuss the kinematical 
behaviour of the Regge residues and their behaviour at the sense-non­
sense and nonsense-nonsense points. This we do in the framework of 
the Van Hove-Durand model (VH 67, Du 67). 
We consider the exchange of a particle with mass m(J) and spin 
J (see fig. VI.3). 
X.J.m(J) 
Fig. VI.3 
We recall the definitions 
Ρ = itp, + P 2) , К = i(p· + p¿) , Q - p2 - ρ, (1+.3) 
In the CM-frame Q = (O.Qg) , Ρ = (£,θ) , К = (д'.О). In the following 
we use the notation 
$ = P/M , К = Κ/Μ* , ρ = Ε/Μ , and £' = β'/M' etc. 
The helicity spinor for an incoming fermion reads (eee(l».30)) 
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U(E,M = 
/ЁТм ξ
λ
(
Ε
) 
/E - Μ 2λς
λ
(£) 
(6.53) 
An outgoing anti-fermion with helicity λ and momemtum - £, is des­
cribed by 
ν(-£,λ) = - (-)*"* С ^ (-Ε,λ) ; С = уиуг 
Notice our convention: We take as "first"particle always the baryon 
and as "second" particle the anti-baryon. We find 
ν(-£,λ) = - (-) 1-х 
/Ê^M (-2λ) ς
λ
( £) 
(6.5b) 
The helicity spinors СЛц) are defined in section IV.3· In the cal­
culations which follow, we need the reductions 
νΙ-ρ,λρΜΕ,,λ,) = (-) \ Ej.tp) [/(Е+М)(Е-М){2Х'Г
ъъ+
2Х1Г5в} 
+ (Ε-M) ^ ί λ , Γ ^ + (Е+М)Г
зЪ
] ζ
λ
 (£). (6.55a) 
u Î E ' ^ î r M - E ' ^ ) = (-) 2. çj (£') [/(E'+M1 )(Ε·-Μ· )í2X¿r¿b+2X2r's} 
- (Ε'+Μ'ΪΓ' -(E'-M'm.Xir·.]с.,(£').(б.55Ъ) 
bs 
The propagator of a boson with spin J is described by 
"v1....vJ;u1....UJ 
[m2(J) - t - ic] 
(Q) 
(6.56) 
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The projection operator ί3 is a tensor symmetric 
v1 V J ' M 1 — " j 
in iu·) and in {v.}. Moreover it is traceless 
ε
μ μ ,
Ρ , = 0 (6.57a) 
e
 ν1...ντ;υ,...ιι...μ
,
...ν 
1 j.H,. ..и. ..и ...Hj 
vv g' '9 , = 0 (6.5ТЪ) 
v1...v...v'...vJ;lil...uJ 
and divergenceless 
QM 9 = 0 (6.5 а) 
ν· ·ν
μ
Γ· ·
υ
· · ·
μ
α 
<ò* 9 = 0 (6.5 Ъ) 
v 1 . . . v . . . v J ; u 1 . . . V i J 
A very useful quantity i s olitained by saturation with the vectors 
Ρ and K: 
^(K,P;Q) =K 1 . . . .K J ? P 1 . . . . P J . (6.59) 
v 1 . . . V j , u 1 Uj 
The inverse of (6.59) reads 
ν , - - V i - " J (J!)2
 Э К
 1
 Í K
VJ з/і „"J 
(6.6ο) 
The calculations are performed first in the t-channel CM-frame and 
2 2 
with Q « - m (J) i.e. the boson is on the mass shell·Lateron, we 
generalize the results simply by reading the formulas for arbitrary 
t, except for the momentum factors in J* which appear 
as Q 0 /m (J) rather than - Q Q /Q . 
Vj Pi v.
 U i 
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Thus for Q Φ -ж (J) CT no longer describes a pure 
Г ' J ; , V '^J 
spin - J particle, but contains in addition spin J - 1, J - 2, ... 
components. In the CM-frame, we have because of the divergence con­
dition (6.58) 
<P (Q) » 7Г (6.6la) 
^v1...vJ;u1...yJ Q = (o,„(j)J η,···^;»!,..^ 
^(K.PjQ) » ^"(Ε',Ε) (б.біЪ) 
7T(^' , ς ) is a scalar under rotations and a homogeneous polynomial in 
£ and £* of order J, and can be written as 
7 7 V ,£) - (2J+1) a(J) Pjiz) p ' V . (6.62a) 
The constant a(J) can be calculated using the fact that 
fp is a projection operator yielding 
a(j) = J! / (2J+1) Л . (6.62b) 
We distinguish the cases 
(i) Ρ = С = (-) : scalar-, vector-, and tensor mesons. 
(ii) Ρ = С = - (-) : axial mesons Α., D, E. 
τ (iii) Ρ = - С = -(-) : pseudosclar mesons and B(1235). 
which ere the only mesons which couple to |ВВ> - states. The Regge 
trajectories are classified similarly (see table V.I). In the course 
of the calculations we will encounter the following quantities: 
2 2' 1 1 2 2 J=1 J 
vi. зо 
j 
• / ' n 1 . . . n J ; m 1 . . . m J . = ^ т . λ, * и, λ, *• 
= ( 2 J + l ) p , ( p p , ) J _ 1 ( a ( J ) / J ) A
x
 . . .
 λ
, ( ζ ) δ
λ λ Ι
 ( б . б З а ) 
2 2 ' 1 1 2 2 
< " > ί λ.,λλ; - м . [ е ; (Е')О ε
λ
.(Ε')] ( ί Ρ ; . ) . 
2 2 ' 1 1 2 1 2 0=2 0 
n 1 . . . n J , i n r . . i n j i = 1 т . λ 1 Α1 
= ( 2 J + I ) p ( p p ' ) J " 1 ( a ( j ) / J ) B
x
 . , ,
 λ
, ( ζ ) . δ
λ λ
, (б .бЗЪ) 
λ 2 2 ' 1 1 1 1 
( u i ) i j
 λ ( . λ λ , = [ζ (E')O ς λ Ι (£·)] ( π ρ; ) . 
2 2* 1 1 2 η 1 2 j - 2 m j 
J . 
•TT ( Π ρ ) [ ξ
χ Ι
( £ ) σ ζ . ( £ ) ] 
n 1 . . . n J ; m 1 . . . m J i = 2 т . λ, • 1 λ 1 
= ( 2 J + l ) ( ^ , ) J " 1 ( a ( j ) / J 2 ) C
x
 . . . .
 λ
, ( ζ ) ( б . б З с ) 
Α 2 2 ' 1 1 
( Ì V ) I
^ ; ; M ; = ™ , [ C L ( £ , ) V £ , ) 1 ^"Л^ • 
2 2 ' 1 1 2 2 j=1 J 
J 
.TT . „ ( Π 5 )[ζχ,(Ε)ξ
λ
 (E)] 
V n j ; m r " m j i=1 m i λ ι S 
= (2J+l)pp'(^ , ) J " 1 a(J)dJ 0 (z)6 x λ Ι δ λ λ , (6.63d) 
The e x p l i c i t r e s u l t s for A, B, and С are shown i n t a b l e V I . 9 · 
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<YY|HN> 
«»2*¿IV;> 
<++ι++> 
< + + ! — > 
< + - ! + - > 
<+_!_+> 
<++ι+-> 
<++!_+> 
< + - | + + > 
<-•|++> 
V¿-xiS 
J
 <ο^ 
- ' < ο ( ζ ) 
0 
0 
-/J(j+1)d"¡0(z) 
-/J(J+1)d{0(«) 
0 
0 
V^VÌ 
j
 4 ( z ) 
-
 J
 <o^ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
• j ( j+ i )ay*) 
•j(j+0dj0(ï) 
λ 2 2 ' 1 1 
j2
 4 ( Ζ ) 
- '
2
 *îo(-) 
j f j + D d ^ t z ) 
- J U + U d ^ U ) 
- J /J( j+I)d^ 0 (z ) 
- J / J ( j + I ) d , 0 ( í ) 
J /J (J+ l )d 1 0 ( z ) 
J /J(J+l)d^ 0 (z) 
Table VI.9 
Now we can work out the contributions to the t-channel helicity ampli-
tudes for the classes (i) - (iii), using (6.55) and table VI.9. 
(i) Ρ = С = (-) . The helicity amplitudes corresponding to the diagram 
of fig. VI.3 read 
J V. J ^ U. 
. ( Π К 3)9 (Q) ( Π ρ 1 ) . 
ν ...ν :υ ...и j=2 ν ι · · · ^ · μ Γ · · μ σ i=2 
. v(-p,x;) [ΐγ ^ + Ρ 1F*] U Í B . X , ) } . Ajdo (6.6U) 
where Δ ( t ) Ξ [m 2 (J) - t - i e ] (6.65) 
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χ 
The superscript x stands for S, V, or T. The form factors F1 and 
F« are functions of t and J. In the CM-system (6.61») becomes 
j „ J . 
. ( Π ρ' )7Γ (Q) . ( π I ) . 
j = 2 P V "T-'V·»!···^ І-2ИІ 
• (-
Ь
,х;}Гі
Ті1 Г* + р ш F^Ju(E,X1)}.AJ(t) . (6.66) 
We revrite (6.66) using (6.55) and (6.63) as 
T V ^ V Î = ΚΧ^'^'^^^'-Μ'^^Ε^ΜΜΧ,Χ'ίΕ-ΜίΙΐ^,.^ 
+ ^ F - p p ' ( x 2 + x ¿ ) ( x 1 + x ; ) i , 2 X , . X i X , } . n j ( t ) . (6.67) 
In (6.67) we used ρ 2 - E 2 - M 2 and ρ'2 = E' 2 - Μ'2. The explicit 
results are given in table VI.10. 
(ii) Ρ » С • -(-) . For this class the helicity amplitudes corresponding 
to the diagram of fig. VI.3 read 
*2Λ2,Λ1 1 
• < Π ^ ) ^ ν ·ν ν ( Q )- ( " ^ ) · j=2 vi"- vj» wi--- vj i
=
2 
.v(-£,x;)[iY
 1Y5F* + Q V F £ ] u(E,X1)}.AJ(t) . (6.68) 
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Ling TZ. In the following we neglect the coupl γ On the mass-shell TZ 
A 
and Fo do not contribute because of the divergence condition (6.58). 
We neglect these couplings also off-mass-shell. Then, in the CM-frame 
(6.66) becomes 
І
й '
і
» 1 л ; - -
{
^
,
-
Х 2 ^ і 5Р5,], ( ^ , , Х 2 > 
J J 
• ( π ρ' )7Γ „ .„,
 m
 (0) ( π v
m
 ) -
j-2 nj n1...nJ,m1...mJ .^ m. 
• (-р,>^)[і
Тш
 Y5l^]u(E,>1)}.AJ(t) . (6.69) 
Again F? and F? are functions of t and J. By (6.55) and (6.63) we 
rewrite (6.69) as 
*І%ХМ ' - {1'Fí,Fípp,(x¿-x2)(xrx,)Ix2x.;>1x;>-Vtb(6.70) 
The explicit results are given in table VI.11. 
(iii) Ρ « - С » -(-) . For this class the helicity amplitudes corre­
sponding to the diagram of fig. VI.3 read 
. ( W0)? (Q) ( ί ρ"1) . 
j-i ^••'^•^•••VJ i-1 
• v(-£,x;)[ÍY5FX]u(E,X1)}.AJ(t) , (6.7I) 
where χ • Ρ or B(1235)» and again F and F are functions of t and 
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pv1 5 ρμ1 5 
In (6.71) ve have omitted terms like Q α γ and 0 σ γ , when the 
Ρ Ρ 
external particles are on the mass shell they are equivalent to a γ 
term and hence, similarly to the 0 Υ
ς
 and 0 γ terms in (6.68) 
they are not considered here. In the CM-frame 
.7r(£,^).v(-£,X')[iT5Px]u(E,X1)}.ÄJ(t) . (6.72) 
and Ъу (6.55) and (6.63) we get 
т
(
х
х
^.
х λ
, - - (мм·) 1.{F X'F X[(E'+M)+U 2X¿(E'-M·)] . 
. [(E+M) + U^^E-M)].!^
 λ
,.
λ A,}.AJ(t) . (6.73) 
The results are shown in tahle VI.12. 
T ; + ; + + - - ^ • a ( J ) ( ^ - ) J - 1 [FX - ^ F X ] tf - ^ F X , ] ¿ J ( t ) 
TÍ_.+_ = - te'aUM^')·1-1 (ψ) FX Ff ¿ J ( t ) 
J пл. ..T_1 /.Τ 4-1 V . v i ^ і ^ v i 
τ ^ . ^ - - U B f a i J X S · ) - ' / ^ F ; [ F - - g T - P j ]
 Ä j(t) 
<_ ; + + = l«E .a ( j ) (^ ^ 1 / ψ
 [Fx _ E_ pxj px' Ä j ( t ) 
TJ ж T J ; TJ = TJ 
TJ = - T J · TJ = - TJ 
Table VI.10 
VI.35 
mJ m J
 =
 ipJ _ φ·1
 = 
++;++ ++;— ++;+- ++;-+ 
< _ ; + + = ^ + . + + = 0 
TÎ_._ +- ^MM-aíJjí^'·)·1 (^) < г ; \ ( ) 
Table VI.11 
l»EE,a(J)(TO,)JFVc,AJ(t) 
l*EE,a(J)(pp,)JFXFX,AJ(t) 
T J a T J = T J 
+-;-+ ++;+- ++J-+ 
T J - 0 
Table VI.12 
In the next section we employ the results in table VI.10 - VI.12 
together with those of table VI.7 and VI.θ to define the coupling 
constants of a OBE-potential model in terms of the Regge residues. 
In order to elucidate the structure of the Regge residues we 
consider the Van Hove-Durand sum 
Τ
λ λ'·Α X'(t'z) = I (2J+1)TJ , .(tjdf (Ϊ) . (6.71*) V 2 ' V l J=X λ λ .λ1λ1 λμ 
max 
J . . . 
where T. . , . .i(t) is given by the corresponding helicity amplitudes 
A2 2' 1 1 
in table VI.10, VI.11 or VI.12, according to the cases (i), (ii), or 
(iii). 
T J = 
T J = 
T J = 
T J 
і.зб 
We perform the Sommerfeld-Watson transform in {6.7h), by giving to 
χ . 
the form factors F· the appropriate J-factors, in order to have 
Τ 1 τ 
suitable properties in J-(we recall that d ~ [j(J+1)]~ and d 
~[j(J+i)rJ (U.Uo)). 
Let us concentrate on the RegRe-Poles, which occur when t • m (a(t)). 
Below we list the results for the residues β··(ΐ) of these Regge-
Poles.(For more details we refer to the literature VH 67, Du 67, and 
the work by Blankenbeckler, Sugar and Sullivan: BSS 68). We will find 
the kinematical factors and we give the different mechanisms proposed 
so far (see Co 71) in order to avoid unwanted singularities. 
( i ) P « C « ( - ) . W e introduce the Sachs-formfactors (Sw 69) 
о 
0
Е
( < 1
' ^
 M F1 - 1 =Ш- F2' W'V • F1 · (
6
-T5) 
For the behaviour of the residues at the points J = 0 and J » - 1 
several so-called mechanisms have been proposed (see e.g. Co 71) 
1) sense choosing: 
GE(J,t) = a u r a i t ) (6.76a) 
GM(J,t) = J/j(j+1)a(J)"%M(t) (6.76b) 
with residues 
B00(t) = - 1.MM· (pp')a"1 f r ? E ( t ) ^ ( t ) (6·17&) 
Β,,ίΐ)- - t(pp')a"1 α(α+ΐ) | | G M ( t ) G¿(t) (б.ТТЪ) 
e 1 0 (t) - - г М ' Д ^ ' ) 0 " 1 ^ ! ^ " ) ff GM(t) G¿(t) (6.77c) 
0ol(t) - 2M/t (^')a-1/STirr) f f GE(t) G¿{t) (6.77d) 
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2) nonsense choosing: 
GE(J,t) = /ЩТГ) a ( j r i ÖE(t) (б.Тва) 
GM(J,t) » J a ( J ) ' 1 GE(t) (б.ТвЪ) 
with residues 
8 0 0 (t) = - Um· (то 1 ) 0 " 1 β(α+1) g GE(t) G¿(t) (б.79a) 
0 1 1 (t) = - t í ^ · ) 0 " 1 g GM(t) G¿(t) (6.79Ъ) 
0 1 o (t) = - 2Μ·/ϊ(^·) α " 1 ^(^Τ) g · GM(t) G>(t) (6.79c) 
B0 1(t) = 2M Stiw'f^Mïiï) — GE(t) 0¿(t) (6.79d) 
3) Chev meclanism: 
This is the sense-choosing mechanism with an extra α-factor in all 
residues. 
h) No-Compensating mechanism: 
This is the nonsense-choosing mechanism with an extra α-factor in 
all residues. 
Class (i) contains the natural Regge-trajectories (i.e. η = +1) and it 
seems that ρ, ω, f, and A- choose the No-Compensatinp mechanism in nature 
(see Co 71 for reference and also Ko 70 for discussion). For the 
scalar ( ε, etc.) trajectories we take the sense-choosinp mechanism in 
order to get Yukawian potentials. The Pomeron Ρ seems to choose the 
Chew-mechanism, as we will suppose from here. 
(ii) Ρ • С = - ( - ) ; In analogy with (i) we find fron: table VI.11. 
B 0 0(t) = ß10(t) = e0*(t) = 0 (6.80a) 
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1) sense-choosing: 
e i 1 ( t ) = - Ц Ш Ч р р · ) 0 ^ e (a+1)?J( t )F*ì t ) (б. ОЪ) 
2) nonsense-choosing: 
t
u
it) = - hm'iw'f JJ ^(tÍF^lt) (б.вос) 
(iii) Ρ = - С = - ( - ) J . From tahle VI.12 we find 
ß11 ( t ) = ß10 ( t ) = S01 { t ) = 0 (6.81a) 
1 ) sense-choosinR: 
e00(t) = - t($')a§f F(t)F'(t) (б.віъ) 
2) nonsense-choosing: 
fl00(t) = - t(rp
,)0la(a
+
l) || F(t)F'(t) . (6.8lc) 
Classes (ii) and (iii) contain the unnatural trajectories ( η = - 1) 
and they are less known them the natural ones. For the pseudoscalar 
trajectories (π, etc.) we take the sense-choosing mechanism in order 
to get Yukawian potentials. 
The kinematical constraints at t = 0 (see MS 70, Co 71 for dis­
cussion and references to the original literature) are fulfilled in 
the "evasive" way in (6.77), (6-79) and (6.8l). Further constraints 
ρ 
(at e.g. t = 1*M ) are not critical for our analysis here and are not 
discussed. Finally we notice that the residues (6.77), (6.79) and (6.8I) 
satisfy the general relations (6.35) - (6.39)· 
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VI.5 Coupling Constants and Regge Parameters. 
In this section we discuss the relation between the Regge para­
meters occurring in section VI.3 and VI. 1* and the coupling constants 
in an OBE-model. 
As seen in section V.U, the dominant terms in the partial wave series 
^VJ^t*= Л ( № 1 , 1 £ Α : ; Α 1 Α : ( 1 Χ , / ' · » >
 ( 6
·
8 2 ) 
2 2 il J—λ 2 2 li 
max 
are those with the lowest physical J value, i.e. J » 0 for σ = +1 
and J = 1 for a = - 1. Accordingly, for each trajectory we identify 
the V. ., . ,,ίΐ) given in tahles VI.7 and VI.θ with the contributions 
λ2 2* 1 1 
to the t-channel helicity amplitudes from an effective pole with spin J 
in the t-channel for J • 0 (σ = +1) and J = 1 (σ = -1). This leads 
to an OBE-model (of course one can improve the model by inclusion of 
the J = 2,3... terms in the same manner). 
In this section we confine ourselves to the "normal" OBE terms (ir, n, 
XQ, ρ , ω , φ , ε , δ , Ξ , etc.). 
The "abnormal" terms are the J = 0 contributions from the pomeron Ρ and 
from the tensor trajectories f, f' and A-. These terms will be discussed 
in the next section. Firstly we establish the relations for general J 
and then discuss some concrete applications. 
(i) "Natural" trajectories (η = + ι): The functions V , ,i(t) of Ja 
ν2 λ2' ΛΓΐ 
table VI.7 can be treated analogously to the spinless case, which is 
discussed in V.l*. Introducing the reduced residues γ. .(t) by (compare 
with (6.35) - (6.38) and (6.76) - (6.79)) 
B 0 0(t) = - IMM' ^ j a4t) Y o o(t) (6.83a) 
vi.Uo 
• „ ( t ) . - t Ι - φ ) «4t)y
u
(t) (б.83Ъ) V t 
P_P1¡ 
t ^ 
B10(t) = - 2M'»€" ( b ^ J α ·( ΐ )γ 1 0 (ΐ ) (б.ВЗе) 
S 0 1 ( t ) = 2M¿t I ^ J j o'(t)Y0 1(t) (6.83d) 
we find from table VI.7 the potential functions shown in tahle VI.13· 
Describing the same potential Ъу the exchange of an effective boson 
with spin J we obtain from table VI.10 and the definition (6.75) the 
potential matrix elements of table VI.lU. 
/ ι vJ—1 / — \ a(t)—J 
vî: ;++(t). - .мм- ç°Yoo(t) m) P U Aj(t) 
\ 1 1 / 1 1 
<!;+_(t) = -1 J(J+IÏ «; ^ 10) ( ¿ r ) AjU) 
^ t t ' v t t ' 
x
 t t' x t t' 
..J-l, - \a(t)-J 
^ t t' v t t' 
Vîe+;_.(t)= vf + ; + +(t); V f _ ; _ + ( t ) . V ^ ft) 
Ajít) 
„Ja 
;.+(t).-VJ+:;+_(t); < _ ( * ) - - < : + + ( t ) 
Table VI.13 
VI.Ui 
^ ( t ) - . « M l · ζ a i J î ^ t j G ' d ) I j ^ l
 Ä j ( t ) ^έ^) (ж^) 
,,J-1 
,. J-1 
vî!.++(t) - а ^ çj / Ç .(jjojítjojitt) ( ^ ) uj(t) 
0 * > - - vf+;+.(t) ; V^;++(t) - - VJ;_;++(t) 
ТаЪІе VI. Il* 
From tables (6.13) and (б.іМ ve find that we can write 
Y i j ( t ) Ξ Y i ( t ) Y i ( t ) ( 6 · 8 1 * ) 
and that 
J 1 - — 
h^'Tèn ToW^FfeV (6.85.) /MM' \ 2 (_!н_ b_Pij \Ρ_Ρ· 4
 t t ' 4-t t/ 
J=l - — 
V*) - тот Ä Ы 2 (ог) (6-85Ъ) 
v
 1 1 ' \ 1 1 / 
with similar formulae for G±(t) and G.Ut). 
iL M 
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(ii) "Unnatural" trajectories (η • - 1): Again, introducing reduced 
residues (compare with (6.35) - (6.38) and (6.8Ο) - (6.81)) 
8
оо
(
^
 =
 - Ш ) a , ( t ) Y o o ( t ) (6-86a> 
\ t t ' 
IP Ρ'\α(ΐ) 
B
u
(t) - - UMM' Í-^-T] a'(t) vu{t) (б.ВбЪ) P_Pli 
^ t t/ 
01o(t) = - SM'/t \~^\ a'(t) Y10(t) (6.86c) 
\ t t' 
/P p* \ a ( t ) 
B01(t) = ам/t ( ^ a'(t) Y01(t) (6.86d) 
Similarly to case (i) we deduce, using table (VI.8) and (VI.11) and 
(VI.12) the relation between the Regge-parameters and the coupling 
constants. We find 
(ІІ.1) Ρ = С = -(-) J: 
^>-7ет^гУ¥(еі)¥ 
(ii.2) ρ - - с - -(-) J: 
J-1 _ .α-J 
Again, similar fonnulae can be written down for F? and F1. 
In principle the relations (6.85) - (6.88) can be tested by a 
comparison of the Regge residues and the low energy coupling constants. 
The latter have been fitted in a great verity of systems (see Pi 73 
for values and references). 
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However, unfortunately, the status of both theory and experiment 
does not allow yet to provide us with rather well determined res­
idues. This fact is reflected in a recent compilation of Regge 
residues (Pi 7 3 ) , where only ratios of residues are given. Only 
ratios concerning the "natural" parity trajectories (ρ, ω, f, Ag) 
are given (they are dominant ones at high energies, apart from 
the P-trajeetory). The situation with the "unnatural" ones is even 
much poorer. 
Using 3 ratios from (Pi 73) we derive from the helicity s-channel 
amplitudes at t=0, which one gets using the crossing matrix of table 
VI. 1, and (6.83) γ 0 0(ωΝΝ)/γ 0 0(ρΝΤΐ) = 13. This gives by (6.85) and 
the fact а ж a that G ^ I U N N J / G J P N N ) = 13 in qualitative agreement 
with the low energy results (see (Pi 73)). 
Using 1* ratios from (Pi 73) one gets Yggif ΜΗ)/γ
 0(ωΝΝ) « 1.5 and by 
(6.85a) and α
ω
 = a f we obtain G ^ f U N ) /Ο^(ώΗΝ) = 2 ^ Î 0 V 0 0 ( f N N ) / Y 0 0 ( u N N ) 
= 1.0. 
Although this last ratio is of the right size (En 70, Pi 7 3 ) , it is 
rather uncertain due to possible P' - Ρ contamination (The Ρ and P 1 
separation is model dependent since they have the same quantumnumbers). 
In Regge fits to pp and pp one has to meet the "cross-over" phenomenon 
(see Ba 69) in the pp and pp differential cross sections at t = - 0.15 
о 
(GeV/c) .In the older work (e.g. (Ra 68)) this "cross-over" is des­
cribed by introducing ad hoc zeros in the ω-residue. The resulting ω-
residues are in conflict with the low energy NN-couplings and VDM. 
From (Ra 68) we get via (6.85c) 0
Μ
(ωΝΝ)/0
Ε
(ωΝΝ) = 3 which makes the ω 
dominantly s-channel helicity flip. The same holds for (Ra 7 0 ) , where 
besides the ω an ω' - trajectory is introduced. More recent work 
(e.g. (Od 70)) indicates that the ω is dominant s-channel helicity non-
flip (i.e. G M / G E < 1) at high energies, which is in agreement with the 
low energy fits (Pi 73) as one sees from (6.85). 
In principle one could reverse things and calculate the Regge res­
idues at t = 0 using the fitted coupling constants of the low energy 
OBE-models. 
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However, the relation between the residues and coupling constants 
are model dependent. For instance, in deriving (6.85) - (6.ΘΘ) we 
used a Khuri-Jones representation of the Regge Poles and neglected 
cuts in the J-plane. Moreover the relations (6.85) - (6.88) depend 
on the parameter s-. 
VI.6 The Pomeron-Potential 
From tables VI.7 and VI.8 one sees that there appears a "ghost" 
(i.e. a pole at t < 0) when J » 0 is a physical value (i.e. a • -(-) 
= + 1) and α(θ) > 0. This happens for the Pomeron and also for the 
tensor trajectories (fjf'.A«). 
In this section we concentrate on the Pomeron, but the results are 
also applicable to the tensor trajectories by making only minor 
changes. At the end of this section we will also include the f-trajec-
tory (often called P')· The f - and A -residues are much smaller. Im­
plications of t-channel unitarity, as discussed at the end of section 
V.U, are not analyzed. 
The importance of the J « 0 component of the P-trajectory has 
been stressed by Chew, in particular for the ππ-eystems (Ch 65). In 
order to avoid the "ghost" at o(t-,) • 0 (we take o'(t) j* O) we choose 
ο ρ 
the Chew-mechanism (see section VI.U). For J • 0 there are only contri­
butions to V
+ +
.
+ +
 and V^. (see table VI.?)· 
Introducing thiê time the reduced residue УпгД*) ^У 
B
o o
( t )
 - -
 u
 pi) а( ) ^о^ «M 
we find from table VI.7 for the t-helicity matrix elements of the s-
channel potential due to the Pomeron 
VI.U5 
v i^ + + ( t ) = Uptp; GpG¿ y t ) (6.90a) 
V Í Í ;__ ( t ) и Ч р GPGP A P ( t ) (6.90b) 
with 
11 \V0) 
t t \ t t ' 
V t ) - ¿ " Ζ 2 5 — exp{[a¿ln r^r j t ) (6.92) 
Ρ MM
 Y o o ( o ) -P P_p_ 
vhere Y00(t) -= tej 700(t) (6.93) 
Via the crossing matrix of table VI.1 we find for the s-channel 
helicity potentials 
α 
^ ? « / * ) = ^' COs2 'T GPGP ) (6.9Ua) 
. . θ 
Vl+;- ( t ) " - ^ GÍZl ~Г GPG¿ У * 5 (6-9І|Ъ) 
, > θ θ 
ν;+ ; +_(*> - - k № ' 8 i n i 5 · c o a i2- GpG¿ v * 1 (6.9i»c) 
fl θ 
V i^L +
( t ) ш
 M* s i n ^ 0 0 8 i ^ W A P ( t ) (6.9Ud) 
"^ ^ L í * ) • ^ í + t ^ ) ' ІІ?_+( ) - - VÜ!__(*) · (Mfce) 
VI. 1*6 
Using the connection (U.68) between the s-channel helicity ampli­
tudes and the "non-relativistic" amplitudes we find for the "non-
relativistic" potential functions V^: 
η ni 
V S P ) 3 (Е+М)(Е'ІМ') [(E*M)4-E,][(E,*M,)2-(£-£,)]Vt) (6.95a) 
— f* С ' 
V U P ) • (E>M)(E'!M') [(E*M)
2
+
(E'
+
M')2 - ^ .E'jyt) (6.95b) 
V (p) _ -
 G P G P 
5 (E+MÎÎE'+M 7 ûp(t) (6.95c) 
— G G ' 
6 Р ) - ( Е ^ ) ( Е 4 ' ) [(Е+М)2 - (E4M-)2JVt) (6.95d) 
^Р)
 я
 ^Р) „
 0 . ( 6_ 9 5 е ) 
The calculations in this chapter are done using the relativistic nor­
malization for the states (1».11). In dealing with the Schrodinger 
equation we use the non-relativistic normalization (£c,»A_| ί,,.λ.) • 
= (2it) 6 (Ці-Ео^і \ · T h e relation between the correspondinp; matrix-
elements <N 2Y 2|V i|N lY 1> and (NgYgl V^ [ U ^ ) is (see next chapter) 
( 2^ іІ і)-й—щщ^ ^¿Ww 
Making furthermore a local approximation for the V. (see next chapter 
for details) we find 
a 2 2 
(»a^WiV = ( 1 + SMF ) GPGP h^) (б-96а) 
(N2Y2l l AJ I ,iYi ) - - MÎM GPGP V - a 2 ) (6.9бъ) 
VI. 1*7 
( гЦІ ,) - - ^ ¿ ^ GPGP V-a2) (6'96c) 
( гІ^ Ін,!,) = - ( ¿ а - ¿ä > GPGP V-^ 5 · (6-96d) 
The transition to the coordinate space is done via the Fourier trans-
forms 
3 2 2 
-!-- ƒ d3«! П( £ 2) y ^ a 2 ) « 1 ^ - Λ - ^ 7 П(- 2)[е" ] (6.97a) 
(2π)3 
5 2 2 
J f ,3
n
 iS.(axP)Ap(-£ J e
1 1
- = - - 7 - — e ^ L.S (6.971)) 
r· J d a — I* — TT/WMM 
(2ff)
J 
7 2 2 
^ - 3 ƒ а3«,(а
А
.пхР)(а
в
.схР)
пр
(.о2)е^ = - - ^ ^ " ^ ( 6 . 9 7 0 
-î—5 ƒ d3a f (^-OflUaxPjupt-Q2^3·^ = 
«
5
 2 2 ml -nur 
'in (6.97) the parameter m-, having the dimension of a mass, is intro-
duced by 
»Ρ
 δ
 £ £"* + "P l n ¿fe Г1 «5.98) 
t t 
(6.98) is derived from (6.92) by writing 
, t/lm! 
Δ
Ρ
(
*> - Ж
 e
 (6-99a) 
VI. 1*8 
and using the parametrization 
- - ν 
%> ( t ) /W 0 ) = e · (б-99Ъ) 
For a definition of L.S and Q 1 2 see section VIII.2. 
By (6.97) ve find from (6.96) in configuration space the Pomeron-po-
t ent i al 
Gp Gp "Ρ 
- 2 1* 2 
1» _ 2 2 
+
 -4-2 Q12 + 4 Η-2 - "Τ] (ЯА-АВ) · У · e ^ 3" (6.100) 
ічАг
2 1  Т
 UM'2 UM2 ^ В 
A potential like (6.100) is also produced by the J. = 0 component of 
the f-trajectory (also called P') (Similar potentials from the A-
and f' we will ignore furtheron). 
For a quantitative estimate we employ the results of the Regge-
Pole fit of Rarità et.al. (Ra 68) to the π—ρ, pp, and pp elastic 
scattering data at high energies. Taking the parameters of their so-
— 2 
lution 1 and s R « 6М we obtain 
f 2 G 2 m? 
Шр = 250 MeV ; j ^ - Ξ - ^ - - | » 0.U5 (6.101a) 
M 
f p . 
nip, = 2i»0 MeV ; — * 0.1*1 . (6.101b) 
To m- we remark that because of αϊ << 1 it is determined essentially 
do St by the width of the high energy diffraction peak : — - e 
VI. 1*9 
By (6.100) we get for the central potential at г = 0 
[ y ( p > + ІТ")]
 n
*600MeV (6.102) 
showing that the P- and Ρ'-trajectory Rive an appreciable repulsive 
central potential in all BB-channels, due to the dominant SU(3)-singlet 
character of both the Ρ and P'. 
Equation (6.100) and the mass parameters пц, and nipiin (6.101) tells us 
that the spin-orbit potential from Ρ and P' is reduced by a factor 
m
2 
Ρ 1 
— = -rr (note m-, = m_) as compared with the central potential, giving 
M 
= 1*θ MeV at г " 0, which is rather weak. The (^ „-potential in (6.100) is 
completely negligible. In view of our remarks about the status of the Regge 
residues at the moment, the estimates made in this section can only be 
provisionally. Because of the fact that the total contribution of (P + P') 
,Jp) ,,ίΡ1) determines the size of the potential l/l + (SI , we believe that our 
estimate (6.102) is reasonable. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE HCOBE-MODEL 
VI1.1 Introduci ion 
In this chapter we descrite the OBE-Model, with which we have per-
formed detailed and extensive calculations during the past 3 years. In 
this model the forces are described by OBE, without form-factors at the 
MBB-vertices. The very short range forces (r 4 0.5 fm) are described 
phenomenologically by using hard cores. At the same time, these cores 
serve to govern the overall strength of the potentials (e.g. they in-
clude effects from the form factors). Although, in general, the poten-
tials are energy or momentum dependent we use a local approximation, 
which is described in section VII.2. Hereafter this model is called 
HCOBE. 
In this introduction we give the relation between the Feynman ampli-
tudes corresponding to the OBE-diagrams and the corresponding potentials 
for the Lippnann-Schwinger (or equivalently the SchrSdinger-) equation. 
Also, we give a heuristic discussion of our HCOBE-model from the view 
point of the theory described in chapters V and VI, and finally we give 
an outline of the content of this chapter. 
As is well known, the precise form of the potential depends on the 
equation used in order to generate an amplitude satisfying unitarity. 
For that purpose we use the SchrSdinger equation in configuration space. 
In section V.2 we have described the reduction of the relativistic 
structure based on the Mandelstam representation to a nonrelativistic 
one, making several approximations, for the case of spinless N and Y 
particles. The extension to the realistic case with spin is straightfor-
word (although not trival). 
VII. 2 
We will not discuss here its details but refer to the literature (see 
e.g. CT 60, Mo 62, Co 63). For the reduction of the "relativistic" 
Lippmann-Schwinger equations (Lo 63 , Bl 66) we refer to (Pa 70) (see 
also (Na 75)). 
Anologously to (5.37) we introduce the "non-relativistic" TT-operator 
by 
(flSTIi) =
 km
 1
 ^  <f|^|i> (7.1) 
red 
where i and f denote the initial and final state. In (7·О we use the 
"non-relativistic" normalization 
ІАВ) -= ^ Т ІАВ> <T.2) 
(A2,p2,s2;B2,p¿,s¿|A1,p1,s1;B1,p^,s^) = 
(2π) 6
 ä 3 ( £ 2 _ £ 1 )
 δ
3 ( Ε , _ ^ 6 s ^ 6 ^ (^з) 
The TT^-operator is an operator in the U-dimensional spin-space of the 
di-baryon system. The relation between the V^-operator and the non-
relativistic CM scattering amplitude f(E',£) (compare with (5·9)) is 
(f|U-|i) = - Z 2 1 - *·(£'.£) (7.M 
"Ved 
where the reduced mass is given by 
ш
теі
 = ММ'ЛМ + M') (7.5) 
j satisfies a Lippmann-Schwinger equation 
( 2 І г І А і в і ) = ( гІ^і + 
d3Pn (Vgiyiy^tyjriy,) 
V ТТТз ε- - ¿ +u ( 7 · 6 ) 
η ( 2 π ) ι η 
ІІ.З 
where the kinetic energies С are 
2 
£i = 7fïT and fn = 7 b (Ϊ·Τ·Ϊ 
red red 
or f i = ^ - ( M + M ' J a n d £ n = ^ - (M
( n )
 + M , ( n ) ) (7.7Ъ) 
with the reduced masses m ' and m ..In (7.6) Σ denotes a summation 
red red η 
over the coupled channels (intermediate states). On the energy-shell 
the potential operator У is given by 
(AgBglVIV,) =
 1 ^ - Л <A2B2|V|A1B1> (7.8) 
red 
where < A 2 B | V | A I B 1 > is defined in chapters V and VI. (in the OBE-approxi-
mation, < A 2 B 2 | V | A B ^ is the Feyranann-amplitude corresponding to the 
OBE-diagrams). The derivation of (7.8) is analogous to (5.37). We gener­
alize (7.8) "off-energy" shell by (see (5.U0)) 
(A2B2I^I
A
,
B1) -
 ЧеД
^р,)у(р.) « A A l V l W (7.9) 
W(p) is defined in (5.38). This generalization follows naturally in 
case one derives a potential for the Lippmann-Schwinger eauation that 
is designed to represent the Bethe-Salpeter equation of a field-theo­
retical model (Pa 70, see also Na 75)· 
In channel-space (see table II.2 for the channels) equation (7·6) is a 
set of coupled equations. The transition to the corresponding coupled 
SchrSdinger equations in configuration space will be discussed in more 
detail in the next chapter. 
The potential <A2B2|V|A1B1> is calculated in the OBE-approximation 
without form factors as depicted in fig. VII.1. 
VII Λ 
ΙΧηΑ 
6.sreJ 
ί 
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К * 
к 
Fig. VII.1 ÜBE - contr^utione 
We neglect uncorrelated 2w-exchange and inelastic channels like N + N 
M + Δ(1236), which in principle also contribute to <A2B2|v|A1B1>. 
The OBE-approximation for Regge trajectories has been discussed in 
chapter V. Hereafter, the OBE-model based on Regge-Pole exchange, is 
called RPOBE. In the frame work of the Regge analysis one finds OBE-
contributions with form factors, e.g. 
<A2B2|V|A1B1> шпЛИ fi 2 . 
m -t 
for a t-channel exchange. In equation (7·10) 
(7.10) 
« <*> » eAA e BB F A ( t ) F B ( t ) 
Parametrizing (see (5.Θ9), Ue 68, Gr 67)* ' 
FAB(t)= Π (1 - 4 Γ
1 
1 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
The Regge analysis of chapters V and VI suggests strongly an ex­
ponential parametrization of the form factors for t < 0 (see equation 
(5.88)). Hitherto exponential form factors have not been used in e.g. 
the low energy ITN-calculations. 
VII.5 
where we take different U. for the A- and B-vertex. From (7.11) and 
(7.12) one has for V A . A B (t) = < A 2 B 2 | V | A 1 B 1 > the form 
г^в/^^АА^ВВ .^  
,2 \ 
V 2 - t 
ι 
2 . 
m - t 
(7.13) 
Transforminfr (7.13) to coordinate space gives 
, .
 g A A g B B 2 " 
V 2»Vi ( r ,"" ï ;~ i=1 
Ü? 
ι 
„2 2 
U. - m 
ι 
25 gAA «BB 2 n 
г AA 
-1 -* π 0=1 2 2 
,1 i' 
Ü? - Ui r 
ι e 
„2 2 r 
U.-m 
ι 
e
eff(AA)gefi.(BB) е-ліг 
kir ' τ + rest (7.1U) 
where g 
eft 
; »f 
• , ττ2 2 
ι=1 U . - m 
ι 
g(t = m ) (7.15) 
Identifying the first term in (7· I1*) with the OBE contributions in 
fig. VII.1 means that the coupling constants entering in our HCOBE-
model are defined at the meson pole. 
We recall, that in addition to the OBE-contrihutions from the 
known mesons (π,ρ, etc.) PPOBE contains a new central repulsion due 
to the Ρ and P' trajectories (cfr. (6.100)). 
The feasibility of the substitution of an HCOBE-model for the RPOBE-
model, while keeping the first term in (7·1^) unchanged, depends on 
the question whether these models are phase-equivalent with energy 
independent hard cores. 
VII.6 
Actually, it turns out that HCOBE and RPOBE in local approximation 
are phase equivalent with almost energy independent hard cores, both 
for attractive and repulsive OBE-potentials (for kinetic energies in 
the region 0 < E l a b ( 300 MeV: Δ χ = 0.03 V~ ) (see section VII.6). 
So, our HCOBE-model can be understood in the framework of the RPOBE-
model. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In VII.2 we derive the OBE-
potentials for our KCOBE-model, in momentum space, for both t- and u-
channel exchange. In VII.3 we give the Fouriertransformation to config­
uration space. In VII.U we describe how the effects of the very broad 
D and e mesons are included into the calculations. Finally, in VII.6 
we describe the hard core parametrization in detail for both the NN-
and YN-channels. In VII.5 we review the SU(3) and SU(2) properties of 
the meson-baryon coupling constants. Here also, the CSB of the π- and 
p-coupling constants is given. 
VII.2 The OBE-Potentials in Momentum Space 
VII.2A The "direct" potentials 
We first derive the direct potentials, which are related to t-
channel exchanges (cfr. V ) . According to equation (T.9) the potentials 
ÌS" can be obtained via 
' V a l ^ i V =
 4ed^(p')w(p) « V ^ I W 
where <A_B_|V|A..B..> can be calculated via the Feynman rules for the 
diagram of figure VII.2. In fig. VII.2 the s-channel kinematics is 
shown for the CM. The mass of the exchanged particle is denoted by m. 
VII.7 
Αι,Β,Μ,λ, ^ , 1» Αζ,ρ.', М Д 2 
ι 
BirP-.M'.Xi * 1 • ΒΖΓΡ.' Μ',λ} 
F i g . VII .2 
We repeat the definitions (h.j) 
о = £' - £ , Ρ = И в ' + £) , K = - P . (7.16) 
The interaction between the mesons and the haryons is described by the 
effective interaction Hamiltonians 
(i) pseudo-scalar meson exchange 
<X[FB) = ig
r
 Ψ
Β
 y5 Ψ Α Φ . (7.17) 
(ii) vector meson exchange 
f 
Λ
ί
ν )
 • 4 Vu V u + й Vpv*A ( 3 g * v - 8 V ) ( Τ · 1 8 ) 
where σ = —r (γ γ -γ γ ) (7.19) 
μν 2ι υ ν ν μ ve·1?; 
(iii) scalar meson exchan^p 
^ í S ) ^ s ^ B * A * - ( Τ · 2 0 ) 
In (7·17) - (7·20) ψ. and ψ describe the baryons (Α. ,Β.;i=1,2); where­
as φ stands for the meson fields. 
VII. θ 
In (7·18) Ж denotes a scaling mass, which we choose to be the proton 
mass (see table II. 1). On the s-channel helicity basis the contributions 
to <A_B |V|A В > from the diagram of fig. VII.2 read in momentum space 
(i) pseudo-scalar meson exchange 
V V ) ^ 1 X ;
 =
 V ; V £ , , " 2 ) Y 5 U A 1 ( I 1 , X I ) · 
W r . uB (-n'.XèJYjVt-n.xp .(7.21) 
(Pg-pP +m -ie 2 ' 1 
(ii) vector meson exchange 
,(V) . - ,., . ,ρ- . . JL 
V ^ S M = U A 2 ( I 1 , , " 2 ) [ e v V ^ ^ ( p p 2 ' p ' ) 1 U A i ( l l , X i ) ' 
' 2 2 " 
(p2 - Ρ-,) + m - ίε 
We consider first the second term of the vector meson propagator in 
(7·22). Due to the antisymmetry of σ 
not contribute. Hence we are left with 
in u and ρ these terms will 
UP 
ν
λ2^ ;λ1λ; " - V ^ g V V V P / ^ / v V 
-—Î7-FT · ^ ч ч - ^ *!·»;* ·(τ·23) 
(p^Pj) +m -ίε 2 1 
Using the Dirac equation (ίγ.ρ + m) u(p) = 0 we get 
VII.о 
(V ) Kg,1 
%Wi •ΐ < ΛΛ, , ί "νν· V- ·λ2ν*·ν · 
•- îâ-rr-^B^^Vi-fi^P · ÍT.21,) 
(Pj-P,) +m -ie 2 1 
For nonstranRe exchange (i.e. t-channel exchange) <А2В2І ^ J-^^i* 
vanishes because of our approximation Μ. = Μ, Ξ M and M,, » М^ =М' . 
А1 А2 В1 В2 
However for the exchanges with nonzero strangeness (i.e. u-channel 
exchange in the YN-channels) we find a contribution like the scalar 
о 
exchange term in (Τ·2θ), now propertional to (M-M') , the mass 
difference souared. This term will he considered furtheron in VII.2B. 
In the contributions from the first term of the vector meson propa­
gator in (7.22), we can use the Gordon deconmosition, because the 
external particles of the matrix elements <A
;)B„|v|A1B1> are on 
the mass shell. One has 
V ( p 2 b P v
U A , ( p 1 ) ( T b - r / 
^•V ^ д/ + ^VA^N/V ( 7 · 2 5 ) 
and a similar expression at the В..В -vertex. Using (7.25) we exuress 
g
v
 and 
finds 
 and f in terms of the couplings F. and F of chapter VI. One 
g
v
 = F1 + MF2 ; fv = -JfF 2 (7.26a) 
and similarly 
R¿ = F} + M'F¿ ; f ; = - -*F¿ (7.26b) 
and the contribution from the g -term in the vector meson propagator 
becomes 
VII. 1 о 
(vj 
ν 
V ^ X 1 X i = U A 2 ( l l , , X 2 ) [ V l " Ì V 2 l U A 1 ( - , X l ) 
- H - r · V - b · · ^ ' [A;-iK^]uB (-.,χ;) 
(Ρ 2-Ρ 1) +m -ιε 2 1 
(7.27) 
(iii) scalar meson exchange 
(Pg-P,) +m -ie 2 1 
Throughout the eauations (7·17) - (7·28) and in what -follows we have 
used the notation 
g Ξ g and g' s ρ . (7.29) 
Α 2 Α1 b 2 Β1 
Using the explicit representation of the Dirac helicity sninors (U.30) 
and (U.32) we calculate the contributions of the t-channel exchanges 
(i) - (iii) employing (^ +.ЗЗ) -(^.З1*). The results for the six helicity 
amplitudes (cfr. chapter IV) are shown in tables VII.1 - VII.3. These 
are the results exclusively for the t-channel exchanges i.e. M. = M 
A1 A 2 
= M and M- = M
n
 Ξ M'.In the tables we have introduced 
в1 в 2 
u(t) = [(po-Pi) + m - ІЕ]~ Χ Ξ СОЗ / 2 , and у = sin — . 
On the Pauli-spinor basis for the baryons (cfr.IV.k) one can expand 
(Ok 58) the potential onerator V as (see also (U.56)) 
V(P,a) = V1 + £A.çBV2 + (g^.a)^.^) V3 
+ I (a^B)-n ц + (σ
Α
.η)(σ
Β
.η) ^ * | ( σ ^ . η Vg 
(7.31) 
VTI.11 
^ =
 ( р )
 =
 ( р )
 =
 ( р )
 = о 
+ + ; + + + - ; + - + + ; • , - + + ; - + 
vìi?.. = >2^> 
Table І І . 1 
+ + ] + + = {UMM'P2F F^x 2 + I m ^ F ' d + y 2 ) + Up2rM,F¿F1 + VFgF^x2 
+ U E E , ( F 1 + MF2)(F| + M 'F^x 2 } Ä(t ) 
(V ) _ 
V + J _ _ = {- U E E ' P ^ F ^ v 2 - 1*[MF1 + E ^ f M ' F ' + E , 2 F^]y 2 }A(t) 
(V ) 
V+ ] + = {UMM'A F ' x 2 + kp^F F^x2 + ltp2rM ,F'F1 + MF F^]x2 
+ i*EE'(F1 + MF2)(FJ + M ,F¿)x2}u(t) 
(V ) _ 
V + J _ + = {¡tEE'P^gF^y2 + 1»[MFI + E2F2] [ M ' F ' + E , 2 F¿]y 2 }A(t ) 
(V ) 
V + + ' + _ = {- l»E'MP¿F2F¿xy - kp^'T^xy 
- ЦЕГ, + MEFgJfM'F^ + E | 2 F p x y } Ä ( t ) 
( V 2 2 2 
V + + . + = {UEMP F F'xy + hv EF2F'xy+l(E ,(MF1+E¿F2)(F]+MF')xy}u(t) 
Table VII .2 
VII. 12 
v
( s ) 
v
( s ) 
v
( s ) 
v
( s ) 
v
( s ) 
v
( s ) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
UMM' 
- U E E ' 
uw 
l^EE' 
- l+ME' 
иид· 
«Л 
ν ; 
*л 
ν; 
K8F¿ 
ν: 
χ
2
 Mt) 
у
2
 Mt) 
χ
2
 Mt) 
у
2
 Mt) 
ху Ä(t) 
ху Mt) 
Table ІІ.З 
where the functions V^ ^ = VjÍP.a). In (7-31) we have omitted a term 
like V (£« ·Ρ)(£Β·£.) which taken strictly can not be eliminated 
because in eq. (7.6) potential off energy shell matrix elemente 
are involved. In this work we have ignored V terms. 
Defining V. (i=1,...6) by the introduction of an expansion of 
the potential V in analogy with (k.65) we have the relation 
V. » ( B - 1 ) . . V(.X) (7.32) 
ι ij ,1 
where we have ordered the matrix elements of V on the helicity basis, 
now denoted as V , like the helicity amplitudes in ('t.28). (See 
also tables VII.1 - VII.3). The matrix B~ is giver exDlicitly in 
(l».78b). The contributions to the "non-relativistic" potential forms 
V. in (7.31) due to pseudo-scalar, vector, and scalar exchange can 
be computed straightforward usinr tables VII.1 - VTI.3 and the transfor­
mation (7.З2). 
VII.13 
To obtain local potential functions ^ (i=1,...6) we proceed 
as follows 
(i) We expand at Ρ = 0 i.e. 
V.(P.a) = Vi(0,n.) + (7.33) 
and keep only the lowest term. 
(ii) The first approximation (i) implies that 
P> Ρ η 2 o U 
E = Лг + ia = м + s- + - 2 _ + — (7.310 
32MJ 
We make a further approximation by keeping only terms up to order 
2 2 
£ /M . Similarly, of course, in E'. 
(iii) We make the approximation 
which always hoMs within 3 % for the channels we consider. 
(iv) The pronagator A(t) we approximate as 
Mt) = [α2 - (τ>10 - P 2 0 )
2
 + m
2
 - ιέ] - 1 = [α2 + ί 2]" 1 (7-36) 
2 
where the term (p. - p ? 0) is calculated at some energy point (see 
Sw 71 for more details). The inclusion of (p.. - p„0) into the mass 
term appears only in the ЛГ-transitions for t-channel exchanges which are 
the only occasions where (p10 - Ppn)
 c a
n
 η ο ΐ
 be ignored. 
(v) Finally, from the V., after we have gone though (i) - (iv) we find 
the potential functions ¿^ by (see (7-9)) 
VII. Ili 
2 
¿Г1(а2)=^г(1 - ¿ Г ) І ( Τ · 3 Τ ) 
2 
and evaluating (7·32) U P to order α. /MM'. 
After tedious, but straightforward, algebraic calculations ve arrive 
at the "local" potentials in momentum space (see also NRS 7^ and Na 75) 
(i) pseudo-scalar meson exchange 
^
P S
> - - SU* · " ¿ Ξ ( τ· 3 8 ) 
η +m 
(ii) scalar meson exchange 
2 
vr.(s) 
2 - 2 
a. +m 
1 
2 - 2 
2, +m 
1 
2 - 2 
& +m 
1 
fsS 
ι*
41
" ~ гмм' 
5
 16M¿M,¿ 
2r,(s) =
 к
 „· (-1—.-І-) . —!— (7.39) 
6 s s
 1*M·2 hM2 o2+m
2 
(iii) vector meson exchange 
2 ? o U 
. . . , , , _^ , ν ν — ν
Γ
ν — ν ν — •  _1 
сг\( )> = tg
v
g
v
n- 8 M M , ; - jg 2Υ ~ г л гм1 + „ u2 , ._./· 2 -2 
2.Λ? UMM' α +m 
VII.15 
3g f' f f l 3 q 2 , 
ц 1
 дмм' JfJw7 v ^ ^ ^ гмм' £+m2 
Ш .) = { - ^
 + -—! (е/^Л) + ^ 4 — }·-Τ=2 
5 1
 ібм
2
м' и ^ т ' / Ш 7 2>e мм· a+m'í 
2£(v,) = {К.АЧ-Ч - Л ) - —L·: ^ f : - f X ) 
f f 
+ 
kJt hf' hM α +m 
VII.2B. The "exchange" potentials 
The mesons vith non-zero strangeness which ve encounter in our 
model are the К, К , and * (see tables III.2). They contribute to the 
"exchange" potentials via the exchange diagram of fig. VII.3. 
Αι,Ρ,,Μ,λί * * BzrP-, МД} 
I 
| 2 _ Р , 
Вь-В,М:х| ^ i ^ A 2 J R : Μ , λ 2 
Fig. VII.3 
For the NN-channels the t- and u-channels are the same. In that case 
the u-channel is included by the proper anti- symmetrization of the 
amplitudes and so there is no need for "exchange" potentials. 
In order to treat the diagram of fig. VII.3, analogously to that 
of fig. VII.2, ve have to adiust the reduction formulae (Ь.ЗЗ) - (Ь-З1*). 
ІІ.іб 
We shall not describe the whole calculation, but onlv кі е a summary 
of the results, (see for more details e.g. Na 75). 
Due to the exchange character we get an extra minus sign. There occur 
terms, which lead to potentials of the type (£..σ)(σ .Ρ)-(σ .Ρ)(σ .q) 
м'_м - * - -В - -А - -В 
m u l t i u l i e d with a f a c t o r 777-7: - 0 . 1 1 . These terms we n e p l e c t . We find 
M +M 
( i ) K-exchange 
a +m 
( i i ) ic-exchange 
2 
- 1 
¿^(O = gBg; (1
 + 1 ί 5 Γ ) . - ^ 
e s p s 1 
ЦЦ*) = ~ гмм' ' 2-2 çL +m 
¿Λς(«) = о о · 2 -2 
5
 l 6 Í O t , ¿ q +m 
s s (7.1»2) 
( i i i ) К -exchange 
2 2 2 
ι ^і «: чг"л с:, " 2 
ЦЖ £ + П 1 
^
1
 ^
 т
-
1
Ш* Ыт Ч '^ 'Х»
+
 г§( 1 - ¿ч?»·-^ 
fV ) » З К К 1 f
v
K 3 £ 2 1 
·» і»Ж α +m 
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г/ (к·) = - t-^Ц • — ' — WW + Щ-wW 
5
 ібм
г
м*
2
 hjem'Jm7 v v v v 2Jie¿ ш af* 
д. +η 
гг^ '«·, - -
 ν
; Ο 2 (, .¿) 
(
 г
) _5χ ¡ ^ 2 
ι»
 ικ
 ' гмм· m ' 
2 - 2 
£_ +m 
1 
α
2
^ 
1 
5
 1бМ M , ¿ α +m 
In (Т.Ьі) - (Τ·1»!*) the coupling constants are 
gT, Ξ e R . and g' г g etc. (Τ·
1
*?) 
Notice that M and M' appear in a complete symmetric way in the "exchange' 
potentials. The formulae (7.^1) - (7.^3) can be obtained from (7.38) -
(7·'*θ) by replacing M and M' by /MM' and adding the minus sign. 
We close this paragraph by mentioning that the potentials of VII.2A 
and VII.2B have been derived also via the direct reduction of the Dirac 
spinors into the Pauli spinors, using the Pauli-Dirac representation 
for the Dirac spinors (For a detailed account of the latter method see 
Na T5 , He 67 ). 
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VII.3. The OBE-Potentials in Configuration Snace 
The potentials in configuration space are obtained by the 
Fourier transform (for details see Ho 60, NHS fU) 
V(P,r) - ƒ - ^ V(P,a)e -'~ . (7.W) 
Notice that the potentials in section VII.2 contain p-dependent terms 
through iS^ .n etc. The potentials given in section VII.2 do not contain 
form factors and hence the Fourier transform (7.k6) vili not converge 
for many terms. In the evaluation of the Fourier transforms we add 
form factors and follow the procedure outlined in the introduction to 
this chapter, section VII.1. For that purpose we need the following 
integrals (Ho 6o) 
ƒ ^ з f(ç,2) - ^ e " - = ^  Ф(х) f(-m2) (7.b7) 
(2π) a +m 
л
3
п о (2.А'2.)(£.ті-а) ia-i „3 .
 0 
ƒ ^ з «а 2 ) 2 2 е = - Ь 1^4*)«*)*^МІ*(~2) 
( 2w ) п_ + m 
(Τ.Ίβ) 
3
η
 _ iS.(axP) ia-r 3 _ 
ƒ ^ з «a 2 ) - τ — f « = - fe (ïï + ^-(«»Ь-в)«-2) 
(2π) α + m χ
 ( 7 > U 9 ) 
d 3 Q 2 [сА.(охР)£вІохР)] 
ƒ ^ Т З f ( a > 2—2 -
(2тг) (i + m 
- г— . — XÍxJ.fo.o + terms involving V not via b\ (7.50) 
χ 
2 2 
here f(o, ) is a polynomial in a and we used the definitions 
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—Χ —Χ 
х = т г ; Ф ( х ) = ^
г
 ; χ(χ) = ^  (i + ¿ + ^ ) ^ - (7.51) 
χ 
In the formulae above E[ = 5(2.4 + 2.-D) a n d 
(£А-Г)(£І>-Г) 
s 1 2 - 3 2
R
 - (£
Α
·£
Β
) (T.52) 
r 
0 1 2 = ä[(£A.LK£B.L) + (^.^(^-L)] (7.5З) 
Terms in (7.50) other than О we neglect. merms cominf from the 
form factors are suriposed to be of shorter гапке than those piven 
in section VII.2 and in principle are included in our short гащге 
phenomenology (see section VII.6). Using (7·1*6) - (7.53) and the 
potentials of the parapraph VII.2A we find for the medium and long 
range potentials 
(i) nseudo-scalar meson exchange 
VPS = '-è Ш 4І(£
А
.£
В
)Ф(Х) + e ^ x W l P « (7.5«.) 
(ii) scalar meson exchance 
X 
16М Μ' χ 
(iii) vector meson exchange 
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2 F f' 2 f к' 2 
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v 1 " ТйГ
 L 4 e v ( 1 + Ш ) + " г Л ' 2M + 1 5 ? + 2M' 
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v
e
v М^М' 2 ^ гм' 2 i^f 2М 
f f 
V V
 m
2
 ( - Ц · - - M ) ( 1 + -Iç) •(χ)(σ1ι-σ11) . L + U ^ 2 ΘΜ·2 М2 х χ 2 ^ Л / ^ ^ В ' 
1» U 
І б М ^ '
2
 U^MM'/ÜT ^ 
• Ш
}
 h * W * ¿ р
е
х ÍT-56) 2 ^ 2 
In these expressions ( i ) - ( i i i ) Ρ = +1 for a t-channel exchange 
("direct" potent ia l ) . In case of a u-channel exchange ("exchange" 
potential) 
ex χ σ 
where Ρ and Ρ are the space and spin exchange operators respectively. 
x a 
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In the latter case, see discussion in paragraph VII.2B, we must 
replace both M and M' in (Τ·?1*) - (Т.5б) hy /MM'. Moreover, for К 
we must add the Fourier transform of (T.1»1*). Finally the signs of 
all (o.-OjJ.L-terms must he reversed (Na 75). 
VI 1.1» Broad-Mesons 
Effects of the widths of the broad mesons ε and ρ (see also 
section III.2) are included in the potential model of this work 
via a generalization of the narrow (i.e. stable) narticle propagator 
through the Källen - Lehmann representation. For a narrow 
meson we have 
Δ ( ο 2 ) = -
τ
^ / *"'2 i^P . (Î.58) 
q +m -ie 2 о +m' -ic 
with PÍm'2) = ¿(m'2 - m2) (7-59) 
— 2 2 
and m- denotes the branchpoint of A(q ) in the comnlex о -Plane. We 
have choosen for the broad mesons ε and ρ the following spectral 
functions pdn'2) (Bi 71, Sch 71). 
,
 Y(m·
2
 - lm2)"** (т'2 - W 2 ) 
P ( m '
2 ) = l = 5 2 (7.6o) 
" , ,2 2.2 2 .m* ,2n , ,2 , 2,2n+1 (m' -m ) + γ (-τ-) (m' -Um ) 
¿i TT 
m 
with η = 0 for the ε-rceson and η = 1 for the ρ-meson and 
γ
 = nr / (m2 - Um2)n+2 (7.61) 
π 
Substituting (7.60) into (7-58) one finds for η = 0 
л(о 2 ) = [η 2
 + m
2
 + γ ( 4 ) η ( P 2 + Um 2 ) n + i l - 1 · (7.62) 
m 
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The formula (7.62) is approximately correct also for η = 1 for small 
q2 (see Sch 71 and NHS 7I*). Note that (7-62) is very similar to the 
form of the "propagator" implicit in our derivation of OBE in chapter 
V (see equations (5-99) and (5.100)). The form (7-62) is very suited 
for physical interpretation. The latter form evidently has the properties 
2 (i) it has a cut in the complec q -plane with a branchpoint at the two 
pion threshold (q ••m )', which is connected with the decays ε •* 2π, 
ρ -ν 2π. Moreover it has the proper threshold behaviour at that point. 
(ii) it shows a correct Breit-Wigner form in the neighbourhood of 
2 2 . q = - m , with a width Γ. 
After Fourier transformation to configuration space of (7·58) with the 
2 
spectral functions pirn' ) given by (7.60), we obtain for the broad e- and 
ρ meson a superposition of Yukawa potentials with the mass distribution 
2 Sm'pím' ). For purpose of practical calculations we have approximated 
such potentials by the sum of two Yukawa potentials from two effective 
narrow mesons 
•m'r 
-m r 
ƒ dm' . 2m'p(m·2) - S — — = β. S—— + 6 
2m г 1 1-
-m2r 
(7.63) 
The ε and ρ parameters β- and m. (i=1,2) and the input masses and widths 
are given in table VII.l*. The"dipole" fit parameters of table VII Λ make 
(7.63) accurate within 0.5/5 both for e and ρ for the region 0.5<т<'\.5 Ли· 
ε 
Ρ 
m 
760 a ) 
770 
Г 
6U0 u ) 
1U6 
β1 
.199865 
.Ι5θ71*0 
m1 
508.52З 
628.7З7 
β2 
.5521*10 
.783209 
m2 
101*3.79 
878.176 
Table VII.I* 
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The e and ρ parameters of the "dipole f it".The masses in MeV/c 
a) m and Γ are such that the ε-pole in (7.62) has the same 
position as in the analysis of (Pr 73) i.e. E(e) = 660 - І320 MeV 
(see chapter III). 
VII.5 Coupling Constants 
The BBM-interaction has been described in section VII.2 Ъу an 
effective interaction Hamiltonian density ¿Р
т
(х), whose space time 
structure has been analyzed in detail in VII.2 and VII.3· In this 
section we deal with the SU(3) and SU(2) structure and we will suppress 
the space time dependence of the interaction. В and M are considered 
as operators in the unitary spin space for the baryons and mesons re­
spectively. The representations for В and M are described in chapter 
III. 
The number of free coupling constants is reduced greatly, when we 
assume SU(3) invariance for the interaction Hamiltonians. An SU(3) in­
variant Hamiltonian for Yukawa interactions BBM, where В and M are 3x3 
matrices in unitary spin space, can be constructed by using the in­
variants Tr (BBK), Tr (BMB), and Tr (BB) . Tr(M). Taking the combinations 
[BBM] F - Tr(HMB) - Tr(BBM) 
[BBM] D = Tr(BMB) + Tr(BBM) - ~ Tr(BB) Tr(M) 
[BBM] S » Tr(BB) Tr(M) , (7.61») 
we can write an SU(3) invariant interaction Hamiltonian densities 
(i) Я ^ = gp/2{ap[lBP]F • (l-ap)[BBPlD) + 8 р >дГвВР] 5 
VII.2lt 
(ii)<#ív) = ^ { ^ [ в в ]р + <i-a*)[Sw]D) + ^^[ravls 
+ f v^í«;[BW] p + (l-a^)[ÍBV]D} + fv>s[BBV]s 
( i i i ) ^ S ) = gs/2{a8[BBS]F + (l-as)[BBS]D} + gSjP[BBSjs (7.65) 
where Ρ stands for the pseudoscalar nonet, V for the vector nonet, and 
S for the scalar nonet (see chapter III), α , a , a , and α are the 
c
 ρ V* V s 
F/F+D - ratio's (see Sw 63).For purpose of illustration we mention that 
static SU(6) (for review see Pa 66 ) predicts 
α = 0.1(0 a e * 1.0 a™ = 0.1*0 (7-66) 
ρ V V 
β
ΗΝΧ
0 =
 5 ^  gNHw' gNNu>0 ' ^
 β
ΝΝρ '
 Γ
Ν
Ν ω 0 = 5
 Л fNNp ( 7- б 7 ) 
a » 1.0 is also a prediction of the conserved current theory for vector 
mesons (see Sa 68). The physical X and η are mixtures of the bare X., 
and τ\
η
 (see (3·6)) with a mixing angle θ . The physical coupling constants 
in terms of the bare terms are 
g - cos θ g • sin β g ^ (7.68a) 
MX p NNXQ F η0 
«NNn - - s i n θρ ε
Ν Ν χ
0 + C 0 S θρ g M n 0
 ( 7
-
6 8 Ъ ) 
and similar relations for the mixed vector mesons ω and φ (see (З-Ю)) 
and for the mixed scalar mesons ε and S (see (3.15))· 
On the level of isospin symmetry SU(2) there are 12 independent 
coupling constants for the interaction between the baryon octet and 
octet members among the pseudo scalar mesons. The most general inter­
action Hamiltonian that is a scalar in isospin space and that conserves 
the hypercharge and baryon number can be written as 
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<#ΐ = βΝΝπ Û·, Τ Η , ) . i L + g E = ff ^2 1 ^) - i 
+ gAj;
w
 (ΑΣ + І А ) . π - i g ^ (Σ Χ Σ) . π 
+
 «NNn0
 (ÏÏ1 » ι ' r i o + gH,n0
 ( I 2 "г^о + к л л п 0
(
'
Г л )
л 0 
+
 β
Κ η ο
ί ϊ · Ι > ' Ό + β ΐ Α κ { ( ΐ ι κ ) Α + * ί ™ ι ) ϊ 
+
 ^ л к {(ÏÏ2Kc)A+ А(К
С
И2)} + g N 5 : K i l . (KxH,)} 
+ Ν 1τΚ).Σ.{+ B= E K í I - (K c ì N2)+ (Ñ2 τ Kc) . Σ} (7-69) 
where we have denoted t h e SU(2) m u l t i p l e t s Ъу 
, К »
 К
с
 = 
ÏÏ0 
and the inner product ^ . £ = Σ π ~ - Σ ι τ + Σ π . SU(3) invariance im­
plies that the coupling constants occurring in (7.69) can be expressed 
relations are in g = g,™ and α . The 
a 0
ΝΗπ ρ 
gNNTt * e TTOrij, 3 ^ΝΛΚ f Bd+V 
/3 β
Ξ Ξ π
 ж
 - е(1-%) ε
ΞΞτΐο
 = - ^ ( 1 + % ) Β
Ξ Λ Κ 
β
ΑΣπ « ^  « O - V Κ
ί
;
Σηο
 = ^
1
" ^ ) «ΝΣΚ 
^β(Ι*α
ρ
-ΐ) 
g(1-2e ) 
6
ΣΣπ •
 2 κ α
Ρ 
^ΛΛη, 
^ ( ι -
ρ
) Β
Ξ Σ Κ 
(7.ΤΟ) 
Similar relations like (7·69) and (7·7θ) hold of course for the vector 
mesons, in this case for the g^ and f couplings separately, and for the 
scalar mesons. 
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The SU(3) sinfdet mesons X
n
, ω , and ε couple each with eaual strenfth 
to all baryons. 
In this vork ve vili assume that SU(3) holds for the cou-plinp con­
stants. The SU(3) - breakinr is introduced by the use of the 
physical meson and baryon masses in the calculations. There is one ex­
ception, vhich we discuss Ъеіо . We remark that there is also the pos­
sibility to use the derivative coupling or even mixtures of the direct 
and derivative couplings, for the pseudo scalar mesons i.e. 
f _ 
<#%. = -£ ψ. γ γ. і(і Э φ. For discussion see (NRS 73a).We have used pure 1 m А У 5 Β Ρ 
π _ 
d i r e c t coupling i . e . efT = κ Ψ. γ_ ф п Фоп1у. 
Χ ρ А ρ л 
In chapter II ve have already discussed the fact that the 
h . . . I» 
binding energy B. of .He is larger than B. of its mirror-nucleus .Η , 
vhich shows that there is sizeable charge-symmetrv-breaking (CRB) 
between Лр and An. (It is obvious that this interaction breaks PU(3) and 
SU(2) as well). The maior CSB effect is caused bv Λ-Σ -mixing, vhich re­
sults in non-zero values for the ΛΛπ and ΛΛρ coupling constants (Da fk, 
for discussion see Sw. 71). This results in CRB-notentials vith cou­
pling constants (de Sv 71) 
g = - O.0U6 g , f - = - 0.0l»6 f (7.71) 
ΛΛπ
υ
 ΛΣπ ΛΛρ ΛΣρ 
whereas g
 η
 remains zero, since α = 1.0 leads to g,_ = 0 (see (7·70)). 
ΛΛρ
υ
 .
 v Λ Σ
Ρ 
We conclude this section by writing down the relation between the 
potentials on the isospin basis and the potentials on the particle basis. 
In table VII.5 we give the coupling constants that have to be inserted 
in the OBE - potentials on the isospin basis. The potentials on the par­
ticle basis can now be obtained by taking the appropriate combinations 
on the isospin basis. One has for the systems listed in table II.2 
(i) NW-scattering 
V - V„„ (1=1) 
P P ira ' 
V 
V,— (ІЖ1) for anti symm.space - spin states 
V^j. (1=0) for symmetric space - spin states. 
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( i i ) YN-scattering with Q » +2. 
Vr* = V " (I и ? 
(iii) Yll-scattering in the Q = +1 states. Ordering the channels according 
to increasing rest mass Λρ, Σ η, Σ ρ the potential in channel space reads 
/ ΛΛ 
Д 
3 M 
- Д 
з лг 
4 \ζ τ (эткФ + vrr(f » τ (-ν«Φ + ^ Σ 1 ! » 
ν 
" 4 лг 4 <- и^> + ν
Σ Σ
(
Ι» Ι < І Е Ф ^ Е Е Ф ) / іт.тг) 
(і ) YN-scattering in the Q • 0 states, the ordering is now Λη, Σ η, Σ~ρ. 
'ΛΛ 
Д 
з лг 
Д 
3 ΛΣ \ 
"І 4 лі ί^ζτΦ^ζζΦ^ f {-
 К
Ф
+
 и
(
І» 
Д — (- (-) + V ( 2л) - f2V (-3 ΛΣ 3 ΣΣ 42' ΣΣν 2 " 3 4"ΕΕ Χ2 
where for example V. stands for <ЛЯ| |ЕН> 
1=1, S=0 
?) + Vf'/ #))/ (7.73) 
1-0, S"0 I»}, S-+1 
NB 
Iffl 
ЛЛ 
ΛΣ 
ΕΣ 
ΣΣ 
( 1 = 0 ) 
( 1 - 1 ) 
(Ι-Ϊ) 
( I = i ) 
(1=3) 
Ci4) 
"
 3 β
ΐηΐπ 
к
ігаіг 
- " ^ ^ ^ « Λ Σ ^ Ν Ν η 
- ^ « Λ Ε , ^ π 
"
 2gEETreNNw 
gEEiremin 
T a b l e VII 
2 
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pNNn 
в
ллп
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m n 
0 
β
ΕΕη "Wl 
β
ΕΕη ^ШП 
5 
0 
Β
ΛΝΚ 
3
 ^ΗΚ^ΣΗΚ 
'гик 
2g: 
ΣΝΚ 
Coupling constants to he inserted in the OBE-potentials, which connect 
states of definite isospin I. Similar relations hold for the vector and 
for the scalar mesons· 
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VII.6 Hard Core Phenomenology 
Often one has introduced strong repulsive forces at small distances 
in the description of the NW-channels with local potentials. For example, 
many phenomenological potentials (e.g. the Hamada-Johnston - (HJ 62), 
Yale - (La 62), and the more recent Reid potential (Re 6Θ)) used hard 
cores. A "hard core" means V(r) = «•> for г « χ, where χ denotes the hard 
core radius. This implies that the wave function ili(r) • 0, r < x. 
At the present time this short range repulsion is still poorly understood. 
If one tries to interprete the HCOBE-model in the framework of the RPOBE-
model (cfr. VII.l) the hard core parametrization should cover the effects 
from: (i) repulsion from P- and *"'- trajectories, (ii) the form factors 
(see discussion in VII.l), (iii) very heavy mesons (m > 1 GeV/c ), (iv) 
2 
Ρ -dependence. In order to check the phase eauivalence with energy in­
dependent hard cores x. we have compared a local RPOBE 
V R P 0 B E
( r ) 
" W 1.2 2} 
Λ -m / 
2 ч 2
Г е
- т г
 е
-Лг
 Л
2_
т
2 , , ι g^ mj -m^r 2 
~2Γ- e J + 777 „2 e 
M'' 
(7.71») 
and the corresponding FCOBE-potential 
V, 
HCOBE 
г / ,'¿ \ -mr 
Λ
Λ -m / 
Ε, ^(MeV) 6(E) x„(E)(fm) The hard core x
n
(E) for phase eauiv-
50 
100 
150 
200 
300 
1*2.8° 
25.8° 
1U.1»0 
5.7° 
-6.9° 
ТаЪІе VII 
0.61)1» 
о.бзб 
0.626 
0.617 
о.боо 
.6 
aient RPOBE- and HCOBE-potentials. The 
K 2 2 parameters are : γ— = 7.5, Κτ,/Ι»" = 19·2, 
ι»π Ρ j 
m = 500, nip = 350, and Λ = 1000 MeV. ' 
Obviously, the parameters g- and IIL 
in table VII.6 should not be identified 
with those of section VII.6. The potentials 
in (7·7ΐ*) and (7.75) can only be a drasti­
cally simplified representation of a RP0BE-
potential. 
VII.2° 
In table VII.6 ve кі е the results for a set of potential parameters 
which give realistic s-wave phases. Indeed, it appears from table VII.6 
that x
n
(E) is almost a constant, vhich gives some justification for the 
replacement of the RPOBE-model by a HCOBE-model. This almost constancy 
of x0(E) also holds for repulsive OBE-potentials. It follows from RPOBE 
that one has also repulsion in the other BB-channels when e.g. the Ρ and 
P' dominate clearly over the effects (ii) - (iv), since the Ρ and P' are 
predominantly SU(3) singelts. 
. . . 2 
We remark that additional effective repulsion comes from Ρ -dependence 
(see e.g. BS бТ). 
In order to make our discussion of the short range forces more general we 
will not analyze the detailed consequences of RPOBE for the HCOBE-model, 
but make the general ansatz that indeed, the short range repulsion is 
built up by exchanges in the t- and u-channel. Then from the s-channel 
point of view, assuming firstly strict SU(3)-symmetry for these exchanges 
the picture leads in a natural way to a core assignment based on the s-
channel SU(3) irreps and the quantum numbers of the states |j,L,S>. For 
example equal cores for the S (pp) and S (Ζ ρ), but possibly difieren 
1 3 3 3 
cores for S0(pp), Ρ (pp), P^pp), and Ρ (pp). Note that all these 
states are in the SU(3)-irrep (27) (see chapter III). 
In general, a treatment of BB-scattering with core radii obeying SU(Si-
symmetry would require 3 core parameters for each state |j,L,S>. This in 
accordance with the decomposition (see (3.2)) {8} ® {8} = {27} φ {10} © 
{10 } ® {8 } ® {8 } φ {1}, and the selection due to the generalized Pauli 
principle for exact SU(3). 
At low energies the higher waves are less core dependent than the lower 
3 3 
ones. Therefore, in case of coupled states, like e.g. S - D. and 
P„ - T^-, we can use a single core parameter. 
From now on we consider explicitly the s-waves only. Then, we see 
that in an exact SU(3) symmetric treatment we are left with six core 
parameters for s-wave BB-scattering. 
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Focussing our attention to YN-channels with hypercharge Y = 1 ve would 
have five parameters, because of the absence of the irrer» (l } states. 
These five could he reduced ap;ain to three by using the connection with 
the NN-channels, where the (27) and {10} could be determined. 
Unfortunately, within the HCOBE-model described here, it is not possible 
to realize equal core radii for S
n
(pp) and sAl p). (From the RP0BE-
viewpoint this is not surprising, because there is SU(3) symmetry breaking 
e.g. from the f - f' mixing). In our HCOBE - model we have restrictions 
on S (Σ ρ) core from the data and the fact that the ЗЛГ ρ) -notential is 
1 + 1 
repulsive. Using an admissible S (Σ ρ) - core for S^pp) would give bound 
states in S (pp), which are absent. So, we cannot make use of a scheme 
of HN- and YN - core radii obeying strict SU(3) -symmetry as a basis for the 
hard core phenomenology in our calculations. 
The next stage is to consider isospin symmetry as the basis of the hard 
core phenomenology. On the level of isospin syumetry we have the states 
- ! *ΣΝ(Ι=!> Ч 5 Ψ
ΣΝ
(Ι4' V (Т.Тба) 
1 =
 2 
4AN(i=ï, ν * 
(7.7ßb) 
Then we would have six core parameters. This leaves us with too many free 
parameters in YN for the presently available data. It is illuminating 
to write the diagonal elements of the potential matrix in the isospin 
basis in terms of the ñU(3) reduced matrix elements. 
'-І 
V = V 3 27 (7.77a) 
3 = V 10 
vu.31 
1 
*-l 
\ -
\ · ' 
ЛЛ • То
 ( 9
 27 + V 
" - г
( + 
(Т.ТТЪ) 
We зее that SU(3) would elminate only one core parameter for states with 
definite isospin. This occurs in S. (I=i), where ñU(3) Rives equal ЛЛ-
and Σ Σ-pot ent i als. 
After these general considerations we discuss now how we handle, 
in principle, the short range parametrization on the isospin basis. We 
reduce the number of core parameters for YN by giving the cores a limited 
role in the sense that they do not contribute to the splitting of the 
coupled ΛΝ and EN channels. (Clearly, from the RPOBE-viewpoint this is 
an approximation, because the form factor effects are not eaual for 
these ΛΝ and ΣΝ- channels). Therefore, these coupled channels have only 
one core parameter for each state |J,L,S>. This leaves us with only four 
parameters. So, we make the ansatz that the whole splitting is given by 
the potentials described in sections VII.2 - VII.5 and the difference 
between the ΛΝ- and ΣΝ-thresholds, due to the Λ-Σ mass difference. A 
posteriori, the results show that, with the present status of the ex­
perimental YN-data, indeed the splitting can be described satisfactory 
in this way. We emphasize, that if SU(3) is not badly broken, our as-
sumption is correct for the S^(I=J) as pointed out above. Also it should 
be true approximately for the ^ (l=J) and S (1=^) as can be seen from 
(7·77)· This ansatz leads to the scheme of table VII.7 for the s-wave 
core phenomenology, which conserve as a basis for calculations. 
For purpose of the calculations, we have modified this scheme for 
the following reason. In the evaluation of the HCOBE-model we perform 
the calculations on the particle basis for reasons already stated in the 
introduction VII.1. 
VII.32 
Core Channels States 
V 1 = ï> 
V 1 = 5> 
*шЬ = f5 
xt(i - f) 
ΛΝ,ΣΝ 
ΛΝ,ΣΝ 
ΣΝ 
ΣΝ 
4 
\ . \ 
\ 
Table VII.Τ 
Possible scheme of s-wave core assignments for YH. 
When working on the particle basis, however, it is clear that the core 
assignment of table VII.8 is not convenient, since in ßeneral a two 
1 3 3 — 
particle channel can contain both 1 = 0 and 1 ~ 2 ^e,K' 5^ΐ ^' T h e n 
only the largest core would be effective when the Schrödinger equation 
is solved, since the total wave functions is set to zero below the 
largest core. 
In order to circumvent this difficulty it turned out to be feasible 
within our HCOBE-model to replace the four cores of table VII.8 by two 
cores and two modfication parameters in the following way: The core 
parameters χ (I = -p) a nd xt(l
 =
 ñ·) a re taken as universal cores. 
Henceforth thev are called χ and χ. , respectively. The potentials in 
3 . Τ 
the I = •=· states are multiplied by a phenomenological function of the 
form 
Ç(r) = 1 - ex« [- (r-x)A] (7.78) 
where X still depends on the total spin S. We require the modification 
parameters λ to be small, such that only the inner parts of the poten­
tials are affected and their tails remain determined by the meson poten­
tials, given in table VII.2, only. 
In principle the β-, ρ-, d-, .... wave cores may be different. 
VII.33 
To reduce the number of free parameters we have chosen a single core 
x' for all waves with L = 1 in case of NN and a single x^ for the 
p
 3 . . . P 
YN channels. In NN only the Pp is very sensitive to the core. In 
YN the Ρ, (ΣΝ, I = 3/2) is sensitive to the core χ . This latter core 
1
 +
 p 
is fitted to the Σ-ρ - differential cross sections. 
It turned out that in NN we can use a single core э 0 1 ? for the L>2 
waves· which are much less core dependent. Only for too small values 
of x' _ resonances or even bound states can occur easily. In YN we 
use the same core for the L>2 waves as in NN i.e. χ.,- = Χτ<.ο· 
So, the schene of phenomenological short range parameters we 
actually use in the NN-channels is as follows: 
( i ) 
( i i ) 
( i i i ) 
(iv) 
к 
* ; 
"P 
ч 
in 
in 
in 
in 
I - 1 
1 = 0 
I - 0,1 
I - 0,1 
\ 
\ • \ 
, L - 1 
L > 2 (7.79) 
The similar scheme used for the YN channels is: 
(i) x. in I = g 
χ , λ in I 
s В 
(ii) χ, 
(iii) x„ 
(iv) 
in I = 2 
V xt i n I 
in ..I.} 1.3. 0,1,2 
in I - J , | L > 2 (7.80) 
Finally we note that it turned out that we could take λ. = 0, which 
actually has been done in all calculations. 
CHAPTER Vili 
THE SCATTERING FORMALISM FOR COUPLED CHANNELS 
VIII.1 Channel Space 
The coupled channel systems I - IV are displayed in table II.2. 
The physical Ъагуоп masses are Riven in tatîle II. 1. For purpose of 
illustration, in this section we consider explicitly the channels III 
and IV of table II.2. They are 
Λη 
Σ- η 
Ε-p 
Λη Λρ 
Σ
0
-η (III) , 
Гр 
r
+
n 
Λρ 
Σ
+
η (IV) 
Σ
0
Ρ 
(8.1) 
In III and IV the difference between the ΛΝ- and EN-thresholds is 
70 - 8θ MeV in the CM-frames, which makes a coupled channel treatment 
necessary. 
The interaction between the coupled channels is described by a poten­
tial matrix in channel-space. For III we have 
l· V(III) 
ΛΛ 
г
0
л 
\ г л 
where, for example, V 
ΛΣ" 
о о 
Ζ Σ 
τ ζ 
ΛΣ \ 
ζ°ζ-
Σ Σ 
(8.2) 
ΛΣ 
stands for <Λη|ν|Σ ρ>. We have ordered the 
two particle channels'" according to increasing total rest mass. Like­
wise we have a potential matrix for IV. In case of exact SU(2)-symmetry 
of the potential, the matrices V(III) and V(IV) are connected by an 
isospin rotation. 
Vili.2 
The wave functions ψ has three components ψ. (i=1,?,3) in channel 
space 
/4n 
Ψ(ΙΙΙ) = 
о 
Σ η 
"Ар 
and ф(і ) = Ι ψ 
Σ η 
(Θ.3) 
\ ^ τ Σ% 
In the CM-frame the RchrSdinßer equation reads in matrix form (units 
ti = с = 1) 
[- 1 2m. 
red 
Δ + V] ψ = £ Ψ (8.1t) 
.(i) Here m , is the reduced mass matrix (in , ). . = τη^1, δ... where m' 
red rea ij rea ij rea 
is the reduced mass for the channel labelled Ъу i. Similarly, ¿ is the 
kinetic energy matrix £.. = ¿. *··» with £. = [»'s - M. - M'.], M. and 
M! denote the masses of the nucleón and hyperon in channel 1. The CM-
1 1—гтт 
momentum for channel i is p. = /2m .£·. We note that the pure Cou-
i red i ^ 
lornb interaction is treated exactly in our calculations. Effects due 
to the vacuum polarization and interactions via the magnetic moments 
are not included. 
VIII.2 LSJ-space 
«(The total angular momentum J is given by J = L + S_, where L and S^  
are the orbital angular momentum and the total spin operator. For each 
value J of the total angular momentum there are two classes of couuled 
states |j,L,S>, which are distinguished by the "naturalness" η (see 
section IV.3): 
(i)
 n
= + 1 : P = ( - ) , L = J , S = 0 , 1 (singlet and triplet 
uncoupled) 
(ii) η = - ι : ρ = - ( - ) J , L = J + 1, S = 1 (triplet coupled) . 
ІІІ.З 
Within a specific tvo-particle channel the ordering of the states 
will be according to increasing S and L for class (i) and (ii), 
respectively. In the following we will also use the labels σ' , and 
a, introduced in section IV.3» for coupled |J,L,S> states with defi­
nite η. 
In table II.2 the classification is shown of the states |JXS>, denoted 
2S+1 in the spectroscopic way as L.. The latter is done assuming exact 
SU(3) symmetry for the channels. 
The explicit representation of the states IJ,L,S> using eigen functions 
2 2 
of L and S is 
nL ,nu L к 1 s 
(S) here the total spin wave function ζ are given by 
ш 
s 
r ( l ) 
ε 0 7 5 [ X + ( A ) X - ( B ) - Х > Ь + ( В ) ] ( s i n g l e t ) 
І? • x+Wx+dO 
4 1 ) = 72 [X+(A>XJB> + X_(A)X+(B)J } (tr iplet) 
¿ ^ • Χ_(Α)χ_(Β) 
where σ χ. s + χ.» with quantization axis z along ρ (c f r . f i g . IV.2). 
Z
 — — J 
In (U.Ul) the s t a t e s <t>
w
(L,S) are defined in terms of the h e l i c i t y s t a t e s . L In ( 8 . 5 ) the factor i appears for consistency with the time reversal 
re lat ion (Ь.2б). 
The wave function ψ can be expanded in the Oartial waves 
[
х
^(г)/г] ф^Ь,8) . (8.6) 
The function х
т
„(г) satisfies 
2 2 
{^ -2 - ^  + P 2 - 2m
red V} X
J
 = 0 . (8.7) 
dr r 
viii.u 
Eauation (θ.7) is a matrix equation in both channel and S- or L-space 
2 
for the states of class (i) or (ii). The matrix-elements of L are 
<J ,L IS ,!L 2|JLS> = L(L+1) fij.j 6L,L 6ς,5 . (8.8) 
In LSJ-space the potential V has the form (cfr. chapter VII) 
V - V
c
 • V ^ . ^ • V TS 1 2 • V^L.S + V 0Q 1 2 + V ^ ^-0.3)^.(8.9) 
The operators оссиггігк in (8.9) have been defined in section VII.3. 
The matrix elements -^L'S*|σ..σ_|JLS> etc. are Riven in table VIII.1. 
«w 
^ 1 2 * 
<L.S> 
^ 1 2 * 
< H £ . - O B ) . L > 
η = 
/- 3 
\ 0 
/0 
\o 
/ 0 
\0 
/- J(J+1 ) 
\ 0 
W ( J + I ) 
+ 1 
en 
1/ 
; ) 
0 
- 1/ 
0 \ 
1 - J ( J + 1 )/ 
/J( J+1 )\ 
0
 / 
1 
2J+1 
η = 
/1 
\o 
- 2J+2 
| (VJ(J+1) 
/J - 1 
( 0 
/ ( J - 1 ) 2 
( 0 
0 
- 1 
o\ 
6 / J ( J + I ) 
- 2J - I4 
0 \ 
- (J+2)/ 
0 \ 
( J + 2 ) 2 / 
Table VIII.1. 
Matrix elements of the LSJ-operators occurring in (8.5), using the repre­
sentation (8.1) for φ (L,S) 
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There is no coupling between states with different n, and so in the 
space of definite J the matrices of £..£_ etc. can be brought into 
block form, each block is a 2 χ 2 matrix. 
The potential V is a Hermitian matrix both in channel- and LSJ-
space. Due to time-reversal, the relative phases between the channels 
and states can be chosen such that the potential matrix V becomes 
symmetric 
V = V + = $ (8.10) 
t ^ . . . . 
where V and V mean Hermitian conjugation and transposition both in 
channel and S- or L-space. The matrix elements for the exchange oper­
ator P
eir = Ρ Ρ (see (7-57)) are 
ex χ о 
<j'L's4P
ex
|JM> = -(-) ( L + 8 ) fij.j sL,L 5 s , s (8.11) 
for both classes (i) and (ii). 
VIII.3 Solution of the Schrodinger Eauation 
We solve the wave equation (8.6) for χ _(r) in two steps: 
1) The solutions have to satisfy the set of boundary conditions 
XJ(r) = 0 at r = χ (8.12) 
where χ denotes the hard core radius (see section VII.6). 
Let us consider again the channels III or IV. For each class (i) and 
(ii) there are in general six independent solutions. A complete set 
of solutions is obtained by numerical integration of (8.7) by the Numerov 
method (Nu 33, Sw 6l). We arrange these solutions as columns of a 
solution matrix X. Any other solution matrix Y can be obtained from 
X by multiplying X from the right with a non singular constant matrix В 
Y = XB (8.13) 
Vili.6 
The symmetry of V together with the boundary conditions for X and Y 
at г = χ leads to the following useful Wronskian condition for the 
solution matrices X and Y and their derivatives X' and Y' w.r.t. r: 
Х
( 1 / т
г е а
) Г
 " ^
, ( l / m
r e d ) Y = 0 f o r ^ 1 Г · (8-ll') 
2) Outside the region of the strong forces (r » r ) the physical 
scattering solution matrix called Y, must satisfy beyond (8.12) the 
boundary conditions 
Υ = ν"^[ρ(ΐφ"1 + G] for r N < r < R C (8.15) 
where R
c
 is such that for г » R
c
 the Coulomb interaction is screened. 
The matrices in (8.15) are 
a) ν is a matrix with relative velocities 
\5 - ^Aïl· 6ij · i8'1*) 
b) F and G are matrices whose elements are for 
(i) open channels : F.. = FT(n.,p.r)5.. (8.17a) 
1.) li 1 1 1J 
Gió = GL(ni'Pir)äij · ( 8- 1 7 Ъ ) 
(ii) closed channels : F.. • io.rhJ (іа.г)в.. (8.18a) 
1,1 1 L· 1 1,J 
G.. = 0 . (8.l8b) 
where a. = /2m ,|£·| . FT and G. are the standard regular and irregular 
ι red' I ' L L / . \ 
Coulomb wave function (He 67, GW 6k) and hJ the spherical Hankel func­
tion of the first kind 
ni » ZA. ZB. -irt^ i ( 8· 19) 
ι ι 
where о denotes the fine structure constant. 
VIII.τ 
The point r N is choosen such that at г = г^ there is only the pure 
unscreened Coulomb interaction. 
c) The matrix (%)" is independent of r. The submatrix describing 
. J —1 
scattering in the open channels constitutes the physical (К„) 
J 
matrix. It is related to the S„ - matrix by 
< = [(<)"1 + i] /-[(ψ"1 "i] · (8.20) 
The formulation of the boundary conditions given here is completely 
general as it applies to channels with and without Coulomb inter­
actions. For channels without Coulomb interactions we get back the fa­
miliar formulae 
lia Р
ь
(п,рг) = prJL(pr) (8.21a) 
n-»-0 
limGT(n,pr) = - prnT(pr) (8.21b) 
n-»-0 
where j.fpr) and п-(рг) are the real spherical Bessel and Neumann func­
tions. Using at the joining point r » r the equalities 
XB « Y and X'B • Y' (8.22) 
^ 1 ^ 1 
one finds,after multiplication with X* and X of the two indenti-
ties of (8.22) respectively, subtracting the two terms and using 
the Wronekian condition,for any solution : 
(KJ)- 1 = -(mredp)3(ÏF· - U-F)-1 . (TO· - X'G)(mredp)} . (8.23) 
The (Kjj)- - matrix is real and symmetric (He 67, Sw 71) and gives 
therefore a symmetric and unitary S - matrix. Substituting the cal 
culated (íO - matrix of (8.23) into (8.15) one obtains the physical 
scattering solution Y in the region r_ 4 
quantities can be derived (cfr. VIII.5). 
< r, from which all observable 
VIII.θ 
It is possible to give em effective галке expansion for the K_-
matrix (Hu 57, Da 60, Da 61, Sw 62). For a channel without Coulomb 
interaction, like III, one has 
ρ^ίΐφ-
1
 p L + J = - A"1 - J(p2-Po)i *( 2-?20)1 (8.210 
where A and R are symmetric matrices. (8.2h) is the generalization of 
the well known one channel expansion 
2 2 pcotgS = (- 1/a) + J r
n
(p - p0) 
In the presence of Coulomb interactions, for example pp or the channels 
IV, the effective range expansion (8.2k) is modified. One obtains (He 67] 
(2Ь+1)!!С
ь
(п)гЬ+5(4Г1рЬ+?С
ь
(п)(2Ь+1)·.: 
+ 2nphL(n) = - A
- 1
 + i(p2 - v20)1 R(p2 - p 2 ) J (8.25) 
where C
r
(n) = CT(n.)6·· and nhT(n) = n.h, (η· )β. ·. For a definition of 
XJ b l l j Ь I b l l J 
CT and h. for general L we refer to (He 67, chapter V). In case of 
L = 0 they are 
ι 
5
 ·
 h
o
( n ) = Re
 rjiti"! - l in n2 · (8'?6) 
In (8.2Ό and (8.25) the momenta p. we refer to the energy £. where the 
expansions are made. In the NN-channels we clculate also the next term, 
containing the shape parameter in the right-hand side of (8.25). 
VIII.k The Deuteron 
In this section we describe in some detail how we find the bound 
state solutions of equation (8.1*). We treat explicitly the deuteron, 
which is at present the only known BB-boundstate (see chapter II). 
C0(n) 
2πη 
2πη 
Vili.9 
3 3 We recall, the deuteron is a pn-boundstate in the counled S. - D. 
state, which is lan SU(3) f 10 }-state. The binding energy E R, 
the magnetic moment Ц-, and the electric auadrupole moment О have 
been determined with hiph precision (cfr. chapter II). 
Fitting the соитзііпр constants, using the P, D, F, ... waves (see 
3 3 
chapter IX), one finds that the OBK-potential is attractive in S - D.. 
(•Dn)-state. We choose the x. core parameter (see chapter VII) such that 
there occurs one boundstate in the HCOBE-model. 
Let us write the numerical solution matrix X (see VIII.3), here 
called Ф, in LSJ-space as 
'11 '12 
r < r N (8.2T) 
'21 *22 ƒ 
We construct φ by integrating the Schrödinger equation outwards starting 
with 
Ф*1(х ) = 1 , Ί>2ΐ(\) = 0 (б.28a) 
* ; 2 ( x t ) = 0 Ф^(х,) = 1 (8.2бЪ) 
For ¿ < 0, in the region r > rohere V = 0) a complete set of solutions 
is given by 
„(1.2) 
, h . , , 2 , 
-h 
о 
(1,2) 
r * г.. (8.29) 
here, the Hankel functions h are 
h0 
J2) or 
(1) 
.(2) 
(1 + ^ - + 
(ar)' 
(-1+ ¿- + 
(ar)' 
(8.30а) 
(8.30b) 
Vili.10 
Usinfc the Wronskians 
( Н ( 2 ) , Н ( і ) ) = - 2
а
, ( Н ( і ' 2 ) , Ф ) S S * 1 ' 2 ) (Θ.31) 
where У ' are functions of α, but independent of r, one has 
ф (
а
,
Г
) = - ^ ( Н ( 1 ) : Г ( 2 ) - Н ( 2 ) ! Г ( 1 ) ) , г » r N . (Θ.32) 
Any.solution φ can be written as 
ψ = ΦΒ 
where В is a vector, 
(8.33) 
••'-(ΰ 
The occurrence of a bound state at the energy с depends on the ex­
istence of a solution of the equation 
¿Γ(ΐ)(α)Β ,ΟΓ det ?(i) (a) (8.31») 
( 1 2) 
We apply (8.31) at the "joining" point r = г
я
, where both Η * and 
«I'd 2) the numerical solution Φ are known and so, we can calculated ' (a). 
rrl 1 ) 
In practice we solve the equation detУ (о) = 0 for α by Newton's 
iteration method (Ab 65). Then, the bound state solution ík. can be 
found by solving (8.31*) for B. One finds 
and the solution ψ_ = У^*Ф В reads explicitly 
(8.35) 
К D 
ш * 
ί
Φ 1 1 + Α Φ 1 2 
Φ 21 + Α Φ 2 2 
Γ ί Γ» 
2α [1? • »ΊΙΊ 4" 1 W/ 
Γ > г., 
(8.36а) 
(8.36b) 
Vi l i .11 
Ж і в chosen such t h a t ƒ Ψ-Οΐτ = 1 . The S-D-admixture A i s defined 
0 D 
as 
•Ä - [^if * A ^ ^ l / [^)
 + A ^ > ] . ( .ЗТ) 
Alternative deuteron wave functions u and w are defined as (Hu 57) 
u = N u ; u - w COSE е - ( .З а) 
ß f Κ
 r
 -• - К 
w = N ν ; ν __, зіп
Е<т
 е-
аГ
 (i + ¿ + - 2 — ) (8.3вЪ) 
From (θ.37) it follows 
œ 
Ν"
2
 = ƒ (u2 + w 2) dr . (θ.39) 
R
 0 к г 
ComparinR ( .ЗбЪ) and (8.39) one ge t s 
N2 - -d rcrjf + ASri|b2 • ( ^ f + AiT^)2] . (8.U0) 
The deuteron e f fec t ive range p(- E B » - E B ) i s (Hu 57) 
OD 
p(-EB, -EB) = 2 ƒ pT2 + ^  - u 2 - w2J dr = 1/α- 2/N2 (8.1*1) 
where u and w are the asvmntotic functions 
ü = cose е-аГ ; ν = eine [.""( 1
 +
 ¿ + - ^ ) - "^JiS.^) 
^
 л
 (аг) (аг) 
The deuteron effective range pf-Eg» -Е-г.) can bj indentified in a pood 
approximation with the effective range r , which is obtained from 
3 3 the effective range expansion of the S -»· S, K-matrix elements at 
с 3 3 
с = 0, thereby neglecting S -ν D etc. elements (Hu 57). The D-state 
probability P_ and the electric quadrupole moment 0 are (Hu 57) 
Vili.12 
Ρ = ƒ v2(r)dr (θ.U3) 
О 
QD = 7!о b u w - -^ w2)r2d
r
 . (8.WO 
О 
From (θ.9) and table VIII.1 it follows that the ~S - D transition, 
and hence the w-component of the deuteron wave, is entirely due to the 
tensor potential VS.-. Because the inteßrand in ( .1*Ц) contains an 
overall w-factor one expects 0 to be sensitive in particular to the 
1π- potential. 
The magnetic moment ν
Ώ
 can be written as 
UD • % + μη - Ι ( υ ρ + V h PD + Δ μΙ5 + % 1 2
 + Δμ
 ·
 (8
·
1(5
> 
where У and υ are the magnetic moments of the proton and neutron. 
Ρ
 n 
Explicit formulae for Δμ and Δμ
η
 can be found in (Та (ÍT, Re 68). 
Lb io 
They contain V.„ and V. respectively. The correction |Διι
τ
„ + Δμ„ | LS 0 1 2 LS 0 1 2 
in (8.1*5) is of the order = 0.02 eh/2M . Further corrections Δμ, due 
2 · to for example Ρ -terms in V,are estimated to be of same size (Hu 57, 
Та 67, Ge 68), and so there is little point in calculating Δμ
Γ
_ and 
Δ- in our HCOBE-model. From ιι„ V> - (μ + у ) = - 0.0222 and 0 1 2 D ρ η 
3μ
Ι)/3Ρη » - 0.006 (Ρ- in %) one sees that u D is of little value for us 
in fixing Ρ_ very precisely. 
VIII.5 Experimental Observables 
For an incoming plane wave in channel i, the asymptotic wave func­
tion can be written 
^ „ eÍVí\l% * I Cff *Л*\.
и
ІВ«)
я
 ^- (8.1.6) 
m m ι - k.,\v./ r m mm fi r 
Vili.13 
where Β· and EU denote the ingoing and outgoing channels. The asymptotic 
form (8.U6) is also valid when the Coulomb interaction is present, since 
the Coulomb interaction is always shielded hy the physical environment. 
Therefore one must consider a screened Coulomb potential. (For discussion 
and references see GW 61»). In terms of partial wave one has 
a-
i pi 
^
V ] (Θ,Φ) <f;L,S,|sJ-l|i;LS> . (8.U7) 
м
8
:
5
^),. =£- ι ^ ^ ^ ,κ3 
m'm
 v
 fi i .
 T tft T Omm m-m'm'm 1 J »L fL 
Neglecting the effects of screening (see GW 61») we can write, using an 
obvious notation 
e I
"
f
 [(SÌ'fL-S.;iLS-6fi5L'LSS-sb ^ЛЪМ) 
The Coulomb phases are 
a L = arg r(L + 1 + in) . (8.1»9) 
Substituting (8.1t8) into (8.1»7) on summing the f i r s t term we find 
0 9 ">>fi β M C ( e ) 5 f i 5 S'S 6 m'm + ¿Г І
І Т
 ^ ^ 
i JL'L 
Omm m-m' m' m m-m' T 
. exp(iaL, f)<f;L
,S,|SjJ - l| i ;LS> езш {іа^ .).(8.50) 
Here the Coulomb amplitude is 
М
с
( ) - - n[exp {- in In (sin2 |) + 2ia0}] / 2psin2 | . (8.51) 
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The S - matrix connects only states of class (i) or class (ii) 
(so, n. • η-, n· and n_ are ¿1)· In fact we can identify 
<f,L'S'|sJ - l|i,LS> = f¡?ff(f,i) (8.52) 
where the amplitudes f-i- exe defined in section Г .З. Furtheron in 
this section we enploy the notation 
<Г;Ь'3'!5'І!і;І£> = 5 ^
σ 
(for details of σ' and σ see section IV.3 and II.1). It is easy to see 
that also the S„ - matrix is diagonal in η. 
Based on the unitarity and symmetry of the S - matrices one has intro­
duced two kinds of phase shifts. They are 
(i) nuclear-Ъаг phase shifts (St 57). Describing the S and S.. 
elements by complex phase shifts, one can bring the S„ - matrix, 
и using the unitarity and symmetry into the form 
/ _2ii0 _ i ( v v \ 
соэЗее Ι8ΐη2εε 
sJV.i) 
V Ι3ΐη2εβ cos2te 
(8.53) 
3 3 In (8.53) we have suppressed the indices J and η. For example, the S.- D. 
о _ о
 1
' 
states are described by owo phases δ Ξ δ ( S ) and δ = δ( D.) and an 
"inelasticity" parameter ε = ε.. Another example, now with η = + 1, are 
1 3 the coupled P. - P. states. 
τ 
The S η - matrix representation can be obtained from (8.53) symply by 
making the replacements (see GW 61») 
7 -»• 7 + σ 
Th* "nuclear-bar" phases δ and ε are the common used phases in the phase 
•hift analysis of the Ш - data. 
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(ii) eigen phase shifts (BI 52). Due to the symmetry and unitarity of 
the S„ - matrices one can diagonalize each S„ - matrix Ъу an ortho-
N N
 jn . 
gonal matrix. Describing the diagonalized unitary S_ - matrix by the 
"so-called eigen phase shifts" * 0 and S^ (again, suppressing л and J) 
one finds 
( / 0 \ . 
cose - θΐηε\ /e \ / cose sinci 
sine cose/ \ 0 e 7 \- sine cose/ 
(8.51») 
The relation between the nuclear bar "phases and the eigen phases" is 
given in (SV 57) for elastic scattering. The description vith eigen 
phases is in particular useful for the analysis of coupled channels, 
like III and IV. We shall use the eigen phases in chapter XI for the 
investigation of a possible Лр-resonance below the ΣΝ-threeholds. ' 
Above, we have described the introduction of the phase shifts in 
LSJ - only. The extension to the coupled channels, needed for a treat­
ment of III and IV, is straightforward. 
All observable quantities can be written using the initial and 
final density matrices p. and p_. They are related 
P f = M f i p. MJ. . (8.55) 
The differential cross section is given by 
CM 
In case of an unpolarized incoming beam p. = 1 and we find (see He 67) 
using (8.50) 
( 8 L ( f * ν K^\i • ¿7 [φ^Ζ^η • {l'An 
CM ΠΙ ГО Ш 
(8.57) 
In the following we will denote both kinds of phases as 6 and e when 
no confusion can arise. 
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where 
Μ
( Ν ) ( θ > φ ) = ^ L Σ /ÌLTÌ C ^ C L , , S; J m'm ' r i ip. „v. Omm m-m' m' m 
^і JL L 
YÌLJ(Θ','I) β χΡ (ίστ- f) <f;L,S'|s^-l|i;LS> exp (io. .).(8.58) m—ш L
 э
 ι и ь, ι 
(Ν) In (θ.57) we note the presence of the interference term Re(M,,M ), 
. и mm 
which plays an important role in the Σ—ρ - analysis. In the following, 
the differential cross section (8.57) will Ъе shown for the YN-channels, 
without the trivial pure Coulomb term in (8.57). 
For further details and definitions of observables, in particular those 
relevant for the YN-analysis, we refer to (He 67, NR 72, Na 75)· 
CHAPTER IX 
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND COUPLING CONSTANTS 
IX.1 Parameter Fitting Procedure 
In close cooperation with M.M. Nagels we have developed large com­
puter programs in Fortran in order to evaluate numerically in configu­
ration space the HCOBE - model described in chapter VII for the ЯЯ-
and YN - channels of table II.2. We started from the YN - programs 
of J.С Helder (He 67) and G. Fast (Fa 67), which we have extended in­
cluding the coupling between the AN- and ΣΝ channels. Moreover we have 
added facilities enabling us to compare theory and experiment ouanti-
tatively in terms of the X . The NN-program was developed from the E p-
program. For making precision fits to the NM-data we have adapted to our 
program the fitting routines of A. Gersten (Ge 71)· 
The fitting procedure consists of two stages: 
(i) Nucleón - Nucleón fit. The HCOBE NN-model contains 
a) 10 free coupling constants: ^ ,
 β χ 0, gp, еш, fp, ty f^, g^, gg., 
V 
rW 1C! \ v<f 3C b) It hard core parameters: x^( S 0 ) , x^S^), x'tL-O. x¿ > 2 (cfr.with 
section VII.6). 
Theoretical input is in the NN - calculations 01^  • 1 and θ • - 10.1» , 
which follow from the conserved current theory for vector mesons (Sa 6B) 
and the G-M-0-mass formula (see section III.2). The NN - channels are not 
very sensitive to the precise value of α . Throughout the NN - fit we 
used о = 0.1»81*6ΐ, a value obtained in a previous calculation (NRS 7I»). 
The final value of α (see table IX.3) is determined in our YN-fit. After 
Ρ 
the YN-fit we inserted this о in a final NN - calculation, which con­
sists in a readjustment of the hard core parameters. 
IX.2 
In this last calculation x' is chooeen such as to get the right binding 
energy of the deuteron. The renaining IW-couplinga g and g can be 
calculated unambiguously using the relations of sections III.2 and VII.5 
The HN-channels are not very sensitive to f., but it turned out that 
we cannot determine it vith better accuracy in YN. (see NBS JU and Na 75) 
We preferred to search f in ITO in order to minimize the number of free 
Φ 
YN-parameters. The scalar BB-couplings are determined by g,, g_ ! α 6 e0 β 
and θ . Although the NN-channels are not sensitive to g
 ш
 we have searche 
. . . . S 
for it m NN, again in order to reduce the YN parameters. So, in NN we 
determines of 3 of the 1* scalar parameters by searching for g , g,, and 
g«*. In YN we search for θ , and thereby the coupling constants of the 
D 8 
scalar nonet with the baryon octet are determined. 
We searched for the values of the lU free NN-parameters by a mini-
2 
mization of the total χ : 
6 
Σ 
i»1 
χ
2
 - X ' H J + * 2 ^ · ( 9 · 1 ) 
Here χ (T. . ) denotes the contribution of the low energy parameters of the 
1 іао-
S
n
(pp) and S (np) waves. The experimental input is given in tables II.3 
2 ι 2 
and II.h. χ (T ) (i = 1,...,6) is calculated, using the χ -surface given 
by the second derivative matrices of the energy dependent NN-phase shift 
analysis of the Livermore group (McG 69)» via the relation 
*
2
 - 4 n \ Σ Λ - 'Г> э ^ ( δ ' - 6 Γ Ρ ) ( 9 · 2 ) 
where β. denote the set of phase shifts (see table II. 1») which give 
. . 2 . . 2 
minimal χ with respect to the experimental data: χ . , in the Livermore 
m m 
analysis (McG 69). 
(ii) Hyperon-Nucleon fit. In the YN-fit, the found coupling constants of 
our NN-fit are input. The HCOBE YN-model has 5 free parameters: 
a) The F/(P+D) ratio a and the eft - S - mixing angle θ . 
b) 2 hard core radii: χ ( 3 ) and χ ( S.) and 1 modification parameter 
λ (1S , I - 3/2) (see section VII.6). 
IX.3 
These parameters are determined Ъу a least squares fit to the lov 
energy Λρ-, Σ ρ- and E~ ρ-data. The experimental input is: 
a) The Ap-cross sections measured by the Rehovoth-Heidelberg collabo­
ration (Al 68) and the Maryland group (Se 68) (see table II.8) 
b) The most recent Ζ ρ- and £~p-elaatic cross sections vith good 
statistics measured by the Heidelberg group (Ei 7l)(eee table XI.l). 
c) The inelastic ï_p-croes sections measured by the Heidelberg group 
(En 66) (see table XI.l). 
d) The ^"-capture ratio at rest r«, which is an important datu» in the 
fitting since it is knovn with great precision (cfr. table XI.l), 
In comparing the HCOBE YH-model with the experimental data we hare cal-
culated the p-waves by using a single p-wave core χ » 0.31 fm, vhich 
+ Ρ 
has been determined by a fit to the Σ— p-angular distributions (see 
Na 75). As noted in chapter II the low energy Ap-data show almost no 
presence of p-wave and we used the seme p-wave core as in Σ— p. 
In the YH-fit we have accounted for the limitations on the measured 
angular region in the same way as the Heidelberg group. So, both ex­
perimental ι 
table XI.l) 
perimental and theoretical Σ—ρ elastic cross sections stand for (see 
cos(max) 
сов(шах) - cos(min) <»(J>T>) - ? Г^ T-^T ""Î ' deose -T-^T- . (0.3) 
eoe(min) 
In total we have 35 YN-data. The fit of the 5 parameters is performed 
by the standard method of the square matrix search. 
2 
IX.2 Hard cores and YN X -surface 
The values found for the NN and YH hard core radii and the YH 
modification parameter λ
β
 are displayed in table IX.1. The YH-core 
x^ is set equal to the Ш core x¿, when we give the results for th· 
higher YH-waves. In the YH-fits only S and Ρ waves were included. 
IX.1» 
M 
YN 
S-wavea 
x ' = 0.53l»65 fm 
θ 
x | » 0.510T3 fBl 
Xg • O.55950 Ta 
x t • O.U881»6 fm 
λ
Β
 = 0.lUoi·» ftn 
P-, D- t...waves 
x ' - 0.35010 fm (L=1) 
Ρ 
x¿ • 0.67892 fm (i,>2) 
x - 0.l»U31l* fm ^ ( > 1 ) 
Ρ 
x L = O.67892 fm
 c )
 (L>2) 
Table IX.1 
Hard core parameters for NN and YN emerging from the fite. 
a) eet equal to zero, not fitted. 
t>) fitted in a previous calculation (see Na 75) to the Σ*ρ- and Σ~ρ-
angular diatrilmtione. 
c) not fitted hut taken equal to the fitted x' from NN. 
L 
For a display of the experimental data used in the fit and the calcu­
lated data obtained vith the HCOBE-model for the best fit point, 
2 
^in* 2 1 , 3 , w e refer to chapter XI table XI. 1. In particular in table XI. 1 
are given also the E-p-data, which were not reviewed in chapter II. 
2 2 
The χ -surface in the neighbourhood of χ . in the parameter space is 
2 m l n 2 described by the covariance matrix a . For σ we found the matrix, or-
meters 
2.175 
9.255 
O.67I» 
1.21*6 
O.909 
according 
- 9.255 
1»1*.613 
2.895 
6.O6I 
3.22І» 
t o
 V V 
- O.67I» 
2.895 
0.336 
0.236 
- 0.1»27 
v V β 
- 1.21*6 
6.061 
0.236 
1.9l*7 
1.567 
ind θ : 
S 
- 0.909 
3.221* 
- 0.1»27 
I.567 
6.728 
χ 10 -1» 
(9.3) 
In (9·3) the following units are used: χ , χ , and λ in fm; α and 
В X, 8 ρ 
θ (rad) dimensionlese. 
Ρ 
IX.5 
¿Г. The uncorrelated errors of the parameters are given Ъу /σΤ.. So, the 
errors in χ , λ , χ . , a and б are: 
s ' s ' t ' ρ s 
Δχ = 0.0ll»T2 ftn , Δλ • О.ОббТб fin , Δχ. • 0.00500 fm , 
S Β t 
Δα ж 0.011» , Δθ = 1.1»90 
Ρ .
 s
 . . 
The dimeneionless correlation matrix С ia related to the covariance 
2 2 
matrix σ by dividing through the uncorrelated errors: C . = σ.. / 
( /σ.. . /σ?. ). It has the values 
1 
0.9b 
0.79 
0.61 
0.2k 
- 0.91* 
1 
0.71» 
0.65 
0.17 
- 0.79 
O.Ik 
1 
0.29 
- 0.28 
- 0.61 
0.65 
0.29 
1 
оЛз 
- 0.2U 
0.17 
- 0.28 
оЛз 
1 
(9.10 
The error in f(p.) (p. = х
и
, λ , χ , о , β ) is 1 1 s β t ρ s 
Δί 
і,3-і ^і 3 pj 1 J 
3f 2 
o. (9.5) 
In the folioving the quoted errors in the HCOBE-model for coupling 
parameters (a and θ ) and lov energy parameters a and r are calculated 
Ρ
 B 
via (9.1») and (9.5). 
Detailed information about the dependence of the YN-systems on several 
HC0BE model parameters is contained in (Na 75). 
IX.3 Results Coupling Constants 
The results for the NN-coupling constants emerging from the fit 
are displayed in table IX.2. 
The results for α and θ are given in table IX.3. In this table 
Ρ a 
also the bare ІШ-coupling constants and the theoretical input 
are given for completeness. So, from table IX.3 one can calculate table « 
IX.2 using SU(3) and mixing relations. 
IX.6 
Pseudo-scalar (0~) 
в і г
 /Αϊ * з.ббооо 
К //ΙπΓ = 3.90533 
g „/A» • 2.>»9б9Т 
Xo 
Vector 
β ρ
/Αΐ . 
β φ
/ Λ Ϊ -
g /л; -
ω 
f /Αϊ -
Ρ 
V""·ж 
(Γ) 
0.83290 
- 0.68299 
3.U6U59 
с.оз^^г 
- o.Uoioo 
2.38698 
Sca lar (0 + ) 
β
δ
/ Λ ΐ - 0.88065 
g уИ^Г « 0.19391 
S 
g / Λ ϊ
 E 5.15566 
ТаЪІе IX.2 
NH-coupling constants searched in the NN-fit. The underlined coupling 
constants g /i/Inï and g / ЛИ are calculated via the SU(3) and mixing 
π φ 
relations: (f.TO), (3.6), (З.Ю), (3.15). 
Pseudo-scalar (0~) 
g
n
 /Αϊ -
g
 η
/Λϊ -
θ • -
Ρ 
α = 
Ρ 
2.1*9696 
h. 29192 
10.ІЮ00 
0.1»571ба) 
Vector ( Г ) 
g. /Air = 1.)»1(2бЗ 
ф 0 
g(i) /Aii = 3.22315 
f / Д 7 » ι .05066 
Ф0 
f / Λ ϊ - 2.l8ol»8 
ω
ο 
θ
ν
 = 35.261*3 
а
е
 « 1 .00000 
а™ = 0.3»Ю01 
Scalar ( 0 + ) 
g
 # / A ï r = 0.98833 
so 
g / / І ^ » 5.06358 
e 0 
θ - 8.89993 a ) 
a
a
 - 0.73639 Ъ ) 
Table IX.3 
Bare NH-coupling constants, mixing angles, and F/(F+D) ratio's. The 
underlined quantities are theoretical input. 
a) searched in YN-fit. 
b) can Ъе calculated from g , g , θ , and g . 
e
 s
» β δ 
IX.7 
In table IX.k we have displayed the NH-coupling constants etc. of 
related vork together with our HCOBE values (column 8) for comparison. 
Ref. 
g 2 A l , 
β
ί
θ Α π 
ξ л, 
( í7g)p 
4 /ь» 
( f / β ) * 
«Ξ А . 
It/eh 
A Air 
g2./»·» 
s 
gZ/bw 
m 
e 
Γ
ε 
«α Ζ
1
» 
m
0 
X 2 / d a t a 
1 
lU.it 
10.2+6 
U.p+0.8 
3.66 
0 
1*. 2+2 
2.5+1.3 
γοο 
1.6+0.1 
1*00 
2»î 
^•тз. 
0.2+2.3 
7.5+·» 
2.5+1 
13.5+1.7 
11*.1+1.5 
613 
3 
IU.26 
2.53 
2.33 
5.18 
10.00 
1.39 
13.9 
783 
>300 
U.2 
1« 
13.8Ц 
13.81 
3.07 
Ц.98 
10.91 
0.293 
2.Ui 
11*.35 
Ώ1 
1*00 
2.0*> 
5 
13.0 
6.0 
6.0 
3.5 
7 . 0 = ) 
i i . . o c ) 
l*.7l* 
1*.63 
500 
2.^ 
6 
IU.U5 
0.86 
0.69 
6.55 
2 0 . 1 * e ) 
0.0 
2.63 
21.1 
735 
7 
11».«· 
8.05 
2.1*2 
1».78 
9.05 
- 0 . 1 
6.8 
700 
1.1* 
1*00 
8 
13.U0 
6.23 
1 5 . 2 5 f ) 
О.69 
6.07 
0 Λ 7 β ) 
0.59 
1 2 . 0 0 e ' 
О.69 
О.78 
o.oi* 
26.58 
760 
61*0 
— 
— 
2.22 
Table IX.U 
Comparison of the HCOBE Ш-coupling constants with literature. 
The underlined numbers are input to the fit. 
a) An additional ( l e i , j ^ - 0 ) - particle with mass 
m = 550 MeV and coupling g Α π = 6.6 + 1.7 is included. 
IX.θ 
b) Only L > 1 waves are included. 
2 2 
c) Fit with constraint g : g, = 2 : 1. 
(ϋ φ 
d) Not compared with the observable data but with the phaseehifte only. 
e) Questioned by the authors. 
f) Via SU(3) from simultaneoue YN - fit. 
g) Constrained via SU(3). 
Heferences !(ΐ).Κδρρ 66: Combined analysis of forward dispersion re­
lations and partial wave amplitudes in Born - approximation. Only pp 
J > 3 waves included. (2). Bugg 6Θ: Forward dispersion relations. Only 
pp J > 3 waves included. (3). Stagat 71: Schrodinger equation with 
regularized OBEP. (U). Bryan 72: Blanckenbeckler - Sugar equation with 
regularized OBE. Quoted values from the analysis including only L > 1 
waves. (5)· Holinde 72: Lippnann-Schwinger equation with "minimal rela­
tivity" and regularized OBEP. (6).Haracz 72: Blanckenbeckler-Sugar 
equation with regularized OBE and TPE. (7). Schierholz 72: Relativistic 
threedimensional integral equation with an OBEP. (Θ). HCOBE of this 
thesis: Schrodinger equation with OBEP and hard cores. 
p 
Our value g /Uw = 13.1*0 is more than 2 standard deviations smaller 
IT 
than the results of the 26 parameter solution of the ITO analysis of the 
Livermore group (McG 69) g Air •« ^kΛ'ì + 0.1*1. More recent determinations 
о *
 —
 2 
indicate that the ρρπ - coupling constant is even higher g /1»π = 15.3 
рртг
0 
(see Sw 7 10. Similarly our value f /Uit « 0.0725 is 2 standard deviations 
away from the preferred value in the irN analyses f /1»π = Ο.ΟθΙ + 2'22? 
(see Pi 73). In the NN-fit especially the D-waves try to depress g , 'if 
whereas the electric quadrupole moment 0_. of the deuteron and the ef­
fective ranges r (pp) and r.(np) do not allow a too small g^ value. 
The depression of g1T by the L > 2 NN-wavee can be explained partially 
о 2 2 
by our approximation g /1*ME -»· g /1*M in the ΟΡΕ-potential and the fact 
IT ÏÏ 
that the higher partial waves have only entries in the phase shift analysis 
at the higher energies (cfr. table II.U). 
For references see (Pi 73). 
IX.9 
Another reason may Ъе that ve do not have a potential with a Sir-tail. 
The ratio gT1/glr = O.
1
*?. in good agreement with the n/ir -ratio 0.U5 + 0.11 
resulting from the data on backward if_p •* ηη and ii~p -»•ir η at 6 GeV/c 
of counter experiments (Bo 70). 
ρ 
The direct p-coupling g /Ηπ = 0.69 is in agreement with the results 
obtained using the assumptions of universal coupling of the ρ to the 
isospin current (Sa 68) and the vector dominance model (VDM) for the 
electromagnetic current. There, numerous estimates (Sa 68) of g all 
2 Ρ 
yield values in the band 0.5 < g Α π i 0.7. Our ratio (f/g) = 6.07 is 
Ρ Ρ 
clearly larger than then VDM-results (f/g)0 = 3-7, a feature we have in 
common with most NN-fits (cfr. table IX.h). Values of about 7 are also 
obtained in *Ν dispersion relations (see Pi 73). 
Both Φ couplings g. and f. are much smaller than the ω couplings. This 
is in agreement with the experimental finding of a backward peak in 
K~p •* Λω and almost no events in the backward hemisphere in K -p •*· Λφ. 
The found α ж о.З'» is about the same as the non-static SU(6) result 
of Sakita and Vali (Sa 65). 
The couplings g and g are mainly determined via their collaboration 
in building up a strong spin-orbit force, which is needed for the sepa­
ration of the NN V
 л 0 - waves, while cancelling largely each others 
central force. The ω meson has been studied in connection with various 
reactions, and it fits, using ideal mixing with Φ, very well in the 
1~nonet. Our g has a realistic value (see NRS 7*» for a detailed dis-
ш 
cussion). 
However the eNN-coupling g is much harder to guess from other work. 
In the literature one finds values in the range 2 ί g /kit « 1*0. About the 
*
 e 
couplings of the δ-,S -, and к mesons even less is known. The true prop­
erties of the scalar mesons are of great theoretical interest and below 
we compare our results with the scalar meson parameters obtained in dis­
persion relations and in several theoretical models. Due to the lack of 
very precise experimental information and theoretical interpretation 
(cfr. section III.2) a variety of different e masses occur in the liter­
ature. 
IX.10 
In the following we consider only information independent of the 
precise e-masв and ε-width and we will use subsequently the values 
m • 760 MeV and Г • 6U0 MeV of tahle III.2 in calculating coupling 
ε ε 
constants. 
First it is interesting to note that Gilman and Harari (Gi 68) found 
in a study of sum rules for meson-meson scattering based on the chiral 
SU(2) χ SU(2) algebra for charges, PCAC, contraints from Regge behaviour 
at high energies, and saturation with the pseudo-scalar (0~)-, scalar (O )-, 
vector (1~)-, and axial (I )-mesone that m -750 MeV and Γ -650 MeV in 
agreement with our values above. Using the Lagrangian density X • g 
2 *) " * 
ε(χ) IT (χ) and the width Γ = 61»0 MeV one finds for the coupling 
ε-Ητιτ 
w 
g /Діт - k.3 m . (9.6) 
εππ π 
Engels (En 70) found in a dispersion analysis of irN backward scattering 
in the narrow width approximation the product 
W W " " <2T.6 • 1.6) .„ (9.7) 
which combined with (9·6) gives g.m./A» » (6.I4 + 0.U). Petersen and 
εΗΗ '
— 
Pisút (Pe 72) studied the ratio's of the second sheet poles for 
HIT •*• m and TT1T •+ ιτττ and determined g „_/g __ * (1.8 + 0.5) m" yielding 
εΜΗ ε IT IT — Ir­
in combination with (9-6) the value g „./A* • (7-7 + 2.2). Both the 
values from (En 70) and (Pe72) are in accordance with that of table IX.2. 
From Adler'β consistency relation (Ad 65) one infers (see Sa 69) that the 
isospin symmetric part of the TN-amplitude at threshold satisfies 
Jl¿ ш о * 0 ( —ö )· In a realization of current commutation relations 
M¿ 
and PCAC by a chiral Lagrangian this threshold behaviour implies that 
the I « 0 contribution from the nucleón pole terms is almost cancelled 
by the ε-pole term. 
•
)
 the width is given by Г ^ - jL g ^ -§ 
m 
ε 
IX. 11 
Assuming this cancellation to be exact in the Gell-Mann-Levy o-model, 
taking the renormalization of the axia] 
one has the relation (Ge 60, We 67) 
l current vertex into account, 
*) 
2 _ 2 
and geitir/A7 - (GV/GA) . Í^JJjL . ^ и п ; , 6.7 ^ . (9.8b) 
In a chiral system containing the w, ε, ρ, and A. mesons thus the Δ(1236) 
and a P. -isobar, using the results of Weinberg, one finds 
(Pa 72) a factor »^difference with the former values:*? —./і^йг я 6.1 and 
g /ι/ΙΓπ = Ц. m . Again these values are in the neighbourhood of our 
ειτιτ if 
used g and fitted g __. 
cirif εΝΗ 
Trom broken scale invariance (see Ca 71 for discussion and references) 
one finds from partial conservation of the dilatation current (PCDC), 
assuming ε-dominance the ratio (El 70) 
ir™ • » β 1 · ( 9 · 9 ) 
Our values do not satisfy (9-9). For the left hand side we have 2.68. 
Engels (En 70) and Petersen and Pisút (Pe 72) have (2.32 + 0.20) and 
(З.99 + L I U ) . These results all indicate that the t-dominance assump­
tion is not correct. 
The scalar mixing angle
 в
 = (8.90 + 1.1»9)0 found in the YN-fit 
suggests that the NN- and ΥΠ-data indicate that the ε is almost a pure 
SU(3) singlet. In our analysis we traced that θ is rather insensitive 
to the ε parameters, keeping в £ / т
е
 fixed, and the K-mass (see NHS 73Ъ). 
As already indicated at the end of section III.2 a small mixing leads 
via the G-M-0 formula to m =1 GeV/c . 
>) 
In the following we use the pion-nucleon coupling constant from our 
fit in table IX.2 β,^/^» • 3.66. 
IX.12 
A small angle θ ie compatible with the quark-model and the ratio of 
*
 s 
the ε and S іит-decay modes. From the fact that the ππ-system does not 
couple to the strange λ quarks one finds using the wave functions (3.12) 
and a mixing angle θ : 
р(
 в
) 
Κ
ετπΓ 
S ir* 
Itan (55° + θ.)I (9.10) 
giving Η(θ ) « 1.ІЦ, 2.1U, 3.8T, and 11.U3 for θ,, » 0°, 10°, 20° and 30° 
s s 
respect ive ly . Then 
2 
г
 +,JT· ' ì r 1 - · - | - R 2 ( e H ) я 1-5 н^ ) . (9.11) 
S ππ ε 
Experimentally Γ
ε4.π_/
Γ
 « — Ю , indicating that R ~2.5, which is 
compatible with mixing angles θ ~ 10 . Carmthers derives from broken 
scale invariance θ —35° (ca TO) in conflict with our finding. 
However, so far we have not discussed the sign ambiguity of the 
Ml-couplings gij™ and g » .In discussing this ambiguity let us fix 
for a moment о . Then we find the mixing angles of table IX.5. 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
gfiNN 
+ 0.88 
+ 0.88 
- 0.88 
- 0.88 
Vira 
+ 0.19 
- 0.19 
+ 0.19 
- 0.19 
θ 
s 
8.8° 
15° 
19° 
22° 
α 
θ 
0.1h 
0.81 
- о.бт 
- 0.61 
β
ΛΕδ 
0.2Т 
0.19 
- 1.69 
- 1.61» 
Β
ΛΛε 
It .96 
Ц.81 
5.10 
5.11 
Ηΐΐ. 
5.θ·» 
U.91 
ι».09 
3.89 
Table IX.5 
Sign ambiguities in the scalar couplings. 
2 2 
In table IX.5 a
a
 is euch that the g j—. and g * in cases II - IV are 
the same as in case I. 8 is fixed such as to give the experimental 
capture ratio r_. Case III and IV are ruled out by the cross sections 
for Ε ρ -»· Σ_ρ and Λρ -* Лр. 
IX.13 
This is reflected in the large differences between the g „„-couplings 
in table IX.5. Still cases III and IV could be acceptable if we change 
α such that θ (III ) and θ (IV) become smaller. It turns out that in 
ρ s s 
this case о goes down. For mixing angles θ = 0 we find α (ill) = O.UI 
ρ s ρ 
and о (IV) = 0.1*2 in order to fit r,,. Which of the cases I - IV is 
Ρ « 
favourable needs further investigation. All calculations reported fur-
theron are done with the choice I. 
CHAPTER Χ 
RESULTS Ш-CHANTÍELS 
The results for the nuclear Ъаг phase shifts (for a definition 
see (8.53)) are listed in table X.I. 
T. .(MeV) 25 50 95 № 210 330 
«<
1s0) 
e (
^ o J 
6(4) 
« ( ^ ) 
« ( ^ ] 
' ι 
6(4] 
в(Чз 
6( ) 
6 ( 3 Р 2 3 
52 
β(4 
в(
 3 ] 
«(^з 
é ( 3 D 3 
эЗ 
s(\ 
6 ( 4 
6 ( 4 
6 ( 4 
£k 
6(4 
Í ( 4 
6(4 
6(4 
1»9.20 
8.61 
- 5 . T I 
- í t .76 
79.72 
1.97 
-2 .79 
0.6U 
3.72 
2.38 
-0 .78 
0.10 
-O.Ul 
) - 0 . 2 2 
) 0.06 
0.51* 
) -0 .05 
) O.Ol» 
) 0.17 
) 0.02 
-0 .05 
) 0.00 
) - 0 . 01 
) - 0 .03 
) - 0 . 01 
39.2U 
11.81 
-8 .06 
-8 .00 
61.38 
2.51* 
- 6 . lil» 
1.60 
9.18 
5-69 
-1 .70 
0.32 
-1 .11 
-0 .66 
0.1»0 
1.59 
-0 .26 
O.Ul 
0.71 
0.10 
-0 .18 
0.02 
-0 .05 
-0 .16 
-0 .08 
25-92 
10.39 
-10.37 
-12.11» 
I12.72 
З.ЗІ1 
- I I . 7 8 
3.53 
17.80 
10.51· 
- 2 . 7 0 
0.71I 
- 2 . 0 6 
-1.1»3 
LT»» 
3.32 
-O.85 
О.36 
2.00 
0.39 
-O.I19 
0.09 
-0.15 
-0.І І9 
- 0 . 2 7 
15.37 
5-95 
-I2.I15 
-15.61· 
30.02 
ІІ.30 
- 1 5 . 9 2 
5.67 
2ІІ.10 
І З . 6 9 
- 3 . 0 9 
I .09 
-2.67 
-2.O6 
3.63 
ІІ.69 
- 1 . 6 2 
O.60 
З.ІіО 
O.85 
- 0 . 7 9 
0.19 
-0.2І І 
-O.82 
-0.І І9 
3.33 
- L i t o 
-15.6ІІ 
-20.13 
16.85 
5.9b 
-20.11 
8.50 
28.96 
15.92 
- 2 . 9 8 
1.38 
- 3 . 1 8 
-2.71» 
6.33 
6.01 
- 2 . 7 9 
0.96 
5.33 
1.69 
- 1 . 1 6 
0.33 
- 0 . 2 5 
- 1 . 2 1 
-0.79 
-12.92 
-13.62 
-21.51 
-27.05 
0.75 
9.I17 
-23.99 
11.66 
30.35 
16.65 
-2.05 
1.12 
-З.7І1 
- 3 . 6 2 
9.1*1 
7.17 
-I1.62 
1.7I1 
8.39 
З.ЗІ· 
-1.61» 
0.58 
O.06 
-1.66 
-1.23 
X2/data 1.01 I.98 1.1»2 2.83 3.1»0 2.22 
Table Х.1. 
HCOBE nuclear bar phase shifts in degrees. 
χ 
го 
300 
TubtHeV] 
Fig. X.I 1S0(pp) and ^ ^ n p ) 
nuclear bar phase shifts 
Fig. X.2 ^Pjipp) (J=0,1,2) 
nuclear bar phase shifts 
300 
Т
І а
ь[Ме ] 
χ 
ы 
Fig. Х.З e^np) and P^np) 
nuclear bar phase shifts 
Fig. X.I* DjUp) (J=1,2,3) 
nuclear Ъаг phase shifts 
300 
Fig. Χ.5 ε 3 ( η ρ ) , Eijípp) and F (ηρ) 
nuclear bar phase s h i f t s 
300 
Fift. X.6 V^pp) (J=2,3,'») 
nuclear Ъаг phase shifts 
Χ.5 
12° -
ο· 
-Ι* 
-
/\ 
' - . / 
_ \ Γ ^ 
β ΐ ' ο , ι ^ 
/ Ι 
ι •— 
^ 
100 200 300 
Fig. Χ.Τ ε2(ρρ) and D?(pp) nuclear bar phase shifts 
These model phases are also depicted in fig. X.I - fig. χ.7 together 
with the Livermore phases of table II.k. The 1S , 3 P ... are 
3 1 0 1.2,3 
pp-phases and the S ^ P 1, ... are np-phases. The fit to the Liver-
more phases is quite satisfatory. In fact ve obtained for the 1128 
data used in the Livermore analysis up to 330 MeV a chi-squared per 
data point:
 x
2/data = 2.22 (see table IX. 1», where also the x2/data 
for the individual energies are given). This fit is as good as those 
with the best phenomenological potentials (Re 68, Br 69). Comparing 
the tables χ.ι and II.U shows that the only phase which badly fits 
is the 0. at the high energies. 
In table X.2 are given the low energy phases for Τ ¿ 30 MeV. 
1 lab 
For the S 0 both the pp- and np-phases are shown. Very useful global 
information about the NH-potential is contained in the low energy 
LC " * h?' » a n d Li£ combinations of the nuclear bar phases (Si 69). 
These phases are shown in table X.3. 
T.
 v
(MeV) 1 1» Τ 10 13 16 19 22 25 30 
Чей'"*' ' 
«/ пр 
δ( 3 Ρ 0 ) 
ί ί
1 ? , ) 
β ί
3 ? , ) 
«(^,) 
= ! 
«(Ь,) 
etbg) 
6(\) 
6(\) 
e 2 
«(%) 
в(
 3 ) 
б(\) 
j 
ε 3 
6 ( 3 G J 
56. ОТ 
33.01 
0.13 
-0.1Э 
- 0 . 0 8 
1І*Т.58 
0.11 
- 0 . 0 1 
0.00 
0.01 
0.01 
- 0 . 0 0 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 
0.00 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 0 
60.71 
5lt.05 
1.12 
- 1 . 1 0 
-0.6U 
122.59 
0.56 
-0.11 
0.02 
0.1І» 
0.1U 
-0.03 
0.00 
-0.01 
- 0 . 0 0 
0.00 
0.01 
- 0 . 0 0 
59.35 
56.19 
2.38 
-2.0U 
- 1 . 3 1 
110.31 
0.93 
-0.35 
0.08 
о.і»з 
0.35 
- 0 . 1 0 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 3 
- 0 . 0 1 
0.00 
0.03 
- 0 . 0 0 
57.50 
55.TT 
3.65 
- 2 . 8 7 
- 1 . 9 т 
102.07 
1.21 
- 0 . 6 7 
0.15 
0.81» 
0.61 
- 0 . 1 9 
0.01 
- 0 . 0 6 
-о.оз 
0.01 
0.08 
- 0 . 0 0 
55.63 
51», 66 
1».86 
-з.бо 
- 2 . 6 0 
95.81» 
1.1»3 
- 1 . 0 5 
0.21» 
1.33 
0.92 
-о.зо 
0.02 
-0.12 
-о.об 
0.01 
0.15 
- 0 . 0 1 
53.81» 
53.31» 
5-96 
-U.21» 
- 3 . 2 0 
90.82 
1.61 
-1.1»6 
0.33 
1.88 
1.26 
-О. і і і 
O.OU 
-0.18 
-0.09 
0.02 
0.23 
- 0 . 0 2 
52.Il» 
51.95 
6.96 
- l t . 79 
-3.75 
86.60 
1.75 
- І . 8 9 
0.1*3 
2.U7 
1.62 
-0.53 
0.06 
-0.25 
-0.13 
0.03 
0.33 
-0.03 
50.53 
50.56 
7.81* 
- 5 . 2 8 
-U.2T 
82.95 
1.87 
-2.31» 
0.5І»· 
З.о 
1.99 
- 0 . 6 6 
0.08 
- 0 . 3 3 
- 0 . 1 7 
O.Ol» 
о.і»з 
-O.Ol» 
1»9.01 
І»9.20 
8.61 
- 5 . 7 1 
-»..76 
79-72 
1.97 
- 2 . 7 9 
0.61» 
3.72 
2.38 
-0.78 
0.10 
- о . і и 
- 0 . 2 2 
о.об 
0.51* 
-0.05 
U6.62 
1»7.00 
9.67 
-6.33 
-5.51 
75.Ol» 
2.12 
-3.5U 
0.83 
U.80 
З.ОІ» 
-О.98 
о . і і * 
-0.55 
- 0 . 3 0 
0.10 
0.71» 
- 0 . 0 8 
Table Х.2 
НСОВЕ low energy nuclear bar phase shifts in decrees. 
χ.τ 
w«
,> 
\ 
ъ 
^ 
Ъ 
Ν 
ч. 
^ 
Ν 4. 
5 
o.ooU 
-О.ІЮ5 
0.0U3 
0 .037 
0 . 0 9 5 
0 . 0 0 9 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 0 
10 
0 .089 
- 0 . 9 6 1 
0.11»0 
0.1U9 
0 .362 
0 . 0 3 2 
- 0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 1 1 
- 0 . 0 0 0 
15 
0 . 2 5 7 
-1.1*83 
0 . 2 9 2 
0 .307 
0 . 7 2 2 
0.061 
- 0 . 0 1 6 
- 0 . 0 3 0 
- 0 . 0 0 0 
T a b l e Χ 
20 
0.U65 
- 1 . 9 Г 
0.1*96 
0.1» 96 
1.131 
0 .091 
- 0 . 0 2 7 
- 0 . 0 5 6 
0 . 0 0 0 
. 3 
25 
0 . 6 9 2 
- 2 . 3 5 1 
0.71*5 
0 . 7 0 9 
1.565 
0 . 1 2 3 
-0.01*1 
- 0 . 0 8 7 
0 . 0 0 0 
30 
0 .926 
- 2 . 7 0 2 
1.031 
0 . 9 3 8 
2 . 0 0 8 
0 . 1 5 5 
-0.051* 
- 0 . 1 2 1 
0 . 0 0 1 
? 3 λ 
HCOBE -Ъ
с
, І^, and L ^ phase shifts in degrees for L * 1,2,3. 
We note that in a careful analysis of the very low energy region a 
more refined calculation is necessary,including the IT— - ir mass differ-
0 . . 3 
enee, it - η mixing etc. Nevertheless it appears that our P. - phases 
agree with those of a recent analysis by the Kyoto group (lm 7I*, see 
also Sw 71*). 
Table X.l* shows the results for the low energy parameters a, r, 
and P. For comparison also the experimental values are included (cfr. 
with table II.3). In calculating table X.h we have made an effective 
range expansion (8.25) for the <J - 1, I | K J J - 1,1> - matrix element 
3 3 3 3_ in case of the coupled S 1 - D ^ and Ρ - "T 2 systems, and not for 
the eigen phases. We see from table X.l» that r( S„) is too small. 
0 pp 
As already discussed in section IX.3 this can be understood as a re­
sult of our low g -value and perhaps of the omission of a potential 
IT 
with a 2TT-tail. 
In table X.5 the deuteron results are given. For a definition of 
the quantities in table X.5 see section VIII.k. The electric auadrupole 
moment Q_ is too small. 
Χ.θ 
,(exp) .(exp) 
-7.837 
5.UU3 
-2.990 
Ι.82Ο 
-0.279 
2.608 
2.686 
1.788 
3.»(67 
-7.522 
U.335 
-6.538 
-0.035 
0.010 
о.ооб 
0.001 
0.013 
0.002 
-J.Slb ± O.OOl* 2.830 ± 0.017 
5.U25 ± О.ООІ* 1 .763 ± 0.005 
2.6 + 2.0 1*.3 i 2.0 
2.8 + 1.3 -9.0 ¿ 1.0 
-0.U5 + 0.28 15. + 10. 
Table Χ Л 
Comparison of the HCOBE NN low energy parameters with experiment. For 
the experimental values and the corresponding references see table 
II.3. The underlined quantities are used in the fit. 
EB 
α 
ί 
л 
Р(-Е
в
,-Е
в
) 
% 
PD 
Model 
2.22U6!»U MeV 
О.2ЗІ61 fta"1 
O.7917I» 
O.02525 
I.79158 ftn 
O.275I1» ftn2 
6.10 f 
Experiment 
2.22U6UI* 
+ O.OOOOU6 MeV a ^ 
I.756 + O.OO6 Ъ^ 
О.2875+О.ОО2 ' 
Table X.5 
Comparison of the HCOBE deuteron parameters with experiment. 
E (and so a) is fixed at the experimental value through the core χ 
В t 
a) ref. (Mo 72), b) ref. (Ho 71), c) ref. (Re 72). 
Χ.9 
Again, this can be ascribed to our small к^ etc. In table X.6 the 
deuteron wave functions u(r) and w(r) are shovn. They are drawn in 
fig. X.8 together with Reid's hard core wave functions (Re 68). The 
agreement is good. Finally in fig. X.9ft and X.9b we have drawn for 
1 3 
comparison our S-(pp) and S (np) potentials together with the cor­
responding Reid hard core potentials (Re 68). 
r[fm] 
0.51073 
О.60365 
О.7037І 
О.80378 
О.9038І4 
І.ООЗ9І 
1.10397 
1.20Uolt 
1.30ІИ0 
1.U0U17 
1.50U23 
1.60U29 
1.70U36 
1.80UU2 
1.90Ц149 
2.00U55 
2.20lt68 
2.1t0l»8l 
2.60lt9l» 
2.80507 
u ( r ) 
0.0 
0.10U70 
0.20710 
0.29300 
0.36ll»U 
0. »H 1*12 
O.U5350 
0.1»820U 
0.50197 
О.51512 
О.52298 
0.526lk 
О.527З2 
0.525b5 
O.5217I 
О.51652 
0.50312 
O.U872O 
0.1*6993 
0.1» 5207 
w ( r ) 
0.0 
0.06293 
0.10806 
0.13655 
0.15522 
0.167U1 
0.171*81* 
O.I7861 
0.17953 
О.17828 
о.пзьо 
0.17133 
0.1661*2 
0.16096 
0.15511* 
0.1І*91І* 
0.1370»* 
0.12529 
0.111*22 
0.10397 
r [ita] 
З.ОО52О 
З.205ЗЗ 
ЗЛозЬб 
3.60559 
3.80572 
1*. 00585 
1*.1*9187 
5.0061*9 
5.1*9252 
6.00711* 
6.52176 
7.03638 
7.1*938l 
8.0081*3 
8.52305 
9.03767 
10.00973 
11.03896 
12.01102 
13.01*025 
u ( r ) 
0.1»ЗІ»0б 
0.1*1622 
0.39871 
О.38166 
О.З651З 
0.31*917 
О.ЗІ287 
O.27820 
0.21.881* 
0.22102 
O.I9627 
0.171*26 
О.15677 
О.ІЗ917 
0.12351* 
0.10966 
О.О8756 
О.О69ОО 
O.O5508 
о.оі»зі»о 
w ( r ) 
0.091*58 
O.0860I» 
0.07831 
О.О71ЗЗ 
О.06503 
0.05935 
0.01*777 
0.03826 
0.03126 
0.0251*U 
O.02085 
O.OI721 
O.OIU58 
0.01217 
0.01020 
О.ОО86О 
О.ОО628 
O.OOU56 
0.0031*0 
0.00251 
Table X.6 
НС0ВЕ deuteron wave functions in fin . u and w are the wave functions 
3 3 for S. and D respectively (see section VIII. 1* for definitions). 
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CHAPTER XI 
RESULTS YN-CHANNELS 
XI.1 YN-fit 
In this chapter ve give the results for the YN-channels for the 
2 . . . 
best fit point of the χ -search on the YW-data described in section 
IX.1. The p-wave hard core χ is determined by the E"p-angular distri-
P 
butions. The d- and higher waves are calculated using the xJ core 
of the NH-analysis. In table XI.1 ve compare the theoretical HCOBE 
results vith the experimental input data. The fit is excellent, having 
a total ehi-squared χ 2 = 21.3 for 35 data. In fig. XI.1 - fig. XI.5 
the fitted Ε ρ -»-Γ ρ, Γ~ρ ·* Σ~ρ, Σ η, Λη cross sections are shovn to­
gether vith the experimental data. 
In the next sections of this chapter we display results for I p-, 
ΛΝ-, and Σ~ρ - scattering. The errors are statistically only. These errors 
2 . . . 
are calculated from the χ -surface described by the covariance matrix 
(9. 3 ). In the discussion we mention the main points only. For more de­
tails see (Sw 71) and(NRS 73a). The considered range of momenta of the 
beam particles (Λ or Σ -) is: 0 < p. < 1000 MeV/c, which corresponds 
beam 
to the energy range of the fitted NN-data. 
Table XI.1 : 
Comparison of the experimental and theoretical values for the selected 
set of 35 best YN-data used in the fit. For the Λρ - and Σ"ρ - channels 
p1 stands for the laboratory momentum of the Λ and Σ" particles re­
spectively. The theoretical cross sections are calculated for the central 
momentum of the experimental bin for the best fit point. 
a) The capture ratio at rest is determined by (Sw 62) 
- σ (Σ~ΐΗ·Σ0η) - σ. (Σ~ΐΗ·Σ0η) 
_ _ J s з Χ 
r R " тг , „ - . χ . ,_- . о , + τ σ (Σ_ρ*·Λη) + σ
β
(Σ~ρ*Σ0η) ч σ. (Σ~ρ*·Λη) + σ. (Σ~ρ*Σ η) 
S S u t 
Λρ: r é f . (A l 68) χ 2 . 3.8 
Р 1 а Ъ [ м е /с] % x p [ m b ] ajjb] 
ll»5 + 25 180 + 22 212.2 
185 + 15 130 + 17 lUS·1» 
210 + 10 118 + 16 llll.l» 
230 + 10 101 + 12 Э1».!» 
250 + 1 0 83 + 13 78.0 
290 + 30 5 7 + 9 53.1* 
l*p : r e f . ( E i 7 1 ) X 2 » 0 . 2 
p. . [Ме /с] co8(rain) еов(тах) " p x , , ^ ] a t h [ m t ] 
11*5 + 5 -O.25 0.31 123 + 62 IOU.5 
155 + 5 - 0 . 3 5 0.39 ιοί* + 30 96.1 
165 + 5 -0.1*2 O.I16 92 + 18 8 9 . 2 
175 + 5 -0.1*9 0.52 81 + 12 83.1 
r"p + Σ 0 η : r e f . (En 66) χ 2 = 6.0 
Р 1 й Ъ [ М е /с] σ β χ ρ Μ o t h [ m b ] 
110 + 5 396 + 91 196.9 
120 + 5 159 i 1*3 172.9 
130 + 5 157 + 31» 15·».1 
il»0 + 5 125 + 25 139.1 
150 + 5 111 i 19 127.2 
160 + 5 i i 5 i 16 117.6 
Λρ : r e f . ( Sec 68) χ 2 = 2 . 2 
р 1 а ъ [ м е /с] а е х р [ ш ъ ] a t h [ m b ] 
135 •. 15 209 1 58 232.8 
165 + 15 177 + 38 175.9 
1 9 5 + 1 5 1 5 3 + 2 7 132.1 
225 + 15 m + 18 99·1 
255 + 1 5 87 + 13 7U.3 
300 + 3 0 1 * 6 + 1 1 1*8.6 
r"p + Σ"ρ : r é f . (Ei 71) Χ 2 « 2.3 
Р 1 а Ъ [ м е /с] cosdnin) eosdnex) σ [mb] " ^ [ " " ^ 
11*2.5 + 2.5 - 0 . 2 2 0.28 152 + 38 11*6.8 
1 U 7 . 5 Í . 2 . 5 -0 .27 0.32 1U6 + 30 139.U 
1 5 2 . 5 + 2 . 5 - 0 . 3 2 0.37 1U2 + 25 133.0 
157.5 + 2.5 -О.Зб 0.1*1 16I* + 32 127.1 
162.5 + 2.5 -o.ito ο.ι*ι» 138 + 19 121.3 
167.5 + 2.5 -0.1*1* o.U8 1 1 3 + 1 6 116.U 
Σ"ρ + Λη : ref. (En 66) χ2 - 6.2 
Р 1 а Ъ [ М е /с] a e x p [ « b ] a.Jmb] 
1 1 0 + 5 171» + 1*7 21*7.7 
120 + 5 178 + 39 212.7 
130 + 5 lUo + 28 185.2 
1U0 + 5 161* + 25 163.1* 
150 + 5 1U7 + 19 11*5.9 
160 + 5 12І* + 11* 131.6 
r**
5
 » O.U689 + 0.0103: а егвде from (He 68) and (St 70) r*h • 0.U76 χ 2 « 0.6 a 
Η *" π 
Table XI.1 
a[mb] 
300 
Лр—••Лр 
^ Rehovot -Heidelberg (Al6Θ) 
н^ч Maryland (Sec 68) 
200 
Χ τ 
Χ 
ктг-
I !• 
\ 
^ 
100 1 > : 5 
= * 
4 
χ 
Η 
Ui 
100 150 200 250 300 
РдІМе /с] 
Fig. χι.ι Λρ elastic total cross sections for the lowest overall X compared with the Лр data. 
o[mb] 
ρ +[MeV/c] 
Fifr. XI.2 Calculated Γ ρ total cross 
2 
sections for lowest overall X compared 
with the experimental values (Ei 71)· 
o[mb]-
200 
150 
100 
SO 
Σ-ρ—Σ ρ 
130 lio 160 160 170 
Р
г
-[Ме /с] 
Fiß. XI.3 Calculated Σ ρ elastic total cross 
2 
sections for the lowest overall X compared 
with the experimental data (Ei 71)· 
o[mb] 
110 120 130 UO 160 160 
Pj-.tMeV/c] 
Fig. XI.1* Calculated Σ ρ ->· Λη t o t a l cross 
2 
sect ions for lowest overal l X compared 
v i th the data (En 66). 
r[mb] 
1.00 
300 
Σ-ρ-Σ
0
η 
200 
M 
UI 
100 Р-Ь 
_ι_ 
_L J - _ l _ 
110 120 130 КО 160 160 
ρ [ме /с] 
Fig. XI.5 Calculated Σ ρ -»-Σ η total cross 
2 
sections for lowest overall X compared 
with the experimental values (En 66). 
XI. 6 
XI.2 E p-scattering 
The scattering lengths and effective ranges 
a
c
 * _ 3 Λ 5 + 0.36 fm r C = З.65 + 0.21 
s
 — 3 
fin 
a
C
 « 0.39 + 0.01 fm г^ - - 5-50 1 0.35 fm 
t — ъ 
(11.1) 
vhere the superscript с denotes the presence of the Coulomb potential. 
The subscripts s and t геГег to the spin singlet and triplet respective­
ly, a notation used also in chapter II. In case that the Coulomb potential 
is absent, like in £~n-scatterinR, we obtain 
* - k.2k + О.62 fm r = З. З + 0.23 fm 
— s "~ 
ι = 0.З6 + 0.01 fm r. = - U.56 + 0.32 fm 
t — ь 
S 
a, (11.2) 
da 
dcose 
100 
[mb] 
60 
10 
20 
-1.0 
ρ + = 170 MeV/c 
J I I L 
-0.6 -0.2 0.2 06 10 
cose 
Fig. XI.6 Calculated Σ ρ differential cross sections compared with 
the data of the Heidelberg group (Ei 71)· 
XI.τ 
The derivatives v.r.t. the 5 free HCOBE parameters are given in 
table XI.2. 
с 
a 
s 
с 
г 
s 
a 
s 
r 
s 
r^- 62.U0 U0.06 Ю Т . ko Π.ΟΙ 
Эх 
8 
з!" 16.12 9.10 27.79 10.09 
s 
Э/Эа
р
 -5.02 -0.83 -8.20 -0.69 
Э/Э 3.11 0.U3 5.28 2.11 
β 
С С 
a t r t a t r t 
3/3xt 1.08 29.hU 0.95 21.29 
Э/Эа O.Ol» -21».92 0.02 -IU.IO 
Ρ 
Э/Э
 а
 0.39 9.29 0.3U 3.1»5 
Table XI.2. 
+ Derivatives of Σ ρ s-wave scattering lengths and effective ranges w.r.t. 
the free HCOBE parameters at the best fit point. 
The p-wave scattering lengths and effective ranges are given in table 
3 ? 
XI.3. Similarly to the Ρ (pp) case we have subtracted the OPEC P„ -
phase shift in the effective range formula (see Sh 70). 
ip 3 3 3 
1 0 r1 r2 
a
c
 -2.71* -2.39 1Λ6 -0.25 
r
c
 0.98 U.55 -9.Ы 7.00 
Table XI.3. 
+ 
Σ ρ p-vave low energy parameters 
XI.8 
Comparing the Τ'ί Σ ρ) parameters of table XI.3 with the P(pp) of 
table Χ Λ shows that they are of the same size and sign, as one ex­
pects from near SU(3) symmetry. 
In table XI.k the nuclear bar phaseshifts for Σ ρ are given, as pre­
dicted by the HCOBE-model. In this table are also spin singlet-triplet 
transitions included. The mixing angles in this special case are de­
noted by p's in order to distinguish them from the ε'β. In fig. XI.6 
the differential Σ p-cross section is drawn together with the experi­
mental distribution from (Ei 71)· In table XI.6 the S-wave and total 
nuclear cross sections are given for 50 < ρ .(lab) < 1000 MeV/c. 
Σ
 . 1 From table XI.h one sees that we have resonating P. wave with a phase 
1
 1 
shift staying large over the whole energy range. Remember that this P.. 
is largely determined by the fit to the Σ-ρ - angular distribution. 
However, the latter distributions are not known very well and so we can 
change easily χ such that the P. resonance disappears and still keeping 
acceptable ¡TT3 - angular distributions. Measurements of j ρ total cross 
sections above ρ . * 300 MeV/c would give a test of the Ρ,(Σ ρ) wave in 
Ζ
 1 
this model. 
In table XI.5 contributions to the angular distributions are shown 
for ρ
 +
(lab) « 170 MeV/c. We note that the Coulomb interference, which 
is almost entirely S-wave interference, is destructive for singlet waves 
and constructive for the triplet waves. In total we have destructive 
Coulomb interference (see table XI.5). However, apart from the forward 
Coulomb peak, the shape of the angular distribution is determined es­
sentially by S 0 - Ρ interference (see table П . 5 ) . Therefore from 
the experimental angular distributions one cannot draw any conclusion 
about the S-wave Coulomb interference. 
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c o s θ 
- 1 . 0 
- 0 . 8 
- 0 . 6 
-o.i» 
- 0 . 2 
0 . 0 
0 . 2 
0.1» 
0 . 6 
0 . 8 
0 . 9 
Ч 
1».20 
Ι».20 
1».20 
1».20 
U.20 
U.20 
1».20 
1».20 
1».20 
U.20 
1».20 
' = 0 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
3 6 . 6 6 
\ 
1 5 . 6 0 
9-99 
5 . 6 2 
2 . 5 0 
0 . 6 2 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 6 2 
2 . 5 0 
5 . 6 2 
9-99 
1 5 . 6 0 
3 S - 3 Р 
р
о 
1.1*2 
1.13 
0 . 8 5 
0 .57 
0 . 2 8 
0 . 0 0 
- 0 . 2 8 
- 0 . 5 7 
- 0 . 8 5 
- 1 . 1 3 
-1.1+2 
\ - \ 
- 2 . 3 7 
- 1 . 9 0 
-1.1»2 
- 0 . 9 5 
-0.1»7 
0 . 0 0 
0.1»? 
0 . 9 5 
1.1»2 
1.90 
2 .37 
3 S - 3 Р 2 
1.1»1» 
1 . 1 6 
0.87 
0 .58 
0 . 2 9 
0 . 0 0 
- 0 . 2 9 
- 0 . 5 8 
- 0 . 8 7 
- 1 . 1 6 
-1.1»1» 
' s -
1
Р 1 
-1»1».2б 
- 3 5 . Ы 
- 2 6 . 5 6 
- 1 7 . 7 1 
- 8 . 8 5 
0 . 0 0 
8 . 8 5 
17.71 
2 6 . 5 6 
35Л\ 
kk.26 
Coul 
0 . 2 9 
0 . 3 5 
0.1»5 
0 . 5 9 
0 . 8 0 
1.15 
1.79 
3 . 1 9 
7 .17 
2 8 . 6 7 
i l l* .69 
( C I F )
a 
- 0 . 5 8 
- 1 . 1 1 
- 1 . 7 8 
-2.61» 
- 3 . 8 ο 
-5.1*2 
- 7 . 8 6 
- 1 1 . 9 6 
- 2 0 . 2 2 
- U 5 . 2 8 
-95-95 
( C I F ) t 
2.01 
2 . 2 0 
2.1*5 
2 . 7 6 
3 . 1 8 
3 . 7 6 
і».бз 
6 .07 
8 . 9 5 
17.50 
31*. 39 
T o t a l 
17.27 
19.76 
23.1*1* 
2 8 . 2 8 
3l*.27 
1*1.37 
bp . s i 
58.61 
6 8 . 8 8 
8 6 . 8 6 
11*6.08 
ТаЪІе XI.5 
Dominant contributions to [тЪІ for Ι ρ ->· Σ ρ, ρ (lab) = 170 MeV/c. 
Column headings with tvo partial waves denote interference terms. (CIF) 
and (CIF). denote Coulomb interference with the singlet and triplet waves 
respectively. 
XI. 11 
ν 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
ι»οο 
І4 50 
500 
aS 
133.0 
152.θ 
99.6 
62.7 
U1.7 
30.0 
23.1* 
19.Β 
17.9 
17.0 
"Tot 
133.1 
15k. 1 
106.6 
87.0 
109.5 
156.3 
Ι67.7 
IU5.U 
120.7 
ΙΟ2Λ 
Table 
V 
550 
600 
650 
700 
750 
800 
850 
900 
950 
1000 
XI.6 
σ3 
16.7 
16.7 
16.8 
17.0 
17.2 
17. h 
17.5 
17.6 
17.6 
17.6 
"Tot 
89.I 
79.1* 
72.0 
66.3 
61.6 
57.7 
51». и 
51.5 
1*8.9 
1*7.5 
Σ ρ elastic s-wave and total cross sections 
XI.3 ΛΝ-scattering 
In ATI the SU(2) breaking electromaRnetic interactions dis­
tinguish between the Λρ and Λη channels. Especially the CSB-po-
tential (see section II.ЗА) separates the Λρ and An low energy 
parameters. The НС0ВЕ s-wave scattering lengths and effective 
ranges for Λρ are: 
a^ = - 2.2І* + 0.86 fin r P = 3.36 + 0.63 fta 
βζ = - 1.95 + 0.23 fa r£ = 3.1*1 + 0.23 fm . (11.3) 
For Λη we predict 
a" = - 2.62 + I.06 fm r n = 3.25 + 0.60 fm 
s — s — 
a" = - 1.76 + 0.20 fm r" = 3.55 + 0.21» fm . (II.I*) 
XI.12 
Suppressing the CSB-potential in Λρ ve find 
a = - 2.1*3 + 0.95 fm r. = 3.30 + 0.60 fm 
s — t — 
a = - 1.87 + 0.22 fm r t = 3.h6 + Q.2h fa . (11.5) 
1 3 
In (11.3) - (11.5) the subscripts в and t refer to S 0 and S^ The 
superscripts ρ and η to Λρ and An. The Λρ and Λη low energy parameters 
in (11.3) and (11.1*) agree very veil with the results of the S-shell 
hypernucleii analysis given in table II.7. The scattering lengths agree 
also with earlier analyses using models containing uncorrelated tvo-
pion-exchange (TPE) and no scalar mesons (Sv 71, Fa 69, NRS 71, NRS 72). 
Compared with these TPE-models the HCOBE-model has larger effective 
ranges (see also NRS 72). The correlations between a and r vhen ve 
vary the cores is different from those in the TPE-models. This can be 
о 
seen clearly in the X -mapping of the Λρ scattering lengths in (Sv 71 » 
ρ 
fig.9 ). Our best fit point with X = 3.8 w.r.t the 6 Rehovot-Heidelberg 
data (Al 68) is outside the X 2 - 10.5 bound of (Sw 71). The НС0ВЕ ΛΝ 
effective ranges are larger than those of the previous models, which 
presumably implies that the НС0ВЕ potential gives about the correct 
3 binding energy of the hypertriton .Η . In fact recently, Gibson and 
Lehman (Gi 7!*), used the low energy parameters of our previous models 
(NHS 72) in a calculation of В
Л
(
Л
Н ). They found for model В of (NRS 72) 
В = 0.28 MeV for the central values of the low energy parameters. It 
also appeared that they could obtain the experimental value (see table 
II.5) Вд(ехр) = 0.13 ± 0.05 easily by an increase of especially r 
within the quoted errors of (NRS 72). The charge independent scattering 
lengths (II.5) satisfy [a | > |a.| shoving a stronger force in the 
S ъ 
singlet than in the triplet vhich is compatible vith the spin of the 
•a 
hypertriton: J(.H ) = 1/2 (cfr. section II.ЗА). The derivatives of the 
lov energy parameters v.r.t the 5 free НС0ВЕ parameters are given in 
table XI.7- In table XI.8 the Λρ nuclear bar phaseshifts are given be­
low the first inelastic Лр-threshold (Λρ -»· Σ η). 
XI.13 
Э/
Э
х
д 
s 
Э
/
Э
а
р 
Э/Э 
S 
3/3x t 
3/Эа
р 
э/э
 8 
s 
5бЛ0 
0.00 
-U.65 
2.61 
а 
36.55 
3.56 
3.50 
г
р 
s 
1*1.73 
о.оі* 
-2.58 
1.2Т 
Г ? 
36.09 
3.1»7 
гЛб 
a 
s 
62.85 
0.01 
-U.99 
2.87 
a t 
31*. 38 
3.30 
3.36 
г 
s 
1*0.51» 
0.06 
-2.71 
3.07 
r t 
37.27 
3.96 
lt.08 
a
n 
s 
70.20 
0.00 
-5.36 
3.21 
< 
31.80 
2.87 
3.11* 
r
n 
s 
39.1*9 
0.00 
-2.61 
1.1*9 
' t 
38.1*8 
3.31 
3.10 
Table XI.7 
Derivatives of the Λρ, ΛΝ, and Λη 
1 3 S. and S scattering lengths and effective ranges in the appropriate 
powers of [fm]. α and θ are dimensionless. 
Table XI.9 gives Λρ total cross sections belov the inelastic thres­
holds. Note that belov p. = 300 MeV/c, a region which contains all 
fitted Λρ data, the total cross section is almost totally β-wave only. 
Table XI.10 shows Λρ total cross sections above the inelastic thres­
holds. In fig. XI.7 we compare the total cross sections for p. > 300 MeV/c 
with the experimental data of (Al 6l) and (Ka 71). At the higher energies 
the predicted cross sections seems to be systematically a little too 
high compared with the (Ka 71) data. Table XI.11 shows the multichannel 
effective range results around the inelastic Ζ η and Σ0ρ thresholds. In 
making the multichannel effective range expansion we have neglected the 
D 1 (rN) - waves which are kinematically suppressed around the EN-thres-
holds. We do not neglect the "Τ). (Ap)-wave. 
XI.li* 
Рл 
τ 
lab 
^ О 
δ ( Ρ
ο 
δ ( Ρ
ι 
β( \ 
«( 3s 1 
ъ 
6(\ 
β(4 
e( 3D 2 
δ ( 3 Ρ 2 
І2 
*(% 
Í(3D3 
з^ 
Í( 3G 3 
100 
Μ 
23.27 
0.05 
0.12 
0.07 
20.93 
0.1І» 
0.00 
0 00 
0.00 
0.19 
0.00 
-0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
-0.00 
200 
17.8 
28.63 
0.33 
0.91 
O.Ut 
2б.9б 
0.7І» 
O.Ol» 
0.05 
0.08 
1.3U 
0.00 
0.00 
0.05 
0.00 
-0.00 
зоо 
39.6 
2U.90 
0.51* 
2.7k 
0.99 
21».61 
1.69 
0.30 
о.зі» 
0.1*2 
3.70 
-0.03 
0.01 
0.29 
0.02 
-0.00 
Table 
1»00 
69.5 
17.96 
-0.03 
5.52 
1.1»9 
19.2l» 
2.99 
1.10 
I.08 
1.23 
6.66 
-0.11 
0.07 
O.89 
0.05 
0.00 
XI.8 
500 
IO6.9 
10.05 
-1.82 
9.O6 
I.91 
13.1»2 
1»,96 
3.06 
2.39 
2.53 
9.З2 
-0.18 
0.23 
I.90 
0.12 
0.03 
6OO 
I5I.I 
2.23 
-l».7l» 
13.61» 
3.07 
IO.80 
10.38 
9.22 
k.ih 
U.15 
11.13 
-0.10 
0.59 
3.18 
0.21» 
0.0? 
633.8 
I67.5 
0.22 
-5-87 
15.85 
1.60 
28.03 
29.98 
28.98 
1».78 
1».72 
11.55 
0.03 
0.87 
3.63 
0.29 
O.IU 
HCOBE Ap-nuclear bar phage shifts in degrees 
The ordering of the channels in table XI.11 is as follows: Λρ, Σ η, 
Σ
0
ρ for 1S0 and Л р С ^ ) , Λ ρ ί ^ ) , E
+
n, Σ
0
ρ for the coupled ''s-^D 
waves. The errors in the elements of table XI.11 are of the same 
order as the elements themselves. For the best point the S.ÍAp) 
and З-Сдп) eigenphases do not pass through 90 
*) 3 3 
By S.fAp) and ЗЛЛп) eigenphase shifts we mean the eigen phases 
belonging to the eigen vectors of the scattering which are dominantly 
•^(Лр) and -^(An) below the ΣΝ-thresholds. 
XI. 15 
The S (Λρ) eiftenphase reaches a maximum of 76.5 at the Ζ ρ 
threshold and the ЗЛЛп) 77·? just ahove the E~p-threshold. Around 
these thresholds the s-wave scattering is large as shovn in fig.XI.7 
where a large cusp occurs at the Σ η threshold. Making the S core 
3 
χ two standard deviations smaller we find that the зЛЛр) eigen-
phase passes through 90 at the Z0p-threshold. The corresponding 
triplet scattering length becomes a (Λρ) = - 2.1»5 fm· In order to 
maintain a reasonable fit to the Λρ scattering data we get |a (Ap)|s1» 
3 s 
which means a conflict with J(.H ) = 1/2. Therefore we conclude that 
within our HCOBE-model the existence of a resonating or a virtual S. 
(ΛΝ) - boundstate is unlikely. 
>л 
5P 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
"s 
UUç.ç 
316.5 
202.1* 
125.1* 
76.9 
1*6.7 
"Tot 
1*1*9.9 
316.6 
202.6 
125-9 
78.0 
1*8.6 
р
л 
350 
1*00 
1*50 
500 
550 
600 
0S 
28.1 
16.6 
9.8 
6.0 
6.6 
li.5 
"Tot 
30.7 
20.9 
13.9 
10.1» 
8.7 
10.8 
Table XI.9 
S-wave and Total Λρ erose sections in mb below the EN - thresholds. 
р
л 
650 
700 
750 
8θΟ 
о(Лін-Лр) 
18.1 
11».9 
15.1 
15.2 
oUp+E η) 
9.0 
10.7 
11.9 
12.1 
σ(Λ7>*Σ0ρ) 
3.9 
k.9 
5.8 
6.0 
ρ
Λ 
850 
900 
950 
1000 
σ(ΛΐΗ-Λρ) 
15.1» 
15.7 
16.1 
16.8 
σ(Λρ*Ι η) 
11.7 
11.1 
10.1* 
9.9 
σ(Λτ»·Σ0ρ) 
5.8 
5.6 
5.2 
U.9 
Table XI.10 
Total elastic and inelastic Λρ cross sections in mb above the EN-thresholde. 
XI. 16 
0.3 (U 0.5 06 0.7 0 
р
л
 ИЛ] 
Fig. XI.7 Calculated Лр elastic total cross sections 
ρ 
for the lowest overall χ for p. > 300 MeV/c compared 
with the data. 
XI. 17 
11 12 13 22 23 33 
A - 1 -21*.99 5.35 -З.Тб -0.2І* -O.OU -0.22 
8 
R 63.Об -1*3.56 29.57 12.26 -5-92 7.80 
11 12 13 11* 22 23 2І* 33 З** '•I* 
A"1 23.1*9 -1*1*.81 -0.25 О.З6 ІЗ6.О9 -5.17 3.53 1.55 O.9I 2.20 
R 11*0.11 -167.11 -6.76 6.28 23.97 26.28 -20.80 -0.93 -1.00 -1.1*7 
Table XI. 11 
Inverse scattering length and effective range matrices at the Γ ρ -
threshold for the coupled channels Λρ, Σ η, and E p. The dimensions 
of the matrix elements of A~ are [fm] ~ and of R[fln] ~ ~ . 
XI. 1* Γ~ρ - scattering 
It appeared that the S.fE'p •* Σ~ρ) cross section is strongly 
sensitive to the value of the core radius x.. So, the Γ~ρ elastic 
cross section together with the capture ratio at rest r_ puts narrow 
bounds on x. and due to our core scheme (7.80) subsequently on a (ΛΝ). 
In table XI.12 we display the contributions of the various waves to the 
nuclear total cross section at ρ (lab) = 160 MeV/c. One notices that 
the cross sections is dominated by the s-waves and that a large contri­
bution in the reaction E-p •* Λη is provided by the transition S (Σ~ρ) 
-»• ОЛЛп) due to the strong tensor potential. The p-waves are calcu­
lated using the core x_ which is fitted to the Σ-ρ - differential cross 
Ρ 
sections of (Ei 71» En 66) (cfr, chapter IX). 
XI. 18 
' - , 
о^ s 
hl-*,; 
ς " Ρ + Ε " Ρ 
5.2U 
100.01 
0.13 
0.13 
1.33 
0 Л 2 
5.1^6 
0.86 
0.01 
Σ~ρ*Λη 
2.83 
U8.28 
50.07 
0.10 
lt.02 
0.2lt 
11*.66 
0.66 
3.26 
Ζ~ρ*Σ η 
27.11 
61». 02 
1.25 
0.27 
7.75 
1.85 
8.35 
0.22 
0.10 
Total 111*.99 126.90 11І».7І» 
Table XI. 12 
Contributions in иЪ of different waves to the Г~р Nuclear cross-
sections at ρ β ι6θ MeV/c. 
r" 
We show the fit to experimental Σ~ρ •*· Σ~ρ and Σ~ρ-»·Λη differential 
cross sections in fig. XI.8 and fig. XI.9. 
In table XI. 13 ve display details of the НС0ВЕ Γ~ρ ·* Σ~ρ differential 
cross section at ρ (lab) • 1б0 MeV/c. The forward - backward asymmetry 
T~ , 3 3 3 3 
in the nuclear cross section stems mainly from S, - P., S. - P 0, 1 1 . 1 1 1 2 
and S - P. interference. The Coulomb interference is constructive 
both in the singlet and triplet in the forward hemisphere. 
In table XI.lU we show the НС0ВЕ total cross sections for the elastic 
Σ
-
ρ ·+ Σ ρ channel and the inelastic channels Σ ρ + An and Σ~ρ - » Σ η . 
In table XI.15 the multichannel effective range matrices describing the 
scattering matrix around the ΣΝ - thresholds are given. 
XI.19 
Here the channels are ordered as: Λη, Γ η, Σ~ρ for S. and Λη( S . ) , 
о -. *э о U 1 
Λη( Τ).), Σ η, Σ _ρ for the coupled S. - D waves. Apain, as in table 
3 1 1 
XI.11, we have neglected the D (EN) - waves and the errors in table 
XI.15 are of the same size as the elements themselves. We note finally 
that we have neRlected singlet - triplet transitions like P. *-»• Ρ , 
which we did also in the Лр-channels. 
сов 
-0.9 
-0.7 
-0.5 
-0.3 
-0.1 
0.1 
0.3 
0.5 
0.7 
0.9 
0.95 
Nuclear 
1»9.15 
U9.89 
51.2h 
53.20 
55.78 
58.98 
62.81 
67.27 
72.36 
78.10 
79.63 
Coulomb 
0.U1 
0.52 
0.66 
0.88 
1.23 
1.81» 
3.05 
5.97 
I6.60 
1í»9.37 
597. >*8 
Table 
(GIF) 
S 
-0.78 
-0.68 
-0.55 
-0.38 
-0.15 
0.17 
О.65 
1.50 
З.З8 
11.76 
22.92 
XI.13 
(CIF) t 
-1.12 
-0.75 
-O.29 
0.30 
1.07 
2.15 
3.77 
6.51 
12.33 
35.53 
62.02 
Total 
Í.7.66 
1*8.98 
51.07 
5l».00 
57.93 
63.11* 
70.28 
81.26 
mi».67 
271*. 76 
762.05 
Contributions in mb to the E_p-elastic differential cross sections 
do/dcosO at ρ = 160 MeV/c. (GIF) and (C 
J- s 
interference for spin singlet and triplet. 
IF). denote the Coulomb j—  ζ 
XI. 20 
ρ σ(Σ"ρ+Σ"ρ) σ(Σ"ρ+Λη) σ(Σ"ρΓ»·Σ:0η) ρ σ(Σ"ρ>Σ"ρ) σΰ:~ρ*Λη) σ(Ε~ρ+Ε0π) 
Σ~ Σ" 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
Uoo 
1*50 
500 
51*1.0 
225-3 
130.7 
91.3 
Τθ.9 
75.3 
70.θ 
66.0 
62.0 
58.5 
1003.5 
293.3 
1U6.0 
95-2 
72.5 
59.5 
50.2 
1*2.8 
36.8 
31.8 
697.9 
227.9 
127.3 
96.1 
88.1 
80.7 
57-9 
55.7 
1*6.3 
39.3 
Table 
550 
600 
650 
700 
750 
800 
850 
900 
950 
1000 
XI.11» 
55.1 
51.9 
1.8.7 
1*5.7 
1*2.9 
1*0.3 
38.0 
35.9 
31*. 0 
32.3 
27.6 
21».2 
21.3 
19.3 
17.1 
15.5 
11*.3 
13.2 
12.1* 
11.6 
33.9 
29-5 
26.0 
23.1 
20.6 
18.5 
16.6 
15.0 
13.6 
12.5 
Elastic and inelastic Σ ρ total cross sections in mb. 
A" 1 
s 
H
8 
11 
-27.10 
82.37 
12 
1*.09 
-35.38 
13 
-5.91 
1*8.22 
22 
-0.38 
8.77 
23 
-0.02 
-7.08 
33 
-0.20 
13.88 
11 12 13 11» 22 23 2І* 33 31» 1»1* 
A"1 16.26 -33.35 O.06 0.11 125.35 -b.bO 6.1*3 2.23 0.91» 1-77 
R 60.20 -52.28 -2.I6 1*.68 -ll*l*.30 16.30 -2З.9О -О.69 -0.02 -0.1*1* 
Table XI.15 
Inverse scattering length and effective range matrices at the Σ~ρ 
threshold for the coupled channels An, Σ η, and Σ _ρ. The dimensions 
of the matrix elements of A~ are [ftn] and Pffb] . 
[mb] 
do 
dea 
100 
80 
60 
ί,Ο 
20 
г r _ u i 
SÔL'"UJ I 
-
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_ _ _ - ^ 
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_ _ l 1 
£ ^ 
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cose 
Fig. XI.8 Calculated E~p elastic differential cross 
sections compared vith the data (Ei 71). 
120 -
100 -
60 
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20 
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F I R . XI.9 Calcualted differential cross 
sections for the reaction E~p -»• An compared 
with the experimental values (Ei 71)· 
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SAMENVATTING 
Deze studie behandelt de nucleon-nucleon (NN) en de hyperon-nucleon 
(YN) wisselwerkingen bij lage energieën (^ . 4, 350 MeV). De twee-
deeltjes kanalen die beschouwd worden zijn: (i) nucleon-nucleon: 
PP "* PP» np -»· np (ii) hyperon-nucleon: Γ ρ •* Σ ρ, Λρ -»• (Λρ, Σ η,Σ ρ), 
Λη -»· (Λη, Σ η, Σ _ρ), en Σ ρ-»- (Λη, Σ η, Σ ρ). 
Hoofdstuk Ι bevat naast een algemene inleiding een overzicht van de 
inhoud en de belangrijkste resultaten van de studie. 
In hoofdstuk II worden de experimentele en fenomenologische analyses 
van de NN en Λρ kanalen besproken. 
Hoofdstuk III geeft de welbekende SU(3) klassifikatie van de NN en YN 
kanalen en van de pseudo-scalaire en vector mesonen. De veel minder 
precies bekende scalaire mesonen worden in een SU(3) nonet geplaatst. 
In hoofdstuk IV worden de relativistisch invariante, de heliciteits en 
de z.g. niet-relativistische amplitudes behandeld. Transformaties tussen 
deze verschillende amplitudes zijn expliciet gegeven. Speciaal een trans­
formatie tussen de heliciteits en de niet-relativistische amplitudes 
is uitgewerkt, welke in hoofdstuk VII toegepast wordt bij de afleiding 
van de potentialen. 
In hoofdstuk V wordt voor spinloze N en Y deeltjes uitvoerig ingegaan op 
de reductie van de relativistische vergelijkingen tot integraal vergelijkingen 
van het Lippmann-Schwinger type. Hierbij wordt ervan uitgegaan dat de in­
variante amplitudes analyticiteits eigenschappen bezitten à la Mandelstam. 
De potentialen worden geïdentificeerd in termen van de dubbele spectraal 
functies. Verder wordt het verband aangegeven tussen de potentialen en de 
Regge Polen, waarbij de Khuri-Jones representatie van de Regge Polen ge-
bruikt is. 
S.2 
Het blijkt dan dat bij goede benadering de uitwisseling van een Kegge 
Pool equivalent is aan de uitwisseling van één effectief deeltje met 
vaste spin of m.a.w. voor de potentiaal bij lage energieën is een Regge 
Pool potentiaal equivalent met een één-boson-uitwisselings (OBE) po-
tentiaal. Met behulp van de Khuri-Jones representatie worden dan re-
laties afgeleid tussen de OBE koppeling konstanten en vormfaktoren en 
de Regge Pool residuen. Dit geeft een expliciet verband tussen de lage 
en hoge energie verstrooiing. Nieuwe bijdragen tot de ITO an YH OBE po-
tentialen worden gevonden afkomstig van de P, f, f' en A. Regge banen. 
Tenslotte wordt in dit hoofdstuk een nieuwe afleiding gegeven van de 
„propagator" van instabiele mesonen (zoals ρ en e) m.b.v. de K-matrix 
unitarizatie methode voor de systemen NN, YY en ιτπ. 
In hoofdstuk VI worden de resultaten van V uitgebreid tot het realis­
tische geval van N en Y met spin J. Volledigheidshalve wordt de bekende 
Regge analyse voor deeltjes met spin beschreven. Expliciete formules 
van de OBE koppelingskonstanten en vormfaktoren in termen van Regge 
residuen worden uitgewerkt en een gedetailleerde afleiding wordt ge­
geven van de J = 0 komponent van de Ρ en f Regge banen. De centrale 
potentiaal van de Ρ en f bij г = 0 is geschat op 600 MeV. 
Een hoofdreden voor het theoretische onderzoek in de hoofdstukken 
V en VI is het vinden van een basis voor het OBE-model (hierna HCOBE 
genoemd) dat het onderwerp is van het tweede deel van dit proefschrift. 
In hoofdstuk VII wordt dit HCOBE model beschreven. In dit model worden 
de potentialen voor afstanden r > 0.5 fm gegenereerd door de uitwisse­
ling van nonetten van pseudo-scalaire, vector en scalaire mesonen in 
lokale benadering. De afstanden r < 0.5 ft» worden beschreven door 
fenomenologische harde pit potentialen. Deze laatsten hebben de functie 
om ongewenste gebonden toestanden te vermijden en zij regelen de globale 
sterkte van de potentialen. Voor de koppeling konstanten van de mesonen 
aan de N en Y deeltjes gebruiken we SU(3) symmetrie. De berekeningen me% 
dit HCOBE model zijn realistisch uitgevoerd in de configuratie ruimte 
door het in rekening brengen van (i) de massa verschillen tussen de 
S.3 
onderlinge nucleonen, hyperonen en mesonen, (ii) de Coulomb wissel­
werking en (iii) een SU(2) brekende wisselwerking in de ΛΝ kanalen. 
Hoofdstuk VIII geeft het meerkanalen Schrödinger formalisme, de op-
lossings methode van de Schrödinger vergelijking in de configuratie 
ruimte voor zowel de verstrooiings als de gebonden (deuteron) toe-
standen en de definities van de fase verschuivingen. 
De hoofstukken IX - XI beschrijven de gedetailleerde resultaten die 
verkregen zijn uit berekeningen met het HCOBE model. Een fit aan 1128 
NN-verstrooiings data, via de faseverschuivings analyse van de Liver-
more groep, en ·• lage energie parameters, door aanpassing van 10 kop-
n 
pelings toestanden en k harde pit parameters levert X /data = 2.22. 
De gevonden koppelings constanten zijn in overeenstemming met waarden 
die in analyses van andere processen gevonden zijn zoals uit een ver-
gelijking met de literatuur in hoofdstuk IX blijkt. De aanpassing aan 
de experimentele Ш data is van gelijke kwaliteit als die welke be­
reikt is m.b.v. de beste puur fenomenologische potentialen zoals b.v. de 
Reid- en Bressel-Kerman potentialen. Deze laatste potentialen bevatten 
ongeveer 50 willekeurige vrije parameters. De koppelings konstanten uit 
het in de fit bepaalde HCOBE NN-model werden gebruikt in het HCOBE 
YN-model. De fit aan 35 YN data met 5 vrije parameters levert χ /data 
* 0.61. In deze YN-fit zijn bepaald: (i) de F/F+D verhouding van de 
pseudo-scalaire mesonen α = О.кб en (ii) de ε - S mengingshoek 
θ * 8.90 . Deze gevonden kleine hoek θ heeft het belangrijke resultaat 
dat het ε-meson een bijna puur SU(3) singlet karakter heeft. 
Hoofdstukken X en XI geven de resultaten voor de lage energie parameters, 
faseverschuivingen, hoekverdelingen en werkzame doorsneden. De Λρ en 
Λη lage energie parameters zijn in overeenstemming met de resultaten van 
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analyses van de hyperkernen ,H , .He en .He . Er wordt geen bevestiging 
•ι Λ Λ Λ 
van een S (Λρ) resonantie beneden de ΓΝ-drempels gevonden. Wel wordt een 
sterke verstrooiing, eventueel resonantie, in de РЛГН, I • 3/2) golf 
voorspeld. 
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